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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Flash gas bypass represents one of the prospective approaches to improve the 
efficiency of various small scale heat transfer systems that utilize refrigerant as a working 
fluid. It is characterized by the bypass of vapor created throughout the expansion process 
around the evaporator. As the advantages of flash gas removal in R744 systems are 
observed, it is of scientific interest to elaborate the same approach in R134a or similar 
low pressure refrigerant A/C systems.  The main reason for this is the fact that lower 
pressure fluids are more affected by pressure drop, therefore flash gas removal which 
reduces low system side pressure drop will be more beneficial utilizing these fluids. 
This project developed a methodology for studying phase separation in compact 
vessels and analyzing their impact inR134a automotive A/C systems. The flash gas 
bypass concept would be attractive for commercial implementation if a compact 
separation vessel could efficiently separate refrigerant phases over wide ranges of flow 
conditions and the simple flow controlling device could be exploited in the flash gas 
bypass line. It would be convenient if the phase separation vessel could be implemented 
in the evaporator header. A methodic approach has been implemented analyzing T -
junctions as a starting design, studying the mechanisms of phase separation and paving 
the way towards more advanced geometries. To our knowledge, the idea of implementing 
compact and efficient separation devices in the heat exchanger header is a unique 
approach that is not been studied elsewhere. . 
Two T-junctions with inlet tube diameters 8.7 mm and 12 mm, with body 
diameters 18.3 and 23.8 mm respectively, are examined and analyzed at a range of mass 
flow rates and vapor qualities typically found in automotive A/C systems. The 
quantification of both vapor and liquid phase separation efficiencies has been defined. 
The 18.3 mm body diameter T-junction could efficiently separate liquid up to 30 g/s and 
20 % vapor quality, while the 23.8 mm diameter flash tank could perform efficient phase 
separation up to 45 g/s and 15 % vapor quality. Based on the observed phase separation 
phenomena, separation enhancers could increase the separation efficiency.  
The impact on the A/C system level has been analyzed using a T-junction with 
23.8 mm body diameter. At matched capacities to the Baseline DX system, the Flash Gas 
Bypass system showed significant improvements in the system efficiency (COP), up to 
55%. The reason for such high improvement lies in the fact that the evaporator was 
slightly undersized when compared to the rest of the A/C system components. A needle 
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valve was utilized to control the flash gas bypass flow. The flash gas bypass valve opening 
had a significant effect on system performance. , The system had the highest 
improvement in COP with the flash gas bypass valve opened ½ turn (valve flow 
coefficient approximately 0.25), when compared to the Baseline DX configuration at 
matched capacity. This shows the prospect of implementing a simple regulating device 
such as an orifice tube. 
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Nomenclature 
Parameter Unit Description 
a1TestFile$ [-] File name of the test 
a2DateTime$ [-] Date and time test taken 
AFR_m3_c1 [m³/s] Air flow rate through the condenser nozzle 1, air side 
AFR_m3_c2 [m³/s] Air flow rate through the condenser nozzle 2, air side 
AFR_m3_e1 [m³/s] Air flow rate through the evaporator nozzle 1, air side 
AFR_m3_e2 [m³/s] Air flow rate through the evaporator nozzle 2, air side 
AFR_m3_indoor [m³/s] Air flow rate through the evaporator, air side 
AFR_m3_outdoor [m³/s] Air flow rate through the condenser, air side 
AFR_scfm_c1 [cfm] Air flow rate through the condenser nozzle 1, air side 
AFR_scfm_c2 [cfm] Air flow rate through the condenser nozzle 2, air side 
AFR_scfm_e1 [cfm] Air flow rate through the evaporator nozzle 1, air side 
AFR_scfm_e2 [cfm] Air flow rate through the evaporator nozzle 2, air side 
AFR_scfm_indoor [cfm] Air flow rate through the evaporator, air side 
AFR_scfm_outdoor [cfm] Air flow rate through the condenser, air side 
CDc [-] Condenser nozzle discharge coefficient, air side  
CDc1 [-] Condenser nozzle 1 discharge coefficient, air side  
CDc2 [-] Condenser nozzle 2 discharge coefficient, air side  
CDe [-] Evaporator nozzle discharge coefficient, air side  
CDe1 [-] Evaporator nozzle 1 discharge coefficient, air side  
CDe2 [-] Evaporator nozzle 2 discharge coefficient, air side  
charge [g] Amount of refrigerant charge in the system 
Conc [%] Ethylene-glycol concentration 
COP_indoor_air [-] Coefficient of performance based on air balance, indoor chamber 
COP_indoor_avg [-] Average value of COP_indoor_air and COP_indoor_chamber 
COP_indoor_chamber [-] 
Coefficient of performance based on chamber balance, indoor 
chamber 
COP_indoor_ref [-] 
Coefficient of performance based on refrigerant balance, indoor 
chamber 
Deng [g/cm³] Density of glycol 
Denr [g/cm³] Density of refrigerant 
DPca [Pa] Differential pressure drop across condenser, air side 
DPcd [Pa] 
Pressure drop between condenser air inlet and nozzle air inlet, for 
barrier test, air side 
DPcn [Pa] Pressure drop across condenser nozzle, air side 
DPcr [kPa] Pressure drop across condenser, refrigerant side 
DPea [Pa] Pressure drop across evaporator, air side 
DPen [Pa] Pressure drop across evaporator nozzle, air side 
DPer [kPa] Pressure drop across evaporator, refrigerant side 
DPersl [kPa] 
Refrigerant pressure drop across evaporator and suction line, 
DPersl=DPer+DPsl 
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DPhr [kPa] 
Pressure difference between compressor outlet and expansion 
valve inlet, refrigerant side 
DPlr [kPa] 
Pressure difference between evaporator inlet and compressor inlet, 
refrigerant side 
DPshr [kPa] 
Refrigerant pressure drop at suction line heat exchanger (SLHX) 
low side 
DPshr2 [kPa] 
Refrigerant pressure drop at suction line heat exchanger (SLHX) 
high side 
DPslr [kPa] Pressure difference across suction line HX, refrigerant side 
DPslr_cal [kPa] 
Pressure difference between evaporator outlet and compressor 
inlet, refrigerant side 
Dslope [kg/s] Slope of condensate for evaporator, condensate rate 
Dslope2 [kg/s] 
Slope of condensed steam from the steam pipe inside the indoor 
duct 
DTsub_cro [°C] Subcooling at condenser outlet, refrigerant side 
DTsub_xri [°C] Subcooling at expansion valve outlet, refrigerant side 
DTsup_ero [°C] Superheat at evaporator outlet 
DTsup_rcpi [°C] Superheat at compressor inlet 
DTsup_rcpo [°C] Superheat at compressor outlet 
DutyCycle [-] Number of data rows written 
D_c1 [m] Diameter of nozzle 1 in condenser chamber 
D_c2 [m] Diameter of nozzle 2 in condenser chamber 
D_e1 [m] Diameter of nozzle 1 in evaporator chamber 
D_e2 [m] Diameter of nozzle 2 in evaporator chamber 
ENN [-] Designation for number of nozzles used in evaporator chamber 
epsilon_ihx [%] 
Efficiency of internal heat exchanger (or suction line heat 
exchanger, SLHX) 
ErrIndoor_air [%] Percent difference between evaporator air and chamber balances 
ErrIndoor_ref [%] 
Percent difference between evaporator refrigerant and chamber 
balances 
ErrOutdoor_air [%] Percent difference between outdoor air and chamber balances 
ErrOutdoor_ref [%] 
Percent difference between outdoor refrigerant and chamber 
balances 
eta_comp [-] Compression (indicated) efficiency of compressor 
eta_isen [-] Isentropic compressor efficiency 
eta_mech [-] Compressor mechanical efficiency 
eta_v [-] Volumetric efficiency of compressor 
epsilon_e [-] Efficiency of evaporator heat exchanger 
EXV [-] 
Value that indicates how open the expansion valve is (range:  0-
680) 
Fc [lbf-in] Torque on compresor shaft 
G [kg] Measured weight on the load cell 
hcai [kJ/kg] Enthalpy at condenser inlet, air side 
hcan [kJ/kg] Enthalpy at condenser nozzle, air side 
hcao [kJ/kg] Enthalpy at condenser outlet, air side 
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hcpri [kJ/kg] Enthalpy at compressor inlet, refrigerant side 
hcpro [kJ/kg] Enthalpy at compressor outlet, refrigerant side 
hcri [kJ/kg] Enthalpy at condenser inlet, refrigerant side 
hcro [kJ/kg] Enthalpy at condenser outlet, refrigerant side 
h_e_liq_in [kJ/kg] Enthalpy at evaporator inlet, refrigerant side, liquid 
h_e_liq_out [kJ/kg] Enthalpy at evaporator outlet, refrigerant side, liquid 
h_e_vap_in [kJ/kg] Enthalpy at evaporator inlet, refrigerant side, vapor 
h_e_vap_out [kJ/kg] Enthalpy at evaporator outlet, refrigerant side, vapor 
heai [kJ/kg] Enthalpy at evaporator inlet, air side 
heai_dry [kJ/kg] Dry air enthalpy at evaporator inlet 
heai_encondition [kJ/kg] 
Enthalpy at evaporator inlet, at condition of humidity ratio as same 
as after nozzle, air side 
hean [kJ/kg] Enthalpy at evaporator nozzle, air side 
hean_dry [kJ/kg] Dry air enthalpy at evaporator nozzle 
heao [kJ/kg] Enthalpy at evaporator outlet, air side 
heri [kJ/kg] Enthalpy at evaporator inlet, refrigerant side 
hero [kJ/kg] Enthalpy at evaporator outlet, refrigerant side 
hxri [kJ/kg] Enthalpy at expansion device inlet, refrigerant side 
h_compin [kJ/kg] Refrigerant enthalpy at compressor inlet 
h_compout [kJ/kg] Refrigerant enthalpy at compressor outlet 
h_fg [kJ/kg] Latent heat of vaporization 
h_liq_in [kJ/kg] Saturated liquid enthalpy at inlet state 
h_liq_out [kJ/kg] Saturated liquid enthalpy at outlet state 
h_vap_in [kJ/kg] Saturated vapor enthalpy at inlet state 
h_vap_out [kJ/kg] Saturated vapor enthalpy at outlet state 
ma_dry_c1 [kg/s] Dry air mass flow rate through nozzle 1 in outdoor chamber 
ma_dry_c2 [kg/s] Dry air mass flow rate through nozzle 2 in outdoor chamber 
ma_dry_e1 [kg/s] Dry air mass flow rate through nozzle 1 in indoor chamber 
ma_dry_e2 [kg/s] Dry air mass flow rate through nozzle 2 in indoor chamber 
Ma_indoor_dry [kg/s] Mass flow rate of dry air in evaporator chamber 
Ma_indoor_wet [kg/s] Mass flow rate of humid air in evaporator chamber 
Ma_outdoor [kg/s] Mass flow rate of dry air in condenser chamber 
Ma_outdoor_dry [kg/s] Mass flow rate of humid air in condenser chamber 
ma_wet_c1 [kg/s] Moist air mass flow rate through nozzle 1 in outdoor chamber 
ma_wet_c2 [kg/s] Moist air mass flow rate through nozzle 2 in outdoor chamber 
ma_wet_e1 [kg/s] Moist air mass flow rate through nozzle 1 in indoor chamber 
ma_wet_e2 [kg/s] Moist air mass flow rate through nozzle 2 in indoor chamber 
Mg [g/s] Mass flow rate of coolant, ethylene-glycol 
Mr [g/s] Mass flow rate of refrigerant 
Mw_gps [g/s] Condensate rate 
Mw_kgps [kg/s] Condensate rate 
Mw_kgps2 [kg/s] Condensate rate from the steam pipe inside the indoor duct 
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Mw_kgps_calcu [kg/s] Calculated condensation rate 
Patm [kPa] Atmospheric pressure  
Pcn [kPa] Pressure at condenser nozzle, air side 
Pcri [kPa] Pressure at condenser inlet, refrigerant side 
Pcro [kPa] Pressure at condenser outlet, refrigerant side 
Pen [kPa] Pressure at evaporator nozzle, air side 
Peri [kPa] Pressure at evaporator inlet, refrigerant side 
Pero [kPa] Pressure at evaporator outlet, refrigerant side 
Prcpi [kPa] Pressure at compressor inlet, refrigerant side 
Prcpo [kPa] Pressure at compressor outlet, refrigerant side 
Pshri [kPa] Pressure of refrigerant at SLHX inlet at low side 
Pshri2 [kPa] Pressure of refrigerant at SLHX inlet at high side 
Pshro [kPa] Pressure of refrigerant at SLHX outlet at low side 
Pshro2 [kPa] Pressure of refrigerant at SLHX outlet at high side 
Pv_ei [kPa] Steam saturation pressure at evaporator air inlet 
Pv_en [kPa] 
Steam saturation pressure at dew point temperature at evaporator 
inlet 
Pxri [kPa] 
Steam saturation pressure at dew point temperature at evaporator 
nozzle 
P_ratio [-] Ratio of high side and low side pressures at the compressor 
Qindoor_air [kW] Evaporator capacity, air energy balance 
Qindoor_avg [kW] Average value of Qindoor_air and Qindoor_chamber 
Qindoor_chamber [kW] Evaporator capacity, chamber energy balance 
Qindoor_latent_cond [kW] Latent air-side heat transfer due to condensation 
Qindoor_latent_psych [kW] Latent air-side heat transfer 
Qindoor_ref [kW] Evaporator capacity, refrigerant energy balance 
Qindoor_sensible_cond [kW] Sensible air-side heat transfer due to condensation 
Qindoor_sensible_psych [kW] Sensible air-side heat transfer 
Qleak_duct [kW] 
Heat losses through the wind tunnel between evaporator and 
nozzles 
Qoutdoor_air [kW] Condenser capacity, air energy balance 
Qoutdoor_avg [kW] Average value of Qoutdoor_air and Qoutdoor_chamber 
Qoutdoor_chamber [kW] Condenser capacity, chamber energy balance 
Qoutdoor_ref [kW] Condenser capacity, refrigerant energy balance 
Qsteam [kW] Energy added to chamber by steam 
Qe_tran [kW] Transmission losses through evaporator chamber walls 
Qc_tran [kW] Transmission losses through condenser chamber walls 
Re_c1 [-] Reynolds number at nozzle 1, outdoor chamber 
Re_c2 [-] Reynolds number at nozzle 2, outdoor chamber 
Re_e1 [-] Reynolds number at nozzle 1, indoor chamber 
Re_e2 [-] Reynolds number at nozzle 2, indoor chamber 
Rhci [-] Relative humidity at condenser inlet, air side 
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Rhei [-] Relative humidity at evaporator inlet, air side 
Rhen [-] Relative humidity at evaporator nozzle, air side 
Tcai [°C] Average temperature at condenser inlet, air side 
Tcao [°C] Average temperature at condenser outlet, air side 
Tcic [°C] Temperature condenser chamber inside ceiling 
Tcif [°C] Temperature condenser chamber inside floor 
Tciw [°C] Temperature condenser chamber inside wall 
Tcn [°C] Temperature at condenser nozzle, air side 
Tcn1 [°C] Air temperature at gas cooler/condenser nozzle 1 
Tcn2 [°C] Air temperature at gas cooler/condenser nozzle 2 
Tcoc [°C] Temperature condenser chamber outside ceiling 
Tcof [°C] Temperature condenser chamber outside floor 
Tcow [°C] Temperature condenser chamber outside wall 
Tcph [°C] Temperature of compressor housing (air) 
Tcpri [°C] Temperature at compressor inlet, refrigerant side 
Tcpri_sat [°C] Saturation temperature at compressor inlet, refrigerant side 
Tcpro [°C] Temperature at compressor outlet, refrigerant side 
Tcri [°C] Temperature at condenser inlet, refrigerant side 
Tcri_sat [°C] Saturation temperature at condenser inlet, refrigerant side 
Tcro [°C] Temperature at condenser outlet, refrigerant side 
Tcro_sat [°C] Saturation temperature at condenser outlet, refrigerant side 
Tdpei [°C] Dew point temperature at evaporator inlet, air side 
Tdpen [°C] Dew point temperature at evaporator nozzle, air side 
Teai [°C] Average temperature at evaporator inlet, air side 
Teao1 [°C] Average of the first row of the matrix 
Teao11 [°C] Matrix indices (row, column) 
Teao12 [°C] Matrix indices (row, column) 
Teao13 [°C] Matrix indices (row, column) 
Teao14 [°C] Matrix indices (row, column) 
Teao2 [°C] Average of the second row of the matrix 
Teao21 [°C] Matrix indices (row, column) 
Teao22 [°C] Matrix indices (row, column) 
Teao23 [°C] Matrix indices (row, column) 
Teao24 [°C] Matrix indices (row, column) 
Teao3 [°C] Average of the third row of the matrix 
Teao31 [°C] Matrix indices (row, column) 
Teao32 [°C] Matrix indices (row, column) 
Teao33 [°C] Matrix indices (row, column) 
Teao34 [°C] Matrix indices (row, column) 
Teao4 [°C] Average of the fourth row of the matrix 
Teao41 [°C] Matrix indices (row, column) 
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Teao42 [°C] Matrix indices (row, column) 
Teao43 [°C] Matrix indices (row, column) 
Teao44 [°C] Matrix indices (row, column) 
Teao_avg [°C] Average temperature at evaporator outlet, air side 
Teic [°C] Temperature evaporator chamber inside ceiling  
Teif [°C] Temperature evaporator chamber inside floor  
Teiw [°C] Temperature evaporator chamber inside wall  
Ten [°C] 
Average nozzle temperature. Ten=(Ten1+Ten2)/2 when two 
evaporator nozzles are used for high load tests. Ten=Ten2 when 
only nozzle no.2 is used for low load tests. 
Ten1 [°C] Temp of evaporator air nozzle 1  
Ten2 [°C] Temp of evaporator air nozzle 2  
Teoc [°C] Temperature evaporator chamber outside ceiling  
Teof [°C] Temperature evaporator chamber outside floor  
Teow [°C] Temperature evaporator chamber outside wall  
Teri [°C] Temperature at evaporator inlet, refrigerant side 
Teri_sat [°C] Saturation temperature at evaporator inlet, refrigerant side 
Tero [°C] Temperature at evaporator outlet, refrigerant side 
Tero_sat [°C] Saturation temperature at evaporator outlet, refrigerant side 
Tgi [°C] Inlet glycol temperature, outdoor 
Tgi2 [°C] Inlet glycol temperature, indoor   
Tgo [°C] Outlet glycol temperature, outdoor   
Tgo2 [°C] Outlet glycol temperature, indoor   
Trcpi [°C] Temperature of refrigerant at compressor inlet  
Trcpo [°C] Temperature of refrigerant at compressor outlet  
Ts [°C] Temperature of steam entering evaporator chamber 
Tshri [°C] Temperature of refrigerant at SLHX inlet at low side  
Tshri2 [°C] Temperature of refrigerant at SLHX inlet at high side  
Tshro [°C] Temperature of refrigerant at SLHX outlet at low side  
Tshro2 [°C] Temperature of refrigerant at SLHX outlet at high side  
Tw [°C] Temperature of condensate draining from the evaporator 
Txri [°C] Temperature of refrigerant at the inlet of expansion device 
Txri_sat [°C] 
Saturation temperature of refrigerant at the inlet of expansion 
device 
Cmin_e [W/K] Heat capacity rate of air 
Cp_air_e 
[kJ/kg 
K] 
Specific heat capacity of air 
deltaT1_e 
[˚C] 
Temperature difference between the average air inlet and average 
refigerant temperature throughout evaporator 
deltaT2_e 
[˚C] 
Temperature difference between the average air outlet and average 
refigerant temperature throughout evaporator 
LMTD_e [˚C] Log-mean temperature difference 
NTU_e [-] Number of transfer units 
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U_e [W/m
2K] Overall heat transfer coefficient, evaporator 
UA_e [W/K] Overall heat transfer coefficient for evaporator 
UA_indoor_air [W/K] Overall heat transfer coefficient, indoor chamber, air side 
Vc [rpm] Compressor speed 
Vel_c1 [m/s] Air velocity through nozzle 1, outdoor chamber 
Vel_c2 [m/s] Air velocity through nozzle 2, outdoor chamber 
Vel_e1 [m/s] Air velocity through nozzle 1, indoor chamber 
Vel_e2 [m/s] Air velocity through nozzle 2, indoor chamber 
v_in [L/s] refrigerant displacement rate 
VersionDate$ [-] Date of Revision of the EES file 
Vn_c1 [m3/kg] Specific volume at condenser nozzle 1 
Vn_c2 [m3/kg] Specific volume at condenser nozzle 2  
Vn_e1 [m3/kg] Specific volume at evaporator nozzle 1  
Vn_e2 [m3/kg] Specific volume at evaporator nozzle 2  
V_disp [cc] Compressor suction volume, displacement 
Wc [kW] Power for 1st blower plus heaters - condenser (outdoor) chamber 
Wc2 [kW] Power for 2nd blower - condenser (outdoor) chamber 
Wci [kW] Humidity ratio at condenser air inlet 
We [kW] Power for blower and heater - evaporator (indoor) chamber 
Wei [kW] Humidity ratio at evaporator inlet, air side 
Wen [kW] Humidity ratio at evaporator nozzle, air side 
W_comp [kW] 
Energy used by compressor (includes energy used by control 
circuitry) 
W_comp_id [kW] Ideal compressor work 
Xoil [-] Oil circulation rate 
x_in [-] Vapor quality at evaporator inlet, refrigerant side 
x_out [-] Vapor quality at evaporator outlet, refrigerant side 
DX [-] Direct Expansion 
FGB [-] Flash Gas Bypass 
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1 Introduction and Background 
  
Flash gas bypass represents one of the prospective approaches to improve the 
efficiency of various small scale systems that utilize refrigerant as a working fluid. It is 
characterized by the bypass of vapor created throughout the expansion process around 
the evaporator. This concept is realized by using a separation vessel, called a flash tank, 
between the expansion valve and the evaporator. The flash gas bypass concept could 
replace conventional direct expansion (DX) configurations with a suction accumulator 
after the evaporator or with a receiver after the condenser (integrated receiver dryer 
condenser). 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1:  Details of conventional direct expansion systems. Top scheme is with suction 
accumulator while the bottom scheme is with receiver. 
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Figure 1.2:  Detail of flash gas bypass system 
 
Flash tanks as separation vessels are currently used in various industrial systems, 
such as in industrial refrigeration, refineries, and petrochemical plants.  Those 
applications usually do not have space or weight restrictions, which is not the case in 
small scale systems such as automotive or residential A/C systems, involving more 
difficulty in their design. Typical separators used in small capacity A/C systems are 
either oil separators (incorporated after the compressor discharge, on the high pressure 
side) or suction accumulators (low pressure receivers, located just before the 
compressor).  They are characterized by lower liquid loads at their inlet (typically up to 
5% liquid by mass) as opposed to flash tanks, which have much higher liquid loads 
(typically 80-90% liquid by mass).  Pressure drop in oil separators does not play 
significant role in the system performance, unlike suction accumulators, where system 
performance is extremely sensitive to pressure drop. In that respect, flash tanks are in 
the enviable position, as the pressure drop is irrelevant for system performance and it 
can be regarded as a part of expansion process.     
The Flash Gas Bypass (FGB) concept applied in smaller scale systems was 
introduced in R744 systems. Beaver et al. (1999) concluded that best system 
configuration with respect to the system performance in the R744 residential A/C system 
was controlled flash gas bypass, when compared with single and dual inlet DX 
configuration with suction accumulator. The suction accumulator used in DX 
configurations has been moved upstream the evaporator to serve as a flash tank in flash 
gas bypass configuration. The outlet condition of the evaporator was controlled using a 
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valve in the flash gas bypass branch. Using flash gas bypass, the refrigerant distribution 
greatly improved. The evaporator outlet air temperature was uniform and constant over 
its entire surface. Effectiveness of the evaporator increased up to 17% compared to 
baseline DX configuration. The FGB configuration has 4˚C higher evaporation 
temperature compared to other configurations at matched cooling capacity, which 
reduced compressor pressure ratio, increased its isentropic efficiency and lowered power 
requirement, ultimately producing higher COP of the system by 20% compared with DX 
baseline configuration with two evaporator inlets. 
In 2001, Hanson et al. from Lennox Manufacturing, Inc. filed a patent that aimed 
to enhance refrigerant distribution in the parallel microchannel flow evaporator headers. 
The patent involved the implementation of the phase separator before the evaporator 
inlet and bypassing of the vapor phase around the evaporator. Empirical testing showed 
substantial improvement in the evaporator performance when compared to the existing 
conventional system configurations. 
 Elbel and Hrnjak (2003) demonstrated that the FGB approach in stationary R744 
systems is capable of improving the system performance by increasing the refrigerant-
side heat transfer coefficient and reducing the refrigerant-side pressure drop on the low 
pressure side of the system.  In addition, FGB also improved the refrigerant distribution 
in the evaporator inlet header leading to further performance improvements because of 
possibility to operate the system at higher evaporation pressures for a given capacity. 
Compared with a conventional direct expansion (DX) system with suction accumulator, 
it was shown that the FGB system resulted in up to 9% higher cooling capacity and 7% 
higher COP when operated at identical operating conditions. The above mentioned 
system did not have compressor control capabilities, though a variable speed compressor 
would have achieved an approximately up to 19% higher cooling capacity if the COP 
would have been matched to the one of the conventional DX systems. Conversely, if the 
variable speed compressor would have been used to match the DX system‟s cooling 
capacity, the maximum possible COP improvement would have been approximately 13%. 
It has been concluded that systems operated at high ambient outdoor temperatures with 
limited outdoor heat rejection capabilities or systems having an evaporator sensitive to 
refrigerant-side mal-distribution would benefit from the FGB approach.  Numerical 
analysis showed that even though the increase in the R744 heat transfer coefficient was 
large, (up to 140%), the reduction in refrigerant-side pressure drop, (up to 35%), was the 
dominant improvement mechanism of the FGB concept.  The pressure drop reduction 
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has approximately five times higher effect on the cooling capacity and COP 
improvements than the increased heat transfer coefficient.  
 Another patent was filed in 2006, where Gorbunov et al. from Carrier 
Corporation proposed the method and apparatus for promoting uniform refrigerant flow 
in minichannel heat exchanger. The apparatus consisted of a float valve regulated liquid-
vapor separator between an expansion device and inlet evaporator header. The float 
valve prevented the liquid phase from flowing towards the compressor and vapor phase 
flowing back to the inlet of the evaporator.   
In parallel to this research project, Iwata et al. (2008) developed a series of 
compact vapor-liquid separators using surface tension applied in heat pump systems 
with range of 4-16 kW capacity. The separator was designed to confine the liquid phase 
into micro-grooves (accordion-shaped thin metal plates). The separation performance 
was very high (mostly up to 0.5% of liquid by mass is entrained in the gas bypass) and 
almost independent of evaporation temperature. The pressure drop reduction using flash 
gas bypass was confirmed; for the 4 kW capacity system and 60% gas bypass ratio, the 
pressure drop through evaporator was reduced about 45% compared with baseline DX 
system with no gas bypass (gas bypass ratio = bypass gas flow rate/total inlet gas flow 
rate). Theoretical analysis for power savings using flash gas bypass cycle showed that the 
improvements in cooling capacity and COP were higher at lower evaporation 
temperatures. The COP improvement originated from the increase in available 
evaporation enthalpy difference while the enthalpy difference throughout the 
compression process decreased. The cooling capacity improvement was higher at lower 
evaporation temperatures due to lower specific gas volumes, which increased refrigerant 
flow rate at identical compressor frequency. Iwata concluded that flash gas bypass cycle 
is effective for the heating operation at low evaporation temperatures.  
While some work has been done in studying the FGB concept, there has not been 
much focus on understanding phase separation phenomena or developing the design of 
compact flash tanks.  . The fact that pressure drop is the dominant parameter for 
improving performance of high pressure refrigerant systems should yield even greater 
performance improvements in low pressure refrigerant systems. This project aims to 
further the state of the art through analytical considerations of this concept, developing 
methodology for studying the phase separation in compact vessels and examine their 
impact in a typical small scale A/C system using low pressure refrigerant.  The A/C 
system studied was automotive, with 1,1,1,2-Tetrafluoroethane (R134a) as a refrigerant. 
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 The thesis consists of five chapters and appendices. Chapter 2 will present an 
overview of the separation technology used today, with an emphasis on gravity 
separation since the baseline experiments were with gravity type flash tanks. Chapter 3 
lays out the project objectives and gives a brief overview of the test facilities and the 
experimental flash tanks. Chapter 4 reviews the phase separation in flash tanks and the 
analytical considerations derived from the research flash tanks. Finally, chapter 5 will 
present analysis of the flash tank implemented in the A/C system.  
The appendices contain the detail descriptions of test facilities, test procedures, 
flash tank designs and the research data overview with data processing files.  
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2 Separation Technology 
 
2.1 Separation Technology Overview 
 
At the present time, there is a great variety of separator designs. Nevertheless, 
they can be grouped into two basic classes according to the physical principles of gas-
liquid mixture separation: gravitational and inertial separators. Aside from these 
principles, which are based on technologies available to separate liquid and vapor phase, 
separator types are named as gravity, centrifugal, filter vane, mist eliminator pads and 
liquid-gas coalescers. The first and simplest technology uses gravity settling, which 
occurs when the weight of the droplets, or the gravitation force acting on them exceeds 
drag created by the flowing gas. Centrifugal separation is a more efficient mechanism 
that takes place when the centrifugal force exceeds the drag created by the flowing gas. 
Centrifugal force can be from several times up to three orders of magnitude greater than 
gravitational force. Inertial impaction occurs when a gas passes through a network, such 
as fibers and impingement barriers. In this case, the gas stream follows a tortuous path 
around these obstacles while the liquid droplets tend to go in straighter paths, impacting 
the obstacles. Once this occurs, the droplet loses velocity and/or coalesces, eventually 
falling to the bottom of the vessel or remains trapped in the fiber medium. The next 
distinct mechanism of separation occurs with very small aerosols, usually smaller than 
0.1 μm. Called diffusional interception or Brownian motion, this mechanism occurs 
when small aerosols collide with gas molecules. These collisions cause the aerosols to 
deviate from the fluid flow path around barriers increasing the likelihood of the aerosols 
striking a fiber surface and being removed.  
 
Figure 2.1:  Overview of different separation technologies and their droplet removal capabilities 
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2.1.1 Gravity Separators 
In a gravity separator or a knock-out drum, gravitational forces control 
separation. The lower the gas velocity and the larger the vessel size, the more efficient 
the liquid-gas separation. Because of the large vessel size required to achieve settling, 
gravity separators are usually designed to remove droplets larger than 300 microns. A 
knock-out drum is typically used for bulk phase separation or as a first stage scrubber. 
Gravity separators are not recommended as the sole source of droplet removal if high 
separation efficiency is required. 
  
Figure 2.2:  Schematic of a typical gravity separator with mesh pad installed 
 
2.1.2 Centrifugal Separators 
In centrifugal or cyclone separators, centrifugal forces can act on a droplet with 
force many times greater than gravity. Generally, cyclonic separators are used for 
removing droplets greater than 100 μm in diameter and a properly sized cyclone can 
have reasonable removal efficiency of particles down to 10 μm. Cyclones represent more 
compact vessels for phase separation; however they are usually designed for a very 
narrow range of conditions. Sizing a cyclonic type separator is more complicated, as it is 
important to ensure that the velocity through the separator is suitable to maintain a high 
level of efficiency and that the pressure drop across the separator is acceptable. Pressure 
drop and collection efficiency are the two major criteria used to evaluate cyclone 
performance. 
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Figure 2.3:  A few examples of the variety of cyclone sizes and shapes used in commercial practice, 
courtesy of Fisher-Klosterman (left), Bissell Homecare, Inc (middle) and EGS Systems (right) 
  
2.1.3 Mist Eliminators 
The separation mechanism for mist eliminator pads is inertial impaction. 
Typically, mist eliminator pads, consisting of fibers or knitted meshes, can remove 
droplets down to 1-5 microns, but the vessel containing them is relatively large because 
they must be operated at low velocities to prevent liquid entrainment. 
      
 
Figure 2.4:  Schematic of separation mechanism with mesh (left picture) and vane (right picture) 
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2.1.4 Filter Vane Separators 
Vane separators are simply a series of baffles or plates within a vessel. The 
mechanism controlling separation is again inertial impaction. Removal efficiency of vane 
separators is very sensitive to mass velocity, but they can generally operate at higher 
velocities than mist eliminators, mainly because more effective liquid drainage reduces 
liquid entrainment. However, because of the relatively large paths between the plates 
constituting the tortuous network, vane separator can remove slightly larger droplet 
sizes than mist eliminators (10 microns and above). Often, vane separators are used to 
retrofit mist eliminator pad vessels when gas velocity exceeds design velocity. 
       
2.1.5 Liquid-Gas Coalescers 
Liquid-gas coalescer cartridges combine features of both mist eliminator pads 
and vane separators, but are usually not specified for the removing of bulk liquids. In 
bulk liquid systems, a high efficiency coalescer is generally placed downstream of a 
knock-out drum or impingement separator. Gas flows through a very fine pack of bound 
fibrous material with a wrap on the outer surface to promote liquid drainage. A coalesce 
cartridge can trap droplets down to 0.1 micron. When properly designed and sized, the 
drainage of coalesced droplets from the fibrous pack allows for much higher gas 
velocities than mist eliminator pads and vane separators, without the consequence of 
liquid entrainment or increased pressure drop across the assembly. 
In modern separator constructions, both gravity and inertial principles are 
usually applied. Therefore, almost exclusively as a rule, separators consist of several 
sections with each section assigned its own function; among them there is the settling 
(sedimentation) and the end section. More about separator sections will be discussed in 
section 2.2.2. In the settling section, droplet settling occurs due to gravity, while in some 
constructions with tangential gas input sedimentation occurs together with deposition 
due to the centrifugal force (see figure 2.5). The end section is equipped with various 
drop-catching devices, for example, with centrifugal branch pipes, mesh and string 
nozzles orifices. In these devices, separation of drops from the gas occurs due to inertia 
forces. Fine removal of very small droplets from gas is achieved by using filter cartridges, 
which are cylinders with fibrous stuffing through which the stream is filtered. 
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Figure 2.5:  Example of a separator employing both gravity and inertial principle of separation; 
gravity separator with cyclonic inlet device and mesh pad 
 
2.2 Design of Separators 
 
2.2.1 Literature Review 
Early development in separator design originates from most commonly referred 
work of Souders and Brown in 1934. This groundbreaking article presented the 
separation mechanism in detail for distillation columns in chemical processing plants. 
The inherent problem was to eliminate the liquid carryover from lower trays in the 
column to those at subsequently higher levels. Since the trays were installed in vertically 
fixed increments, it was necessary to predict the vertical distance and separation velocity 
at which liquid from a lower tray would not carryover to the next higher tray. Between 
1939 and 1940, Lapple and Shepherd presented one of the first references for particle 
trajectories. This work presented a wide range of data and information relating to 
particle systems, where it was necessary to determine the paths described by the 
component particles. Case studies were given for single and two-dimensional motion in a 
gravitational field and application to centrifugal fields. Equations of motion were 
described dependent upon the case (i.e. single or two-dimensional motion, centrifugal) 
and the relative flow regime (i.e. laminar or turbulent). York (1950) introduced the 
knitted wire mesh pad and updated design data for the treatment of liquid separation 
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problems. This design data led to the adoption of the Souders-Brown equation given 
below: 
      
              
      
   
where 
     - Maximum separation velocity, [m/s] 
  - Constant based on vessel geometry and fluid properties, [-] 
       - Vapor density, [kg/m3] 
        - Liquid density, [kg/m3] 
 
Many different values for k factors have been suggested, ranging from 0.1 to 0.35. The k 
factor is based on specific parameters, such as the type of mesh, mesh density, vertical 
separation distance and fluid properties (liquid and vapor density, surface tension, 
particle diameter, vapor viscosity, and gravitational effects). However, for vertical vessels 
without demister pads, it has been stated that it is reasonable to use a k factor in the 
range of 0.1 to 0.15 for ammonia with a minimum separation distance of 24 inches. The 
use of this value will return the maximum allowable separation velocity based on the 
liquid and vapor density of the working fluid.  
Miller (1971) expanded the earlier work of Souders-Brown and provided the basis 
for the design practice used today. The adaptation and refinement of the original 
Souders-Brown work resulted in application guidelines and separation prediction 
methods for both vertical and horizontal vessel orientations. Maximum separation 
velocities for various refrigerants were presented and included further advances in vessel 
internals, nozzle locations, and overall vessel geometry. Miller‟s work is the foundation 
for ASHRAE‟s recommendations in the ASHRAE Refrigeration Handbook. ASHRAE 
recommends use of a safety factor multiplier of 0.75 for applications that involve surging 
loads and pulsating flow.  
Like Miller, Richards (1985) based his recommendations on Souders and Brown 
and added that the previously defined methods resulted in preventing “more than 1% of 
liquid by mass” from carrying over. 
Wu (1984) presented the approach that summarized the mechanisms of particle 
dynamics for both impingement and gravity separators, applicable to both vertical and 
horizontal vessels. The effect of particle trajectory through two dimensions was 
examined as a means to predict the particle impingement upon the liquid surface to 
develop the minimum vessel length for disengagement of the given particle mass and 
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diameter; however, the design droplet size was not specified. Wu recommends that the 
design vapor velocity for a vertical separating vessel should be 75% to 90% of the 
terminal velocity. 
Svrcek and Monnery (1993) provided a fundamental approach similar to Wu 
(1984), but bridged the gap by calculating k as a function of the desired droplet size, or if 
applicable, as a function of vapor pressure. The variation with pressure is independent of 
substance. Svrcek and Monnery recommend a design vapor velocity of 75% of the 
calculated terminal velocity; however, the droplet size necessary to calculate the terminal 
velocity is not recommended. 
 Jekel et al. (2001) reviewed the literature about the principles governing gravity 
driven liquid-vapor separation and design methods for separators, focusing on ammonia 
as a refrigerant. Techniques for assessing separation performance (i.e. critical droplet 
size) are presented for both vertical and horizontal vessels. Equations of motion 
containing three major forces that define the droplet trajectories in both vertical and 
horizontal vessels are presented and implemented. Data was compared with ASHRAE 
recommendations, and it was concluded that the smallest separated droplet size is 
determined by the vertical separation distance,  not the terminal velocity of the droplet. 
It was stressed that there is a further need to establish fundamental design 
recommendations, to obtain more information about droplet size ranges as well as the 
distribution of liquid mass as a function of droplet size, and to determine the 
requirements that can minimize compressor wear. 
 
2.2.2 Classification of Separators 
Based on a body shape, separators are designed and manufactured in horizontal, 
vertical, spherical, and a variety of other configurations. By the quantity of phases to be 
separated, they may be further classified as two-phase (i.e. gas-liquid) or three-phase 
(i.e. gas-liquid-liquid) separators. Each configuration has specific advantages and 
limitations. Selection is based on obtaining the desired results at the lowest “life-cycle” 
cost.  
Regardless of shape or size, separation vessels currently usually contain four 
major sections plus the necessary controls. These sections are shown for horizontal and 
vertical vessels in Fig. 2.6 and 2.7. The inlet diverter is used to reduce the momentum of 
the inlet flow stream, perform an initial bulk separation of the gas and liquid phases, and 
enhance flow distribution of phases. The importance of the inlet device with respect to 
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separation performance has been identified only relatively recently, mainly through the 
use of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD).  
There are several different types of separator inlet devices commonly used today: 
 diverter plate (deflector baffle) 
 a half-open pipe 
 a 90° elbow 
 vane-type 
 cyclonic 
 
The gravity settling section is designed to utilize the force of gravity to separate 
entrained liquid droplets from the gas phase, preconditioning the gas for final polishing 
by the mist extractor if it exists. The liquid collection section acts as a receiver for all 
liquid removed from other sections. In two-phase separation applications, the liquid 
collection section provides residence time for degassing the liquid. In three-phase 
separation applications, the liquid collection section also provides residence time to 
allow for separation of heavier from lighter liquid phase. Depending on the inlet flow 
characteristics, the liquid collection section should have a certain amount of surge 
volume, or slug catching capacity, in order to smooth out the flow passed on to 
downstream equipment or processes. The mist extraction section utilizes a mist extractor 
that can consist of a knitted wire mesh pad, a series of vanes, or cyclone tubes. This 
section removes the very small droplets of liquid from the gas by impingement on a 
surface where they coalesce into larger droplets or liquid films, enabling separation from 
the gas phase.  
 
2.2.3   Vertical Separator 
 
Vertical separators, shown in Fig. 2.6, are usually selected in flow streams with 
low to intermediate gas to liquid ratios. In a vertical separator, the fluid enters the vessel 
through an inlet device whose primary objectives are to achieve efficient bulk separation 
of liquid from the gas and to improve flow distribution of both phases through the 
separator. The liquid flows down to the liquid collection section of the vessel.  Liquid 
continues to flow downward through this section to the liquid outlet. As the liquid 
reaches equilibrium, gas bubbles flow counter to the direction of the liquid flow and 
eventually migrate to the vapor space. The gas flows over the inlet diverter and then 
vertically upward toward the gas outlet. Secondary separation occurs in the upper gravity 
settling section. Liquid droplets fall vertically downward counter-current to the upward 
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gas flow. The settling velocity of a liquid droplet is directly proportional to its diameter. 
If the size of the liquid droplet is too small, they will be carried out with the vapor. A mist 
extractor section is added to capture small liquid droplets. Gas goes through the mist 
extractor section before it leaves the vessel. Typical vertical separator L/D 
(length/diameter) ratios are in the 2–4 range since for those ratios vessel has the 
minimum cost of manufacture. Vertical separator has following advantages: 
 A smaller space plot area is required  
 Liquid removal efficiency does not vary with liquid level because the area in the 
vessel available for the vapor flow remains constant 
 Generally the vessel volume is smaller 
   
Figure 2.6:  Schematic of a vertical gravity separator 
2.2.4   Horizontal Separator 
Horizontal separators are most efficient when large volumes of liquid are 
involved and when gas to liquid ratios are high. They are also generally preferred for 
three-phase separation applications. In the horizontal separator, shown in Fig. 2.7, liquid 
separated from the gas moves along the bottom of the vessel to the liquid outlet. The gas 
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and liquid occupy their proportionate shares of the shell cross section. Increased slug 
capacity is obtained through shortened retention time and increased liquid level. 
Horizontal separators have certain advantages with respect to gravity separation 
performance in that the liquid droplets or gas bubbles are moving perpendicular to the 
bulk phase velocity, rather than directly against it as in vertical flow, which makes 
separation easier. Typical L/D ratios for horizontal separators normally fall in the range 
of 2.5–5 since those ratios have the optimized cost of manufacturing for the vessels. 
Advantages of a horizontal separator are: 
 It is easier to accommodate large liquid slugs, which allows more complete release of 
the dissolved gas and if necessary, surge volume for the circulating system 
 Less head room is required 
 The downward liquid velocity is lower, resulting in improved de-gassing and foam 
breakdown. There is more surface area per liquid volume to aid in more complete 
degassing.  
 In addition to vapor-liquid separation, also a liquid-liquid separation can be achieved 
(e.g. by installing a boot) 
 The liquid level responds slowly to changes in liquid inventory, providing steady flow 
to downstream equipment 
 
Figure 2.7:  Schematic of a horizontal gravity separator 
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2.3 Settling Theory 
 
Refrigerant flow conditions at the separator inlet in this study are relevant to 
conditions in a typical automotive Air-Conditioning system after the thermal expansion 
valve. Vertical gravity flash tank seems more suitable for the initial approach, based on 
the expected flow conditions. This also aligns with the idea to incorporate the flash tank 
in the heat exchanger header. Therefore, the focus of this section will be to further 
explain the settling theory of vertical gravity separators. 
 Assuming the primary separation task is achieved, the separation of the 
remaining liquid droplets in the gas stream is the most important task. Relevant laws of 
fluid mechanics and the principal forces acting on a liquid droplet falling or rising 
through the continuous gas phase are discussed below. This design theory, called settling 
theory, provides valuable insight into the significance of certain physical properties and 
the physics that together influence the separation of dispersed droplets from a 
continuous phase, e.g. liquid droplets from a vapor phase. To apply settling theory in the 
design of a gravity separator, it is usually assumed that the droplets act as spherical 
particles and that they will settle in a continuous phase due to the gravity forces. This 
assumption is justified for Weber numbers lower than 6, motivated by equating the 
spherical drop surface energy density to inertial energy density, derived by Villermaux 
and Bossa (2009). Weber Number is a dimensionless number in fluid mechanics that is 
often useful in analyzing fluid flows when there is an interface between two different 
fluids or different phases of the same fluid, which is especially applicable in multiphase 
flows. It is expressed as the ratio between the inertial force and the surface tension force: 
   
      
   
 
 
where: 
     - Fluid (gas) density, [kg/m3] 
  - Fluid velocity, [m/s] 
  - Characteristic length, in this case droplet diameter, [m] 
  - Surface tension, [N/m] 
 
Whenever relative motion exists between a particle and a surrounding fluid, the 
fluid will exert a drag force upon the particle - droplet. It is assumed that three main 
forces act on a droplet: gravity (directed downward), buoyancy (opposite to the gravity 
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force), and drag force (opposite to the direction of droplet velocity). The resultant of 
these forces causes acceleration and motion in the direction of the net force. The 
objective of design is to size the separation vessel such that the drag and buoyancy forces 
succumb to the gravity force, causing the droplet to separate. The force balance on a 
liquid droplet can be established by applying the Newton‟s law: 
: 
           
 
   
 
Hence, force balance in the direction of the vertically upward oriented y-axis:  
  
              
 
 
where:   
          
 
 
   
        
 
 
 
 - Mass of the droplet with spherical shape, [kg] 
 
               
 
 
   
        
 
 
 
   - Gravity force exerted on a droplet, [N] 
 
          
 
 
   
        
 
 
 
   - Buoyancy force exerted on a droplet, [N] 
 
   
 
 
                         
        
 
 
 
    - Drag force exerted on a 
droplet, [N] 
u - Upward vapor velocity in the flash tank, [m/s] 
v - Droplet velocity, [m/s] 
CD - Drag coefficient, [-] 
 
The drag coefficient CD for a smooth sphere can be numerically estimated over the wide 
range of Reynolds numbers using many different expressions available. GPSA 
Engineering Databook (2004) suggests following expression: 
 
   
  
  
 
 
   
      
where: 
                   
        
      
  - Reynolds number, [-] 
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Figure 2.8:  Drag coefficient versus Reynolds number 
 
If the three above mentioned forces are balanced, the terminal velocity could be 
calculated as: 
    
                     
       
 
 
Integrating the force balance expression once, velocity of a droplet at a certain time is 
obtained as: 
         
         
 
    
 
   
 
 Finally, integrating the velocity with respect to time, trajectory of a droplet at a certain 
time will be determined: 
 
             
    
 
   
   
An increase in the upward gas velocity increases the drag force on the droplet. When the 
net gravitational force (gravity minus buoyancy force) equals the drag force, the 
acceleration of the liquid droplet becomes zero and the droplet will settle at a constant 
“terminal” or “settling” velocity. Additional increases in gas velocity result in an initial 
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reduction in settling velocity of the droplet. The drag force continues to reduce the rate of 
fall until a point is reached when the downward velocity reaches zero, and the droplet 
becomes stationary or “floating”. Further increase of gas velocity will cause the droplet to 
move upward with increasing velocities until a point is reached where the droplet 
velocity approaches the gas velocity. 
 
 
Figure 2.9:  Main forces acting on a droplet in the vertical gravity separator 
2.4 Separator Sizing 
 
Three main factors are considered in separator sizing: 1) vapor capacity, 2) liquid 
capacity, and 3) operability. The vapor capacity will determine the cross sectional area 
necessary for gravitational forces to remove the liquid from the vapor. The liquid 
capacity is typically set by determining the volume required to provide adequate 
residence time to “de-gas” the liquid or allow immiscible liquid phases to separate (in a 
three-phase separators). Operability issues include the separator‟s ability to deal with 
unsteady flow or liquid slugs and turndown. Finally, the optimal design will usually 
result in the aspect ratio that satisfies these requirements in a vessel of reasonable cost. 
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These factors often result in an iterative approach to the calculations. When applying the 
single droplet model to the design of gravity liquid separators, the following factors must 
be identified: 
 Critical droplet size separated from the vapor phase 
 Factors that impact the terminal velocity, such as droplet interactions within the 
vessel, droplet distribution entering the vessel, droplet deformation, inlet device 
configuration, pull-down, start ups and other factors 
 
In practice, to design a separator without a mist extractor, the minimum size diameter 
droplet removed must be set, as many factors above mentioned are unknown and 
uncertain to the design engineer. Typically, this diameter is in the range of 150-300 
microns, based on various literature sources. Then, based on the terminal velocity of the 
specified minimal diameter of the separated droplet, the vessel cross-sectional area and 
its diameter are determined: 
 
    
                              
         
 
  
  
  
            
   
 
 
where 
   - Volumetric flow rate of gas, [m3/s] 
  - Separator cross-sectional area, [m2] 
        - Vessel diameter, [m] 
 
The required length of the vessel can then be calculated by assuming that the time for the 
gas flow from inlet to outlet is the same as the time for the critical droplet size to fall 
from the top of the vessel to the liquid surface. Assuming no liquid retention, the 
equation below relates the length of the separator to its diameter as a function of this 
settling velocity: 
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The liquid capacity is typically specified in terms of residence time, which is translated 
into vessel layout requirements for sizing purposes. Two-phase separators must be sized 
to provide some liquid retention time so the liquid can reach phase equilibrium with the 
gas. The liquid retention time requirement specifies a combination of diameter and 
liquid volume height. The retention time represents the volume of the liquid storage in 
the vessel divided by the volumetric liquid flow rate.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.10:  Main forces acting on a bubble in the vertical gravity separator  
 
Typically, any vessel diameter can be chosen if it is greater than the minimum 
required for gas capacity. The liquid degassing process involves the separation of gas 
bubbles from the liquid phase, which under ideal conditions can be described by the 
gravity settling equation (see Fig 2.10). If it is deemed necessary to calculate liquid 
handling requirements for a degassing constraint according to gravity settling theory, a 
gas bubble size of 150–200 microns has been suggested by several sources. As with 
droplets, rise velocity of gas bubbles in the liquid is one of the parameters which decide 
the gas phase residence time.  
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Besides degassing, the design of the liquid storage capacity should take into 
account several phenomena, including foaming, swelling due to pressure reduction, 
surge volumes for excess liquid entering the separator, and NPSH to prevent cavitation.  
2.5 Parameters Influencing Phase Separation 
 
The key parameters affecting the separation performance of vertical separators 
will be discussed in this section. Based on the settling theory and its assumptions, 
separator designers need to know the pressure, temperature, flow rates, and physical 
properties of the fluid flow as well as the degree of separation required. It is also prudent 
to define if these conditions occur at the same time or if there are only certain 
combinations that can exist at certain time. 
  
Based on various literature sources, the separation of gas-liquid mixture in 
separators depends on the following parameters: 
 Gas velocity (superficial gas velocity); unsteady flow and uniformity of velocity 
profile additionally influences the allowable gas velocity 
 Pressure (affects fluid properties) 
 Temperature (affects fluid properties) 
 Physical and chemical properties of the phases (density, viscosity, surface 
tension, foaming characteristics) 
 Geometrical parameters (diameter of the separator, diameter of the supply line, 
inclination angle of the inlet line, type of separator internals) 
 Inlet flow pattern and dispersiveness of the liquid phase (distribution of droplet 
sizes and its parameters) that goes into the separator together with the gas flow 
from the delivery pipeline. The key parameter of this distribution is the average 
size of drops that are formed in the gas flow. 
 
R134a liquid density increases and vapor density decreases with a reduction in 
refrigerant temperature. The overview of thermophysical properties for R134a following 
this discussion is shown in figures 2.11 - 2.13. The ratio of liquid density to vapor density 
is important criteria for determining the maximum allowable separation velocity. It is 
reasonable to expect better separation performance at lower temperatures for an 
identical droplet size. A reduction in gas density itself causes a decrease in the amount of 
entrainment. This can be explained by the lower shear in the vapor phase. 
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Figure 2.11:  R134a phase densities versus temperature/pressure 
 
The operating pressure influences the fluid properties such as viscosity and 
density of phases. The allowable separation velocity decreases as pressure increases, as 
expected from the Souders-Brown equation, since vapor phase density increases. For 
higher pressure, the phase density ratio decreases which leads to a change in the ratio of 
the corresponding phase momentum. The reduction in surface tension of the liquid 
phase also occurs with increasing pressure, which negatively affects separation 
performance. If the surface tension is low, this helps create smaller droplets, especially 
when the velocity of the gas phase is higher.  
In general, the droplet sizes decrease with increasing gas velocity and increase 
with increasing liquid flow rate and viscosity. Given that a critical Weber number 
identifies the maximum stable drop size permissible, increasing the gas velocity causes a 
decrease in drop size. In that respect, inlet device design is important as it needs to 
gradually reduce the momentum of the incoming stream in order to reduce turbulence 
and droplet formation. 
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Figure 2.12:  R134a surface tension versus temperature/pressure 
 
Viscosity is dependent on the temperature. With increasing temperature, the 
viscosity of gas phase increases, whereas the viscosity of the liquid phase decreases. This 
distinction arises from the various mechanisms of momentum transfer in gases and 
liquids. Higher gas viscosity yields lower allowable separation velocity. 
 
Figure 2.13:  R134a phase viscosities versus temperature/pressure 
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Certain minimum travel distance is required to establish a relatively uniform 
velocity profile before the gas phase reaches its outlet. Theoretically, it is not simply the 
vessel height that is important with respect to velocity profile, but the vertical height 
between the inlet device and the gas outlet.  
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3 Objectives 
 
As the advantages of flash gas removal in R744 systems are observed, it is of 
scientific interest to elaborate the same approach in R134a or similar low pressure 
refrigerant A/C systems. Implementing flash gas removal techniques, which dramatically 
reduce pressure drop, can play a major role in making low pressure fluid systems more 
beneficial since these fluid systems are more affected by pressure drop. 
While some work has been done in studying this approach (Beaver et al. (1999), 
Elbel and Hrnjak (2003)), there was no focus on the phase separation phenomena in 
flash tanks, as the tanks were bulky in size in those studies. In a small scale Air-
Conditioning system, flash tanks need compact and efficient separation vessel designs in 
order to have advantageous packaging and production costs. Obtaining efficient phase 
separation in a compact volume is an obstacle for implementing this concept. Profound 
understanding of the phase separation in small geometries is necessary and important 
for incorporating this concept. The idea is to investigate the way to incorporate the 
separator in the heat exchanger header and therefore make the concept attractive. There 
is no known similar work elsewhere,  thus this represents the original approach. This 
project aims to advance the state of the art through developing methodology for studying 
the phase separation in compact vessels and analyzing their impact in a typical small 
scale system using low pressure refrigerant, which in this case is an R134a automotive 
A/C system. 
One of the project objectives is to analyze and enhance phase separation 
efficiency at various flow conditions after the expansion device (mass flow and inlet 
quality) in compact vessels. Because of this, it is necessary to lay out the methodology for 
estimating the flash tank separation performance and to recognize the relevant 
parameters that affect phase separation. As the idea is to incorporate the flash tanks in 
the heat exchanger header, the methodical approach started with vertical T -junctions as 
baseline separation vessels. Analyzing the mechanisms of phase separation in these 
vessels will pave the way towards more advanced compact separator designs.  
Besides flash tank design options, vapor bypass control strategy was considered, 
as the flash gas bypass line pressure drop needs to be balanced with the pressure drop 
across the evaporator. This strategy will be analyzed by understanding the effect of 
different valve openings in bypass line on the phase separation and on the evaporator 
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performance. Practically, it would be ideal if a simple flow regulating device such as 
orifice tube could be utilized for such purpose.  
Because of necessity to analyze the flash tanks in detail with respect to their 
performance and design, a separate facility has been utilized for understanding the phase 
separation and development of the phase separators. 
 
3.1 Phase Separation Research Facility 
 
An independent testing facility has been developed to examine the phase 
separation phenomena and design the separation vessels - flash tanks. Upon completion 
of the separation performance tests under various flow conditions, selected separators 
will be installed in the automotive breadboard A/C system facility where the effect on the 
system level is investigated.   
Figure 3.1 shows the view of the phase separation research facility. Design of the 
facility was influenced and evolved from research work of Fei (2004), Zhang (2004) and 
Bowers (2008), with sections added for the purpose of this study.  
 
 
Figure 3.1:  Phase Separation Research Facility 
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A Hydra-Cell M-03 diaphragm pump is used to achieve the desired mass flow 
rate through the R134a refrigerant circuit. The pump doesn‟t require lubrication; thus 
the refrigerant flow in the circuit is without oil. The frequency drive is used to adjust the 
pump rotational speed in order to attain a range of mass flow rates. The mass flow rate 
and density are measured in the pump discharge section by a Micro Motion CMF025 
(combined with RFT9739 transmitter) mass flow meter with an accuracy of ±0.10% of 
the flow rate (see more details in appendices). Mass flow rate and vapor quality are the 
major parameters that are varied at the inlet. Vapor quality is controlled by the electric 
heater and is determined using measured pressure and temperature before and after the 
expansion valve, assuming the expansion process as isenthalpic. Sensotec TJE pressure 
transducers are used to measure the above mentioned pressures.  
 
Figure 3.2:  Phase separation research facility scheme 
 
High side pressure is measured using a transducer with a range from 0 MPa to 
3.45 MPa gauge and an accuracy of +/- 0.10%, while the low side pressure is measured 
with a transducer with range from 0MPa to 1.38Mpa gauge and an identical listed 
accuracy. System temperatures were measured using T-type thermocouples from Omega 
Engineering, with accuracy of ±0.5°C. The schematic of the test facility is shown on 
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Figure 3.2. The pressure-enthalpy diagram involving the specific operating points 
marked on the test facility scheme is shown in Figure 3.3. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3:  Specific state points in P-h diagram 
 
Performance of flash tanks is quantified using two cylinders which collect and 
separate liquid and vapor phase arriving from two flash tank outlets. Over the given 
amount of time, the mass of liquid phase collected in two tanks is measured, yielding a 
time averaged liquid mass flow rates from each of the two outlets of the flash tank. At the 
same time, vapor flow rate from each of the collection tank is measured using 
Micromotion CMF010 flow meters (with RFT9397 transmitters), as shown in figure 3.2. 
The amount of the liquid collected from the vapor outlet of the flash tank represents the 
inefficiency of flash tank to separate the liquid phase, whereas the vapor flow measured 
on the liquid outlet will essentially show the inefficiency to separate vapor phase.  
As an expansion device, Swagelok SS-4MG2 metering valve is used. The valve is 
kept fully open throughout all tests, in order to ensure that changes caused by differences 
in the valve openings did not affect the results of the experiments. With this setting, 
vapor quality after expansion valve was controlled solely by the heater.  At both vapor 
and liquid outlets of the flash tank, throttling needle type valves are installed in order to 
vary the pressure drop in those lines and observe how this affects the flow phenomena 
and performance of flash tank. The needle valves used are non-rotating stem needle 
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valves, also product of Swagelok; model SS-16DKM4-F4-1. The idea is to create different 
pressure drops across flash tank outlets and observe the effect on separation 
performance. This could provide an indication at which pressure drop flash tank would 
efficiently separate both liquid and vapor phase. The schematic on the Figure 3.4 
explains this idea by placing the “imaginary evaporator” which would exist in the A/C 
system circuit. Therefore, the needle valve in the liquid outlet could be used to simulate 
different pressure drops across the evaporator in an automotive A/C system at various 
flow conditions, while the needle valve in the flash gas bypass line could be utilized to 
observe the effect on the phase separation performance at these pressure drops. 
 
Figure 3.4:  Simulation of different pressure drops across bypass line using needle valves 
 
3.1.1 Test Conditions 
The temperatures measured in the flash tank were in the range of 25 to 40˚C; in 
other words the pressure in the flash tank ranged between 700-1000 kPa. Refrigerant 
flow rates are varied from 10 to 50 g/s (mass fluxes ranging from 168.2 to 840 kg/m2s). 
The refrigerant vapor quality at flash tank inlet is varied from 0 to 30 % by an increment 
of 5%.  
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3.1.2 Flow Visualization Apparatus and Techniques 
Flow visualization was achieved using a high-speed video camera Phantom v4.2, 
product of Vision Research. Full resolution of the camera is 512 x 512 pixels, which was 
fully utilized in most cases while recording flow phenomena in the flash tank. Exposure 
times were usually around 100 microseconds. Framing rates were ranging from 2000 to 
5000 frames per second. Phantom camera control software version 640 was used 
throughout the study to record and analyze videos. This software was used to set the 
frame rate, exposure time, resolution, and to trigger the capturing process.  
3.1.3 The Flash Tank Design and Performance Methodology  
There were total of eight flash tanks examined in the laboratory setup. 
Nevertheless, the two of them are analyzed in depth with respect to their phase 
separation performance. These two flash tanks essentially represent T-junctions, without 
any separation enhancers. In that respect, they are convenient for understanding the 
factors affecting phase separation and will serve as a baseline flash tanks when more 
advanced separators are designed. The two flash tanks analyzed are with 18.3 and 23.8 
mm body diameter, diameters close to the one of the typical heat exchanger header. 
 
 
Figure 3.5:  T-junctions with 18.3 mm (Flash Tank 3-FT3) and 23.8 mm (Flash Tank 4-FT4) body 
diameter 
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3.2 Flash Gas Bypass System Research Facility 
 
On the system level, the approach will be to measure the baseline DX system 
performance and then introduce the best designed separation device and determine 
effects on cooling capacity and effectiveness of the heat exchanger and COP of the 
system. For this purpose, the project used facility for automotive breadboard studies, 
adjusted for addition of the separation vessel. 
The experimental facility is shown in Figure 3.6. As mentioned, it represents the 
automotive breadboard test facility containing two environmental chambers (evaporator 
and condenser chamber) and a compressor chamber between them.  Each of the two 
chambers contains a wind tunnel with variable speed blower and temperature controller, 
enabling a wide range of airflow rates and air temperatures.  The evaporator chamber 
also has available steam supply and humidity controller to provide the latent load if 
necessary.  Two chambers were designed to give three independent methods to 
determine system capacity: refrigerant side, air side, and calorimetric chamber balance.  
With the three methods used instead of two required by all applicable standards, the 
determination of system capacities is more reliable. In some cases, when the evaporator 
outlet refrigerant state is in two-phase, or the system operation is unstable (under some 
low load conditions), only the air and chamber side balance are available.  
 
Figure 3.6: View of the automotive breadboard A/C system test facility 
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of the automotive A/C system facility and instrumentation 
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In the case when FGB system is being tested, the air and chamber balances are 
considered, as the refrigerant side balance is not available, since the refrigerant flow rate 
though the evaporator is not measured. When the efficiency of FGB system is compared 
to the baseline system, air side capacities will be matched. 
The compressor chamber holds the compressor at a desired temperature to 
simulate temperature conditions in the vehicle engine compartment under the hood. 
Compressor power is obtained by shaft torque and speed measurement. A torque meter 
is located between the compressor and the driven clutch, eliminating belt and clutch 
losses. 
 
3.2.1 Data reduction 
 
All data is recorded using Hewlett- Packard data acquisition system HP75000 
and HP VEE 6.0 data acquisition software. The data is monitored via graphic interface 
and transferred to an Excel data sheet. Data stored in Excel is transferred to Engineering 
Equation Solver (EES) using a developed Visual Basic program.  
 
Figure 3.8: The data acquisition system in automotive breadboard test facility 
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The performance of the system is calculated in this EES program, which is linked to the 
refrigerant properties software REFPREX, and then carried again to an Excel data sheet 
for drawing graphs of COP, capacity, flow rate, torque and other relevant system 
parameter results. The data acquisition of the A/C system is written using HP VEE (VEE 
Pro 6.0) data acquisition software. 
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4 Phase Separation in Flash Tanks 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
In previous ACRC projects of Elbel and Hrnjak (2003) and Beaver et al. (1999), 
Flash Gas Bypass approach showed a great potential for application in stationary and 
residential A/C systems. However, for the commercial implementation of the concept 
there are still substantial gaps of knowledge. Developing control strategy and achieving 
high separation efficiency of liquid and vapor in a preferably compact vessel at different 
operating conditions are the obvious one.  The control would involve expansion device 
and flash gas bypass valve which would optimize the system performance and assure 
there is always a certain liquid level in the flash tank. Better understanding of phase 
separation in a small volume is very important for the design of flash gas separator and 
its incorporation in the A/C system. If a simple control strategy is possible and 
satisfactory high separation efficiency could be achieved, this would make the concept 
attractive.  
 Having that in mind, one of the project objectives was to understand the 
parameters which impact efficiency of the separation in compact vessels. In this case, in 
vertically oriented tubes of small diameters of up to 25 mm.  Due to the expected flow 
conditions after the expansion device, as well as the practicality of having the flash tank 
installed in the evaporator header, the study started with vertical, gravity type separation 
vessels. Therefore, the methodology of developing flash tanks will start with vertical 
vessels, with inlet angled at 90 degrees to the flash tank body, essentially the T-junctions. 
There will be no separation enhancers such as inlet devices, vortex breakers and 
demisters. The simplicity of this geometry will allow for clear understanding of the flow 
phenomena and separation parameters for more advanced separation vessels that can be 
developed. 
Transparent PVC tubes are used to build T-junctions in order to visualize the flow 
phenomena. In addition, it is expected that Flash Gas Bypass valve control strategy 
should be more straightforward with the simple geometries; in other words, liquid level 
control and separation efficiency should be relatively stable over wider range of 
operating conditions. This was reported by several sources studying T-junction shaped 
separators (Baker et al. (2007), Das et al. (2005)). T-junctions as separation devices are 
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widely used in industry as pre-separators. In this study, they will serve as a baseline 
vessels with respect to system performance and separation efficiency.  
4.2 Methodology for Estimating Flash Tank Performance 
 
Flash tank represents a vessel utilized to separate the vapor evolved from liquid 
flashed from higher to a lower pressure. The design methodology is developed in order to 
optimize for separation efficiency and compactness of these separation vessels.  
Currently, there is a great variety of separator designs in vapor-liquid separation 
technology. Typically, the designs can be sorted into two basic groups according to the 
physical principles of separation of vapor-liquid mixtures; gravitational and inertial 
separators. Separator may employ one or both of these principles; however, for 
separation to occur, fluid phases should be "immiscible" and have significantly different 
densities.  
As previously mentioned, vertical gravity type small diameter vessels are selected 
to serve as baseline flash tanks. To be more precise, the T-junction arrangement will 
represent the baseline flash tank. There are no separation enhancers installed. From the 
flash tank body, there are two outlets; the vapor outlet, oriented vertically upward and 
the liquid outlet, oriented vertically downward. The length of the inlet tube between 
expansion valve and flash tank is chosen to be 200 mm, as the refrigerant flow will likely 
be separated. This decision resulted from experimental results of Bowers and Hrnjak 
(2009), who studied development of adiabatic two-phase flow after the expansion valve 
and distance at which the phases will become separated. For almost identical range of 
flow conditions and tube diameters (7.2 mm, 8.7 mm and 15.3 mm), Bowers and Hrnjak 
reported the R134a two-phase flow was always separated at approximately 180 mm from 
the expansion valve. Inlet tube was inserted at the half of the separator body height. The 
body height was chosen to be 400 mm, ensuring adequate space for both phases to 
separate and some liquid holdup volume. 
T-junctions with two different body diameters were built and their performance 
analysis is presented in following sections.  These flash tanks are named FT3 and FT4, as 
they were third and fourth gravity flash tank successfully built and tested. Overall, there 
were eight different flash tank designed in this research project. Nevertheless, the T-
junction flash tanks are the one which are analyzed in detail here.  
Two main parameters are controlled at the inlet to flash tanks; mass flow rate 
and vapor quality. Those parameters are varied to simulate flow conditions after the 
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expansion device in smaller scale A/C systems (with capacity of few kilowatts) such as 
automotive or residential. Flow conditions were constrained by the pressure and 
temperature limitations of the transparent PVC, material used in building the flash 
tanks.  For safety reasons, the operating conditions were not allowed to exceed 1100 kPa 
and 40˚C. Overview of the test matrix achieved is shown in the Table 1 below. 
 
Table 1: Flash tank test matrix 
 
 
4.2.1 Separation Efficiency of Phases 
The measure of flash tank performance is quantified by its separation efficiency. 
Since two phases are separated, the efficiency of each phase will be estimated. Liquid 
separation efficiency will be estimated as the ratio of separated liquid which flows 
through the designated liquid outlet of the flash tank divided by the amount of liquid 
supplied to the inlet, namely: 
        
               
              
 
               
        
 
Similarly, vapor separation efficiency is evaluated as the ratio of the separated 
vapor which flows through the designated vapor outlet and the total amount of vapor 
entering the flash tank, as: 
       
              
             
 
              
    
 
Therefore, the amounts of vapor which flows through the liquid outlet or liquid 
flowing through vapor outlet are the result of phase separation inefficiency. Both 
separation efficiencies are important, as they will affect the A/C system performance and 
system safety. If the liquid entrainment is higher than 5-10 %, the compressor liquid 
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slugging can occur, especially in the configurations without the Internal Heat Exchanger 
(IHX). Also, it is desirable to have no vapor in the flash tank liquid outlet line, since this 
will significantly affect the refrigerant distribution in the evaporator and degrade its 
performance, especially in the case of evaporators with long headers and parallel 
microchannels. Figure 4.1 depicts the refrigerant maldistribution phenomena in the 
transparent evaporator headers. The schematic showing the flash tank and phase 
separation inefficiencies is shown in the Figure 4.2. 
 
Figure 4.1: Refrigerant maldistribution in the evaporator header 
 
  
Figure 4.2: Two-phase flow entering flash tank and phase separation 
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4.3 T-junction Flash Tank with 18.3 mm Body Diameter (FT3) 
 
In this section, flash tank with 18.3mm body diameter, designated as FT3 is 
analyzed with respect to the phase separation efficiency. The schematic of the FT3 is 
shown below in Figure 4.3. 
 
Figure 4.3: Schematic of FT3 
4.3.1 Performance at Minimum Pressure Drop across Flash Tank Outlets 
 
As previously mentioned, different needle valve openings will allow for the 
observation of flash tank phase separation performance at different pressure drops 
across the flash tank outlet lines. One of the extreme conditions that would be interesting 
to observe is the flash tank performance at fully opened throttling valves. At those 
conditions, pressure drop across flash tank outlet lines is minimal.  
Figure 4.4 shows the range of refrigerant-side pressure drops across outlet lines 
versus upward vapor velocities in the flash tank. Upward vapor velocities are calculated 
in the flash tank body by measuring the vapor flow rate through the flash tank vapor 
outlet and dividing it with density and cross sectional area of the tank body. The 
trendline from all points involving different mass flow rates, vapor qualities and 
temperatures is created. It could be observed that pressure drop have a reasonably 
accurate 2nd order polynomial correlation with vapor velocity in the flash tank.  
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Figure 4.4: Pressure drop versus upward vapor velocity in the FT3 
Figure 4.5 shows the overview of the liquid and vapor separation efficiency 
achieved in the flash tank FT3. Liquid separation efficiency is acceptably high (>90%) for 
up to mass flow rate of 30 g/s and 20% vapor quality. Above 20% vapor quality, upward 
vapor velocity in flash tank becomes high enough to carry out significant amounts of 
liquid droplets towards the vapor outlet. In addition, attenuated splashing of liquid on 
the flash tank walls has been observed at mass flow rates of 30 g/s, which created 
shattering of continuous liquid phase into droplets, many of them having non-zero 
upward directed velocity. The splashing phenomena occurred due to increased inertial 
forces at higher mass flow rates than 20 g/s. At these flow rates, the high momentum of 
the liquid phase at the flash tank inlet traveled the short distance between the inlet tube 
and the opposing flash tank body wall without difficulty. Hence, the momentum of the 
continuous liquid phase slightly degraded before hitting the flash tank wall, splashing 
and shattering the continuous phase into many droplets. The angle of 90 degrees 
between the flash tank inlet tube and body helped degrading the performance, as the 
gravity forces have barely decreased the angle of impact of the liquid phase with the tank 
wall, since the distance between flash tank inlet and body wall is not long enough to 
divert the stream more towards the bottom of the flash tank. In that respect, the flash 
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tank with the inlet tube being more oriented towards the liquid outlet should help the 
separation of the liquid phase, assuming the flash tank having identical geometry. 
 
Figure 4.5: Overview of phase separation efficiencies at different upward vapor velocities in the 
FT3 
As for the vapor phase separation efficiency, it seems to be dependant on the 
amount of liquid being supplied to the flash tank and its ability to flood the liquid outlet 
and eventually create a certain level in the flash tank. At mass flow rates above 20 g/s, 
where the splashing and droplet entrainment increases, it looks there is also a possibility 
for more vapor to be carried out towards liquid outlet due to flashing in the flash tank 
liquid outlet line itself with increased liquid flow rates. 
 Figure 4.6 shows the separation efficiencies versus inlet vapor qualitiy. It could 
be observed that at fully open throttling valves Flash Tank 3 can achieve reasonably high 
degree of liquid efficiency up to mass flow rate of 30 g/s and 20% vapor quality. 
Contrary, the level of vapor separation efficiency is not satisfying for the Flash Tank 3.  
Vortex breakers or other vapor separation enhancers would mitigate vapor entrainment, 
however the separation enhancers are intentionally avoided for this Baseline flash tank.   
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Figure 4.6: Overview of phase separation efficiencies at different vapor qualities at the inlet of 
FT3 
 
 
Figure 4.7: Phase separation efficiencies at different superficial vapor velocities at the inlet of FT3 
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Figure 4.8: Overview of phase density ratios for tests conducted with FT3 
 
Figure 4.7 presents the phase separation efficiency versus superficial vapor 
velocity at the flash tank inlet. Above 2 m/s, droplet entrainment becomes significant for 
Flash Tank 3. Density ratios versus inlet vapor qualities achieved in tests are shown in 
Figure 4.8. The density ratio is an important parameter for phase separation, since the 
phases are more readily separated if the ratio is greater. This is confirmed on Figure 4.8, 
since the liquid separation efficiency is reduced as the density ratio decreases. It is 
important to mention that density ratios will be lower than that of in the Flash Gas 
Bypass A/C system, since the typical temperatures in the A/C system will be 
approximately 20˚C lower. In that respect, at identical flow conditions, better separation 
performance in the A/C system is expected. 
From Figure 4.9 it can be observed that the Flash Tank 3 liquid phase separation 
performance is degraded at liquid mass fluxes greater than 400 kg/s m2 and vapor mass 
fluxes greater than 80 kg/s m2, i.e. at a mass flow rate greater than 30 g/s and a vapor 
quality of greater than 15-20%. 
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Figure 4.9: Overview of phase separation efficiencies and liquid mass fluxes versus vapor mass 
fluxes at the inlet to FT3 
 
 
 
Figure 4.10: Overview of phase separation efficiencies and vapor mass fluxes versus liquid mass 
fluxes at the inlet to FT3 
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Figure 4.11: Overview of phase separation efficiencies and vapor mass fluxes versus liquid mass 
fluxes at the inlet to FT3, at mass flow rate of 20 g/s 
 
Figure 4.11 depicts a potential cause for the vapor separation efficiency appearing 
to have a local maximum at the same total mass flow rate points. At lower vapor quality 
points (5%-10%), there is less vapor entrained than at higher vapor quality points (20-
30%), however the total amount of vapor entering the flash tank is smaller, which 
produces lower separation efficiency values. At lower vapor qualities, liquid amounts are 
higher for at any given total mass flow rate. Therefore, the liquid flooding of the flash 
tank is more readily achieved, although the amount of liquid is still not enough to start 
the flooding. Conversely, at high vapor qualities, there is more vapor flowing through 
flash tank and less liquid compared to the low vapor quality, so the vapor separation 
efficiency decreases. The efficiency seems to have a local maximum for the moderate 
vapor quality around 15%, where the both vapor and liquid flow rate are such to have the 
smallest fraction of entrained vapor through the liquid outlet compared to the total vapor 
flow supplied to the flash tank.   
Another important phase separation parameter is the flow pattern at the inlet to 
the flash tank. The flow regimes are abbreviated as in research work of Bowers and 
Hrnjak (2009). Table shows the overview and abbreviations of the flow regimes, as in the 
aforementioned work. 
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Table 2: Flow regimes and abbreviations 
 
 
 Figure 4.12 shows the overview of the flow pattern observed at different flow 
conditions. At 10 and 20 g/s mass flow rates and vapor qualities greater than 20%, 
annular flow pattern occurs in the inlet tube. At mass flow rate of 30 g/s, this pattern 
starts at 10% vapor quality. Annular flow pattern allows the liquid phase more readily 
creep up the flash tank walls, reducing the liquid separation performance. 
 
 
Figure 4.12: Overview of two-phase flow patterns at flash tank inlet observed at different inlet 
conditions 
High-speed videos are taken at different sections of the flash tank examined. Still 
images of high-speed videos are presented below. The schematic of flash tank sections 
which are recorded by the high-speed camera is shown in Figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.13:  FT3 schematic with sections recorded by the high-speed camera 
 
At mass flow rates of 10 g/s, the flash tank can capably handle the amounts of 
liquid supplied at different vapor quality points. As the vapor quality increases, 
separated flow at inlet starts as stratified smooth, changing into stratified with bubbles, 
and then droplets occur entrained in the vapor phase. Finally, above 25% vapor quality, 
the flow changes into stratified annular flow with droplets. As the annular flow at inlet 
occurs, the thin layer of the liquid phase is readily crept up the flash tank body wall; 
hence above the vapor quality of 25%, wavy thin layer is visible on the flash tank wall. 
Still, the amount of liquid entrained is not significant and the thin layer of liquid 
eventually rises up to around 3 cm above the inlet tube, then being separated towards the 
bottom of the flash tank. In addition, as the thin layer of liquid flows on the top of the 
inlet tube, it also breaks into droplets when entering the flash tank. Since the amount of 
liquid supplied to the flash tank is low, it is not capable to flood the tank; hence the vapor 
easily flows through the liquid outlet. The liquid flows along the walls, while the vapor is 
flowing in the core of the liquid outlet tube. 
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x=15%                                                                          x=20% 
 
           
 
x=25%                                                                          x=30% 
 
Figure 4.14: High-speed camera images of the inlet section of the FT3 at mass flow rate 10 g/s 
(mass flux 168.2 kg/s m2); red and blue colored velocities are vapor and liquid average phase 
velocities 
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Figure 4.15: Flow regimes of the liquid outlet section of the FT3 at mass flow rate 10 g/s (mass 
flux 168.2 kg/s m2) 
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x=25%                                                                          x=30% 
 
Figure 4.16: High-speed camera images of the vapor outlet section of the FT3, at vertical distance 
of 140 mm above inlet tube centerline, at mass flow rate 10 g/s (mass flux 168.2 kg/s m2) 
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Figure 4.17 shows one of the still images taken with Mitutoyo zoom lens, which 
aided viewing the droplet sizes and their distribution at the center of the flash tank body. 
The section recorded is located at 140 mm above the inlet tube and the area covered is 
6.3 by 6.3 mm. At flow rate of 10 g/s and qualities ranging from 5 to 30%, there were 
very few droplets visible. From 300 frames, a “representative” frame is selected, which 
will be used for the droplet statistics at the certain flow condition. This involves 
subjectivity in the analysis and significant time for judgment. However, droplets sizes 
and their velocoties align accordingly with the theoretical analysis of the droplet motion 
and forces acting on them. More about the droplet statistics at different flow conditions 
will be covered in a separate subchapter. 
 
 
  
 
Figure 4.17: High-speed camera images of the vapor outlet section of the FT3, at vertical distance 
of 140 mm above inlet tube centerline, at mass flow rate 10 g/s (mass flux 168.2 kg/s m2) and 
inlet vapor quality 30%; video taken with zoom lens Mitutoyo, focal length 33 mm 
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x=5%                                                                          x=10% 
 
          
x=15%                                                                          x=20% 
 
          
x=25%                                                                          x=30% 
 
Figure 4.18: High-speed camera images of the inlet section of the FT3 at mass flow rate 20 g/s 
(mass flux 336.4 kg/s m2) 
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x=15%                                                                          x=20% 
 
           
 
x=25%                                                                          x=30% 
 
Figure 4.19: High-speed camera images of the liquid outlet section of the FT3 at mass flow rate 20 
g/s (mass flux 336.4 kg/s m2) 
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x=15%                                                                          x=20% 
 
           
 
x=25%                                                                          x=30% 
 
 
Figure 4.20: High-speed camera images of the vapor outlet section of the FT3, at vertical distance 
of 140 mm above inlet tube centerline, at mass flow rate 20 g/s (mass flux 336.4 kg/s m2) 
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The flash tank is still capable of handling the amounts of liquid at mass flow rate 
of 20 g/s and vapor qualities ranged from 5 to 30%. At 5% vapor quality, flooding 
phenomena almost occurred, although there were still some vapor bubbles visible in the 
liquid outlet tube, as it could be seen on Figure 4.19. Flow pattern at inlet ranged from 
bubbly stratified, turning into bubbly stratified annular, and finally into stratified 
annular flow with droplets and bubbles. The flow became more turbulent than at 10 g/s 
total flow rate points. At lower quality, bubbles are visible around the liquid level. At 
higher vapor qualities, besides vapor bubbles, droplet entrainment in the vapor phase is 
intensified. As the phases momentum is increased compared to the 10 g/s points, liquid 
phase splashing is enhanced. The flow churns when hitting the flash tank walls, with 
droplets and bubbles visible. As the vapor quality increases, liquid phase splashing is 
intensified. Above 10% vapor quality, a significant amount of liquid phase has been 
carried upward in a form of a liquid layer on the walls, eventually being separated 
towards the liquid outlet. Beside this, liquid phase shattered into variety of the droplet 
sizes, where some of them are having the initial upward directed velocity. 
 
 
Figure 4.21: High-speed camera images of the vapor outlet section of the FT3, at vertical distance 
of 140 mm above inlet tube centerline, at mass flow rate 20 g/s (mass flux 336.4 kg/s m2) and 
inlet vapor quality 30%; video taken with zoom lens Mitutoyo, Focal length 33 mm 
 
 
This increases the upward droplet travel and separation distance. Because of this, 
some of the droplets are carried towards the vapor outlet, although based on the settling 
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theory they should have been separated if their initial velocity is zero. This non-zero 
initial velocity and droplet position is added in EES code which estimates the droplet 
trajectory, showing a very good agreement between observed and calculated droplet 
trajectories. Nevertheless, the droplet separation height of the separator (200 mm) was 
satisfactory to separate most of the shattered droplets, even though many of them had 
certain initial velocity which increased their vertical travel and necessary separation 
distance. 
 At 30 g/s, flash tank showed the limit with respect to liquid handling capacity is 
near. At vapor quality of 5%, flash tank was flooded, with liquid level being close to the 
inlet tube.  
           
x=5%                                                                          x=10% 
 
            
x=15%                                                                          x=20% 
 
Figure 4.22: High-speed camera images of the inlet section of the FT3 at mass flow rate 30 g/s 
(mass flux 504.6 kg/s m2) 
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The flow pattern at inlet started as stratified bubbly, and then continued as stratified 
bubbly annular. There were many bubbles entrained in the liquid phase in the tank body. 
Some of these bubbles are entrained and carried towards the liquid outlet, reducing the 
vapor separation efficiency. The liquid phase supplied was such that significant amount 
in form of a churning layer is being carried upwards towards the vapor outlet. The vapor 
phase was then flowing through this layer, helping to raise it higher as the vapor quality 
increased. When the vapor passed through the churning liquid layer, it picked up many 
droplets created in the higher section of the flash tank. Besides this, shattering into 
droplets was more intensified due to higher liquid phase momentum at inlet. Higher 
vapor phase velocity in the flash tank body increased the droplet trajectories even 
further. When vapor quality reached 20%, significant amounts of liquid was carried out 
towards the vapor outlet, reducing liquid separation efficiency to around 90%. The vapor 
entrainment in the liquid phase seems to increase in the liquid outlet as well, as the 
vapor quality increased. 
            
x=5%                                                                          x=10% 
            
x=15%                                                                          x=20% 
 
Figure 4.23: High-speed camera images of the liquid outlet section of the FT3 at mass flow rate 30 
g/s (mass flux 504.6 kg/s m2) 
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x=5%                                                                          x=10% 
 
                 
x=15%                                                                          x=20% 
 
Figure 4.24: High-speed camera images of the vapor outlet section of the FT3, at vertical distance 
of 140 mm above inlet tube centerline, at mass flow rate 30 g/s (mass flux 504.6 kg/s m2) 
 
4.3.2 Performance When Liquid Outlet is Flooded 
 
Valves installed at flash tank outlets allow the variation of pressure drop accross 
those lines, therefore the effect of this parameter on the flash tank performance could be 
observed. It is of interest to analyze the situation with liquid only and no vapor at the 
liquid outlet of the flash tank. Such pressure drops will produce ideal vapor separation 
efficiency conditions. This is the desirable situation for the Flash Gas Bypass A/C system, 
since the evaporator would be supplied with liquid phase only and could utilize the 
maximum enthalpy difference for a specific evaporation pressure. In order to separate 
vapor perfectly, throttling (needle) valves are adjusted in the liquid and vapor outlets of 
the flash tank in a manner to have a certain liquid level in the tank. Figure 4.25 presents 
the maximum vapor separation efficiency pressure drops compared with the previously 
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presented test points at a fully opened throttling valves, which had the lowest pressure 
drop and non-ideal vapor phase separation.  
From Figure 4.25, it could be observed that the resistance to flow through outlets 
is higher, providing necessary conditions for the flooding of the flash tank. The situation 
at the liquid outlet is the ideal case for the vapor phase separation, however, the 
entrainment of the liquid phase is enhanced. Namely, all of the vapor is now carried out 
towards the vapor outlet, therefore the upward vapor velocity is higher than in the non-
ideal vapor separation case. As the vapor velocity increases, the liquid phase separation 
performance decreases. In other words, greater droplets are carried out towards the 
vapor outlet.  
 
Figure 4.25: Pressure drop comparison versus upward vapor velocity in the FT3 
 An overview of the liquid phase separation efficiency versus upward vapor 
velocity and vapor quality is presented in Figures 4.26 and 4.27. It could be observed 
that when the upward vapor velocity in the flash tank is above the 0.25 m/s, liquid phase 
separation performance degrades significantly. Liquid separation efficiency drops below 
90% at mass flow rate of 30 g/s and 10% vapor quality, whereas the non-ideal vapor 
separation conditions had the similar performance at mass flow rate of 30 g/s and 20% 
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vapor quality. Liquid separation efficiency comparison at a total mass flow rate of 30 g/s 
versus upward vapor velocity is shown on Figure 4.28. This confirms the strong 
dependence of the liquid separation efficiency on the upward vapor velocity, where the 
separation performance is matching at equal vapor velocities. Figure 4.29 shows the 
comparison of the liquid separation efficiencies at non-ideal and ideal vapor separation 
situations, at various flow conditions - mass flow rates and inlet qualities. It is clear that 
the ideal vapor separation points have worse liquid separation efficiency when compared 
with non-ideal vapor separation points at identical inlet mass flow rates and vapor 
qualities. 
 
Figure 4.26: Overview of liquid separation efficiency at different upward vapor velocities in the 
FT3 
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Figure 4.27: Overview of liquid separation efficiency versus inlet vapor qualities of FT3 
 
 
Figure 4.28: Comparison of liquid separation efficiencies at different upward vapor velocities in 
FT3, at ideal and non-ideal vapor separation 
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Figure 4.29: Liquid separation efficiency comparison at ideal and non-ideal vapor separation, at 
different vapor qualities 
 
 
Figure 4.30: Liquid separation efficiency, pressure and density ratio comparison at ideal and non-
ideal vapor separation, at total refrigerant mass flow rate of 30 g/s 
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While the mass flow rate and vapor quality at the flash tank inlet were identical in 
the ideal and non-ideal vapor separation efficiency points, the pressures (temperatures) 
in the flash tanks were different. As discussed in previous chapter, operating pressure 
influences the fluid properties such as viscosity, density and surface tension. As pressure 
increases, density ratio decreases, which reduces the separation performance. Hence, 
this is another parameter which negatively affected the liquid separation performance in 
the setting with ideal vapor separation.   
High-speed video images are recorded for different flash tank sections. Liquid 
outlet section is fully flooded, meaning there is a liquid phase present only, so it is 
needless to show the images at this location for each of the flow condition. Up until the 
15% vapor quality at 20 g/s, there is not a significant qualitative difference in the flow 
pattern at the inlet tube and in the flash tank body. Above this point, liquid entrainment 
increased; firstly the droplet size and concentration increased, then significant amounts 
of liquid layers are being carried upwards. This became noticeable above 20 g/s and 30% 
vapor quality. 
 
           
 
x=5%                                                                          x=10% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.31 (continued on next page)  
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x=15%                                                                          x=20% 
 
            
 
x=25%                                                                          x=30% 
 
Figure 4.31: High-speed camera images of the inlet section of the FT3 at mass flow rate 10 g/s 
(mass flux 168.2 kg/s m2) 
 
 
 
Figure 4.32: High-speed camera images of the liquid outlet section of the FT3 at mass flow rate 10 
g/s (mass flux 168.2 kg/s m2); liquid phase is present only 
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x=15%                                                                          x=20% 
 
           
 
x=25%                                                                          x=30% 
 
Figure 4.33: High-speed camera images of the vapor outlet section of the FT3, at vertical distance 
of 140 mm above inlet tube centerline, at mass flow rate 10 g/s (mass flux 168.2 kg/s m2) 
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Figure 4.34: High-speed camera images of the vapor outlet section of the FT3, at vertical distance 
of 140 mm above inlet tube centerline, at mass flow rate 10 g/s (mass flux 168.2 kg/s m2) and 
inlet vapor quality 30%; video taken with zoom lens Mitutoyo, focal length 33 mm 
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Figure 4.35 (continued on next page)  
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Figure 4.35: High-speed camera images of the inlet section of the FT3 at mass flow rate 20 g/s 
(mass flux 336.4 kg/s m2) 
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Figure 4.36 (continued on next page)  
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x=25%                                                                          x=30% 
 
Figure 4.36: High-speed camera images of the vapor outlet section of the FT3, at vertical distance 
of 140 mm above inlet tube centerline, at mass flow rate 20 g/s (mass flux 336.4 kg/s m2) 
 
 
 
Figure 4.37: High-speed camera images of the vapor outlet section of the FT3, at vertical distance 
of 140 mm above inlet tube centerline, at mass flow rate 20 g/s (mass flux 336.4 kg/s m2) and 
inlet vapor quality 30%; video taken with zoom lens Mitutoyo, focal length 33 mm 
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Figure 4.38: High-speed camera images of the inlet section of the FT3 at mass flow rate 30 g/s 
(mass flux 504.6 kg/s m2) 
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Figure 4.39 (continued on next page)  
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x=15%                                                                          x=20% 
Figure 4.39: High-speed camera images of the vapor outlet section of the FT3, at vertical distance 
of 140 mm above inlet tube centerline, at mass flow rate 30 g/s (mass flux 504.6 kg/s m2) 
 
    
Figure 4.40: Comparison of the flow visualization images at mass flow rate 20 g/s and vapor 
quality 30% in FT3, at non-ideal (left) and ideal vapor separation (right) 
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4.4 T-junction Flash Tank with 23.8 mm Body Diameter (FT4) 
In this section, the flash tank with the 23.8mm body diameter, designated as FT4 
is analyzed with respect to the phase separation efficiency. The schematic of the FT4 is 
shown on Figure 4.41. 
 
 
Figure 4.41: View and schematic of the T-junction with 23.8 mm body diameter, designated as 
FT4 
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Figure 4.42: Pressure drops across the FT4 outlets at different flow conditions, at ideal and non-
ideal vapor separation 
 
Figure 4.43: Liquid separation efficiency versus upward vapor velocity in the FT4 
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Figure 4.44: Liquid separation efficiency comparison at identical flow conditions, at ideal and 
non-ideal vapor separation in FT4 
 
Figure 4.45: Liquid separation efficiency comparison between FT3 and FT4 at identical flow 
conditions, at non-ideal vapor separation (fully opened throttling valves) 
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Figure 4.46: Liquid separation efficiency comparison between FT3 and FT4 at identical flow 
conditions, at non-ideal vapor separation (fully opened throttling valves) 
 
Flow visualization has been performed in various flash tank sections. Some of the 
significant still images will be presented here while the others are in Appendix F. At mass 
flow rates of 40 g/s and 5% vapor quality, and fully opened throttling valves on flash 
tank outlets, the flash tank was flooded with liquid level above the inlet tube. Hence, the 
liquid handling capacity was limited due to the amount of liquid supplied, which was 
around 38 g/s. At higher vapor qualities, the problem disappeared, as the amount of 
liquid supplied was lower. Conversely, at identical flow conditions, by closing the 
throttling valve on the vapor outlet, the flash tank was able to handle the supplied 
amount of liquid phase by increasing pressure at the vapor outlet before the throttling 
valve, forcing the liquid phase to flow though the liquid outlet. The flow visualization at 
the mass flow rates of 40 g/s and vapor qualities 5, 10 and 15% and ideal and non-ideal 
vapor separation conditions are shown in Figure 4.47, 4.48 and 4.49. 
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x=10% 
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Figure 4.47: Flow visualization of FT4 inlet section at 40 g/s and vapor qualities 5%, 10% and 
15%, at non-ideal (left) and ideal vapor separation (right) 
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x=5%                                                                          x=10% 
 
 
      
x=15%                                                                          x=20% 
 
Figure 4.48: Flow visualization of FT4 liquid outlet section at 40 g/s and vapor qualities 5%, 10%, 
15% and 20%, at non-ideal vapor separation 
 
The most extreme combination of mass flow rate and vapor quality achieved in 
experiments with flash tank 4 are shown and outlined in Table 2 and Figure 4.49. The 
experimental points were asociated with the non-ideal vapor separation efficiency 
throttling valve setting, thus the valves were fully opened. 
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Table 3: The most extreme flow conditions achieved in FT4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.49: Flow visualization of FT4 inlet section at 47 g/s and vapor quality 14%, at non-ideal 
vapor separation 
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4.5 Droplet Motion and Statistics 
 
A profound understanding of phase separation is important in the design of the 
compact separators, in this case T-junction header-like separator geometry. There are 
many factors that impact the separation velocity of droplets, such as droplet interactions 
within the vessel (splashing), their distribution at inlet and deformation and effect of 
various separation enhancers. In this study, the main factor negatively affecting the 
separation performance is splashing of the liquid phase on the walls. In addition, for the 
flow conditions researched, inlet flow pattern affected the separation performance to 
some extent. Due to splashing of the liquid phase on the flash tank walls, some of the 
droplets created from shattering have gained the initial velocity directed upward towards 
the vapor outlet. Due to this effect, vertical droplet travel is increased compared to 
conventionally designed gravity separators, with larger body diameters, where the initial 
upward droplet velocity is essentially regarded to be zero using the droplet settling 
theory. 
The study of various effects related to droplet motion and statistics is presented 
as a part of analytical considerations of Flash Tank 3, with inlet tube diameter 8.7 mm 
and body diameter 18.3 mm. 
Influence of initial upward velocity of droplets on their trajectory at various 
upward vapor velocities in the flash tank is presented on Figure 4.50, 4.51 and 4.52. The 
initial droplet size and velocity is estimated using the Phantom 640 flow visualization 
software. Then, this velocity is implemented in the EES code based on the settling theory 
of droplets analyzed in Chapter 2, which calculates droplet trajectories. The observed 
droplet motion compared very well to the calculated droplet trajectories.  
As it can be seen from the figures, certain droplet trajectories consist of upward 
vertical travel up until a certain distance, and then they are being separated, therefore 
the vertical distance decreased and became negative. For an identical droplet, as the 
upward vapor velocity increases, upward droplet travel increases before the droplet is 
being separated back towards the liquid outlet. For separated droplets not having any 
initial velocity, their trajectories are constantly pointed downwards. 
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Figure 4.50: Influence of initial upward velocity on the 600 microns droplet trajectory, observed 
in experiment and in agreement with EES software calculation 
 
 
Figure 4.51: Influence of initial upward velocity on the 300 microns droplet trajectory, observed 
in experiment and in agreement with EES software calculation 
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Figure 4.52: Influence of initial upward velocity on the 70 microns droplet trajectory, observed in 
experiment and in agreement with EES software calculation 
 
 
Figure 4.53 depicts the droplet path using the flow visualization tool. As it can be 
seen on the three still images, the droplet size of the 600 microns should be separated by 
the droplet settling theory. The initial velocity slightly increased the vertical travel, then 
the gravity force overcame the drag force and the droplet is separated. Figures 4.54, 4.55, 
4.56 and 4.57 show various droplets observed in the flash tank and their trajectories 
under various flow conditions. For the droplet trajectories continuously increasing in the 
positive direction, this means they are not separated and carried out towards the vapor 
outlet. 
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Figure 4.53: High-speed images at mass flow rate 20 g/s, inlet quality 15%, and 30 mm above the 
flash tank inlet tube, showing motion of droplet having initial velocity and then being separated 
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Figure 4.54: Trajectories of various droplets at upward vapor velocity of 0.1 m/s 
 
Figure 4.55: Trajectories of various droplets at upward vapor velocity of 0.16 m/s 
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Figure 4.56: Trajectories of various droplets at upward vapor velocity of 0.20 m/s 
 
 
 
Figure 4.57: Comparison of two droplet trajectories at upward vapor velocity of 0.30 m/s 
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Figure 4.58: Influence of different upward vapor velocity in the flash tank on the 100 micron 
droplet velocity and droplet response time, observed in experiment and in agreement with 
calculation using EES software 
 
Response times at different upward vapor velocities for the identical droplet is 
presented on Figures 4.58, 4.59 and 4.60. The droplet is carried out or separated at a 
constant velocity after a certain time. Negative droplet velocities mean that the droplet is 
separated, while the positive velocities show the droplet carried out towards the vapor 
outlet. This means for the range of upward vapor velocities from 0.1 to 0.3 m/s, droplets 
of size 25 and 50 microns are not separated. The initial velocity for all droplets analyzed 
in these Figures was set to be 0.01 m/s.  
Motion of different droplets at identical upward vapor velocity is shown on 
Figures 4.61, 4.62, 4.63 and 4.64. At identical upward vapor velocity, larger droplets 
require more time to reach their final velocity. Figure 4.64 depicts the influence of 
different initial velocities on the final droplet velocity at upward vapor velocity of 0.30 
m/s. It could be observed that different upward velocities influence the droplet motion 
for a certain period, then droplet reaches its final velocity when the forces acting on it are 
balanced.  
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Figure 4.59: Influence of different upward vapor velocity in the flash tank on the 50 micron 
droplet velocity and droplet response time, observed in experiment and in agreement with 
calculation using EES software 
 
Figure 4.60: Influence of different upward vapor velocity in the flash tank on the 25 micron 
droplet velocity and droplet response time, observed in experiment and in agreement with 
calculation using EES software 
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Figure 4.61:  Influence of different droplet size at 0.10 m/s upward vapor velocity in the flash tank 
on their velocity and response time, observed in experiment and in agreement with calculation 
using EES software 
 
Figure 4.62:  Influence of different droplet size at 0.20 m/s upward vapor velocity in the flash 
tank on their velocity and response time, observed in experiment and in agreement with 
calculation using EES software 
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Figure 4.63:  Influence of different droplet size at 0.30 m/s upward vapor velocity in the flash 
tank on their velocity and response time, observed in experiment and in agreement with 
calculation using EES software 
 
Figure 4.64:  Influence of different initial upward droplet velocity for 100 micron droplet at 0.30 
m/s upward vapor velocity on its velocity and response time, observed in experiment and in 
agreement with calculation using EES software 
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Figure 4.65: Terminal velocity curve and droplets observed at 10 g/s, at 140 mm vertical distance 
above the FT3 inlet tube 
 
Figure 4.66: Terminal velocity curve and droplets observed at 20 g/s mass flow rate, at 140 mm 
vertical distance above the FT3 inlet tube 
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Figure 4.67: Average droplet sizes observed at various flow conditions, at 140 mm vertical 
distance above the FT3 inlet tube 
Figures 4.65 and 4.66 show the terminal or “floating” droplet velocity curve for 
R134a plotted against the upward vapor velocity and droplet size. The droplets are 
observed in the section located at 140 mm above the inlet tube and their behavior show 
good agreement with this curve. This means, the droplets above this curve are carried 
out towards vapor outlet, while the one below the curve are separated. Therefore, the 
droplet motion is accurately predicted using droplet settling theory assuming three main 
forces acting on them; gravity, buoyancy and drag force. The vapor velocity in the flash 
tank body is assumed to be uniform. Figure 4.67 presents the overview of the average 
droplet sizes observed at location 140 mm located above the inlet tube. Although it is 
observed that with increase in the vapor velocity, the droplets are broken into smaller 
ones (observed in the vapor outlet tube), the observations in the flash tank body 
appeared to be different. This could be associated with enhanced shattering of the liquid 
phase into droplets with an increase in vapor quality or velocity. In addition, the number 
of entrained droplets in the separator inlet tube increased with increased vapor quality. 
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4.6 Summary and Conclusions 
An analytical consideration of two flash tanks has been performed. The flash 
tanks represented T-junctions, with body diameters 18.3 and 28.3 mm, oriented 
vertically. The working fluid utilized was 1,1,1,2-Tetrafluoroethane, namely R134a. 
Separation performance was evaluated at the range of mass flow rates and vapor 
qualities. The limiting factor in the flow conditions was pressure, which was not allowed 
to exceed 1100 kPa for safety reasons. An analytical expression for the phase separation 
efficiencies has been utilized to quantify the performance. The flow visualization has 
been carried out for the examined flow conditions. This allowed observing the droplet 
sizes and distribution, as well as the effect of the inlet flow pattern on the separation 
performance. Splashing on the walls was the dominant phenomena negatively influenced 
the phase separation, as there was no any inlet device to enhance the phase separation. 
That being said, these T-junctions will serve as a baseline compact separators for the 
future advanced geometries in the further research.  
Overall, T-junction with 18.3 mm body diameter could be effectively used in 
systems up to mass flow rates of 30 g/s and 10% vapor quality if the perfect vapor 
separation is assured, while these conditions could be slightly extended up to 20% of 
vapor quality if there is non-ideal vapor separation. Similarly, the T-junction with the 
28.3 mm body diameter could be utilized until flow conditions of 45 g/s and 10% vapor 
quality for the perfect vapor separation to be accomplished, or the vapor quality 
conditions could be extended to 20% at least for non-ideal vapor separation.  
Figure 4.68 depicts the areas of applicability of the examined T-junctions. Of 
course, these conditions could be slightly extended when these flash tanks are installed 
in the A/C system loops, as the operating temperatures and pressures would be lower 
and phase density ratio is increased, allowing higher upward vapor velocities in the flash 
tank.  
There is still a plenty of further work needed to understand the phase separation 
in the compact vessels. The effect of pressure drop across the flash tank outlets needs to 
be explored in more detail. As briefly mentioned, it is of the significant interest to 
observe the phase separation at different relevant pressure drops which are comparable 
to the pressure drop of typical small scale A/C system evaporators. At those pressure 
drops, the effect of the valve opening in the vapor outlet (flash bypass line) on the phase 
separation is essential to understand, as this valve will exist in the A/C system in order to 
balance the pressure drop across the flash tank lines. By closely observing the effect of 
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the valve opening in the vapor outlet line on the phase separation, it will be possible to 
see what setting the valve should have in the A/C system. In addition, this would help 
reveal whether the simple regulating device could be implemented, with flow 
characteristics which cover the range of flow conditions, efficiently balance the pressure 
drop and separate the phases in the flash tank. 
 
 
Figure 4.68: Applicable range of flow conditions for two considered T-junctions; FT3 has a body 
diameter 18.3mm, while FT4 body diameter is 28.3 mm 
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5 Flash Gas Bypass in the A/C System 
 Flash gas bypass improves the low pressure side of the system, where the 
refrigerant vapor created throughout isenthalpic throttling process is bypassed around 
the evaporator. The improvements result from the circumstance that the evaporator is 
fed with refrigerant in liquid phase only at any operating conditions of the cycle. This 
chapter describes the concept applied in the automotive A/C system and its benefits 
analyzed.  
 In a conventional, direct expansion A/C system, refrigerant under high pressure 
after condenser is expanded to a lower pressure before it enters the evaporator. After 
expansion process, refrigerant flows as a two-phase, assuming the liquid saturation line 
is crossed during the process. Therefore, some fraction of the refrigerant flow enters the 
evaporator in a vapor phase without having a significant effect on the cooling capacity of 
the evaporator.  
The flash gas bypass concept is realized using a separation vessel called flash tank 
downstream of the expansion valve. Hence, using this concept, the refrigerant is 
expanded directly into the flash tank rather than into the evaporator inlet header. 
Besides being a phase separator, flash tank could serve as an accumulator storing 
excessive refrigerant for test conditions requiring smaller mass in the system‟s high 
pressure side. 
 
Figure 5.1:  View of the flash tank (FT4) installed in the A/C system 
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The refrigerant flow creates a pressure drop in the evaporator. In order to 
combine the vapor phase dominated bypass flow with the flow after evaporator, flash gas 
bypass valve needs to create the same pressure drop in the bypass line. It is of interest to 
observe which type of flow controlling device could take this role in the bypass line. For 
that purpose, a set of different valve types are installed in the flash tank bypass line (see 
Figure 5.1). From installed valves in the bypass, it has been observed that the bypass flow 
could be effectively regulated with Swagelok SS-5PDF8 rising plug needle valve. 
Therefore, the FGB A/C system test results will involve the abovementioned valve. 
 
Figure 5.2:  Typical view of Flash Gas Bypass and Conventional Direct Expansion system 
comparison in the P-h diagram 
 Heat exchangers used in automotive and some residential A/C systems are 
typically of a parallel microchannel tube design. As shown in research work of Beaver et 
al. (1999), Elbel and Hrnjak (2003) and others, this particular design is very sensitive to 
refrigerant-side maldistributions in the evaporator inlet header. Non-uniform refrigerant 
distribution, also referred as maldistribution is particularly pronounced in a parallel tube 
heat exchangers. Two-phase maldistribution problems are caused by many factors, such 
as the difference in the density of the vapor and liquid phase present in the inlet header, 
differences in flow impedances within evaporator channels, non-uniform airflow 
distribution over the external evaporator surfaces and inadequate design of the 
evaporator itself. In the worst case a complete liquid-vapor separation takes place in the 
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inlet header, resulting in number of ports being fed with vapor while the remaining ports 
are fed with liquid. This effect leads to a reduction of the effective heat transfer area, as 
the channels provided with saturated vapor do not contribute significantly to the cooling 
capacity of the evaporator.  
However, this problem is avoided in FGB systems, because the fluid provided to 
the numerous refrigerant channels of the heat exchanger is a single phase liquid. Thus, a 
larger effective refrigerant-side heat transfer area results from the implementation of the 
FGB approach in comparison to a conventional system. As the refrigerant distribution is 
improved, largely superheated evaporator zones are reduced in size creating much more 
uniform air-side temperature profiles as well. 
 
Figure 5.3: Flash gas bypass A/C system schematic 
 As a result, in comparison to the conventional system, the suction pressure of the 
FGB system is raised at identical operating conditions if the cooling capacities are 
matched. This reduces the compression work required because of the reduced overall 
pressure ratio. Therefore, COP increases are expected from the implementation of the 
FGB approach. 
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FGB concept reduces the refrigerant-side pressure drop on the system‟s low 
pressure side for several reasons. First of all, the refrigerant mass flow rate through the 
evaporator is reduced due to the liquid - vapor separation. The potential pressure drop 
reduction is largest for operating conditions with relatively high refrigerant inlet 
qualities to the flash tank, resulting in evaporator flow rate reductions in comparison to 
the conventional system, as the only liquid phase portion flows through evaporator. 
Another reason for the reduced refrigerant-side pressure drop is the lower average void 
fraction in the evaporator of the FGB system. In a conventional DX system, the volume 
of vapor phase is greater than in the FGB system, because the evaporator is partially 
being fed with the vapor phase. Because of higher void fraction present in the DX system 
evaporator, this will require higher vapor velocities at identical flow conditions after the 
expansion valve. Therefore, pressure drop across DX evaporator will be higher due to 
higher vapor phase velocities. Finally, pressure drop across the flash tank doesn‟t have 
any influence on the low-side pressure drop, since it can be considered as a part of the 
expansion process.  
 
5.1 A/C System Configuration and Components 
 
After the T-junctions have been analyzed with respect to the separation 
performance, the better performing flash tank (FT4), with the 23.8 mm body diameter is 
installed in the automotive breadboard A/C system facility. The baseline direct 
expansion (DX) system consists of condenser, evaporator, electronic expansion valve, 
compressor and internal heat exchanger. The FGB system consists of the previously 
mentioned components, including the flash tank and flash gas bypass valve.  The two 
configurations are schematically shown in Figure 5.4 below.  
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Figure 5.4: Schematic of two A/C systems being compared; baseline DX and FGB system 
 
 
Baseline system configuration is comprised of the typical automotive A/C system 
components. More precisely, condenser and compressor are components from the 
Toyota Camry 2007 vehicle, with a 4 cylinder engine. The condenser is a single core 
cross-flow type heat exchanger with parallel flow of refrigerant inside microchannel 
tubes. Air-side heat transfer is enhanced with multi-louvered finned geometry. The 
condenser has following specifications: 
 
Table 4: Condenser specifications 
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Figure 5.5: Condenser utilized in the tests 
 
The evaporator is undersized compared to the original evaporator used in the 
Camry vehicle. Evaporator is a cross-flow type heat exchanger having microchannels as 
internal geometry and multi-louvered fins as external geometry. It is comprised of a 
single slab (core). The evaporator geometry is described in Figure 5.6 and 5.7. Table 5 
ascribes the evaporator specifications in more detail. Evaporator outlet condition and 
refrigerant mass flow rate is controlled via Fujikoki electronic expansion valve (EXV) 
with a stepper motor, model ZKFM-60PQFKA-1B-A. The valve opening is adjusted 
manually by the Fujikoki valve motor controller.   
 
Figure 5.6: Schematic of the evaporator used in tests 
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The stepper motor of the expansion valve has a span of 680 steps from fully closed to 
fully opened valve. The image of the EXV utilized in tests is shown in Figure 5.8. The 
compressor used in the tests is a variable displacement swash plate type, product of 
Denso, model 10S17C. The compressor consists of A/C pulley with built-in magnetic 
clutch, shaft, lug plate, swash plate, piston, shoe, crank chamber, cylinder and solenoid 
valve. 
 
 
Figure 5.7: Details of the evaporator internal and external geometry 
 
A solenoid valve inside compressor adjusts the suction pressure so that the compressor 
capacity can be controlled as desired. The crank chamber is connected to the discharge 
passage. A solenoid valve is provided between the suction (low pressure) and the 
discharge passage (high pressure). It operates under duty cycle control in accordance 
with the signals from A/C amplifier. When the solenoid valve closes (solenoid coil 
energized), a difference in pressure is created and the pressure in the crank chamber 
decreases. Then, the pressure that is applied to the right side of the pistons becomes 
greater than the pressure that is applied to the left side of the pistons. This compresses 
the spring and tilts the swash plate. As a result, the pistons stroke increases and the 
discharge capacity increases. 
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Table 5: Evaporator specifications 
 
 
       
Figure 5.8: Electronic expansion valve and compressor used in tests 
 
When the solenoid valve opens (solenoid coil is not energized), the difference in pressure 
disappears. Then, the pressure that is applied to the left of the piston becomes the same 
as the pressure on the right side of the piston. Thus, the spring elongates and eliminates 
the tilt of the swash plate. As a result, the piston stroke and the capacity is reduced. 
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Figure 5.9: Schematic of the variable capacity compressor internals 
 
Internal heat exchanger is a product of Danfoss, type HE 4. It is used to protect the 
compressor from the liquid slugging, as the evaporator is slightly undersized component 
for the A/C system arrangement. Internal heat exchanger has two distinct chambers. 
Offset fin sections are built into the inner chamber and result in turbulent gas flow with 
minimum flow resistance.  
 
 
Figure 5.10: Schematic of the Internal Heat Exchanger 
 
Gas flow is straight through, without changes of direction and without oil pockets. 
Refrigerant liquid flows counter to the gas flow, through the small outer chamber. The 
flow is guided by a built-in wire coil so that maximum heat transfer is achieved. The hot 
1. Piston 
2. Connecting rod 
3. Swash or wobble plate 
4. Driving shaft 
5. Control valve 
A. High pressure chamber 
B. Low pressure chamber 
C. Internal pressure chamber 
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liquid flowing through the outer chamber normally protects the outer tube from 
"sweating". 
As in the separation efficiency research facility, the pressure drop across the flash 
tank bypass line will be estimated. The results from A/C tests will be compared to the 
one from the separation efficiency tests. The schematic showing the pressure drop 
measurement in two different facilities is shown in Figure 5.11. It will be interesting to 
observe if there is any significant difference in the flash tank performance, as the A/C 
system will operate at a lower temperature and pressure. In addition, oil flows with 
refrigerant in the A/C system, and is miscible with refrigerant on the low system‟s 
pressure side. This will affect the properties of the mixture flowing towards the flash tank 
and have some effect on the flow pattern and eventually on the phase separation in the 
T-junction.  
 
 
Figure 5.11: Pressure drop measurement in separation efficieny (left) and A/C system research 
facility (right) 
 
 
5.2 Baseline System Tests 
 
The first stage in performing analytical comparison of the two examined A/C 
systems is the determination of the optimal refrigerant charge. Hence, charge 
determination test has been performed with the Baseline DX system. The results of the 
charge test are outlined in Appendix F. The amount of refrigerant charge is somewhat 
higher than for a system using the identical components installed in a vehicle, as the 
refrigerant lines between components are longer and there are additional components 
installed, namely Internal Heat Exchanger (IHX) and the flash tank.  
After charge determination, a series of tests were carried out to study the effect of 
evaporator exit quality and superheat on the Baseline system capacity and efficiency 
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(COP). This task was done by using the electronic expansion valve. Since the evaporator 
was slightly undersized component, IHX was installed in order to assure the system 
operates safely. As there are points with evaporator outlet in a two-phase state, the 
superheat values at compressor inlet will be relevant points to match when comparing 
Baseline and Flash Gas Bypass configuration.  
The system test conditions researched were: ambient temperature 35˚C, 
condenser air flow rates 0.342 and 1.067 m3/s, evaporator air flow rate 0.189 m3/s and 
compressor rotational speeds 900 and 2500 rpm. In both examined conditions, specified 
air flow rates across the evaporator were identical. These flow rates were very close to the 
maximum air flow rates that could be achieved using the blower in the evaporator 
chamber. This was made in order to maximize the capacity of the undersized evaporator. 
 
Table 6: Overview of A/C system test conditions 
 
At I35a test conditions, refrigerant conditions at evaporator exit ranged from a 
quality of 0.86 to the superheat of 6.7˚C.  The I35a test condition results for Baseline 
system are shown in Figure 5.12. At evaporator exit quality of 0.88 and compressor 
suction superheat of 5˚C, both cooling capacity and COP are maximized. Therefore, the 
cooling capacity at this evaporator exit condition will be the baseline capacity to match 
with the Flash Gas Bypass A/C system. When comparing the efficiency (COP) of the FGB 
system, besides capacity, the compressor inlet condition will be matched as well. 
Figure 5.13 displays the P-h diagrams of the Baseline system cycles at different 
compressor inlet conditions. The temperatures at evaporator inlet ranged from 7˚C 
down to 0˚C. The compressor suction pressures varied from 270 kPa to 230 kPa, with its 
volumetric efficiency decreasing from 72% to 63%. Isentropic efficiency decreased as 
well from 62% to 56%. The analysis at M35a test conditions could be found in 
appendices. 
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Figure 5.12: Baseline system test results at I35a condition and at different superheat values at 
compressor inlet 
 
 
Figure 5.13: Overview of Baseline system cycles at different compressor suction superheat in the 
P-h diagram 
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5.3 Flash Gas Bypass System Analysis 
 
Upon completion of the Baseline A/C system tests, T-junction FT4 with FGB 
valve were included in the A/C loop and tested at identical operating conditions. Flash 
Gas Bypass valve utilized in the tests was needle valve type, product of Swagelok, model 
SS-5PDF8. The main difference between the Baseline and the FGB system configuration 
is in the setting of the flash gas bypass valve, which is fully closed in the Baseline system 
configuration. This means that the both vapor and liquid phase are forced to flow 
through the liquid outlet of the flash tank towards the evaporator. As the FGB valve is 
opened, the flash gas bypass process starts and the flash tank begins its role separating 
refrigerant phases.  
Firstly, it is of interest to explore the effect of the FGB valve opening on the 
cooling capacity, COP and phase separation. The condition of 5˚C superheat at the 
compressor suction is chosen to be matched as this is the optimal condition for the 
Baseline configuration. Results for different FGB valve openings, at Baseline optimal 
charge and condition (1500 g, 5˚C compressor suction superheat) are shown below in 
Figure 5.14. 
 
 
Figure 5.14:  FGB I35a tests at identical conditions to the Baseline system: optimal charge (1500 
g), compressor inlet superheat (5˚C) and cooling capacity; effect of different FGB valve opening 
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 It could be observed that half turn opened FGB valve has the best effect on the 
system efficiency. This half turn valve opening corresponds to valve flow coefficient of 
0.25. Flow visualization showed high liquid phase separation efficiency in the T-junction 
at this bypass valve opening. The more the FGB valve is opened beyond half turn, the 
more liquid phase is being entrained in the vapor bypass line, as it could be seen from 
high speed camera images in Figure 5.15.  
      
 FGB valve open 1/4 turn    FGB valve open 1/2 turn 
        
  FGB valve open 3/4 turn   FGB valve open 1 turn 
Figure 5.15: Flow visualization in T-junction FT4 at I35a tests and identical conditions to the 
Baseline system: optimal charge (1500 g), compressor inlet superheat (5˚C) and cooling capacity; 
effect of different FGB valve opening 
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Figure 5.16: FGB test at Baseline optimal charge, point and capacity; effect of different FGB valve 
opening 
 
In order to maintain the identical capacity and flow conditions as in the Baseline 
system at different FGB valve openings, compressor speed was varied. Then, the effect 
on the system efficiency could be investigated. Various relevant parameters are analyzed 
in Figures 5.16-5.19. COP of the system appear to have maximum values between FGB 
valve openings between ½ and ¾ turn, corresponding to valve flow coefficients between 
0.25 and 0.35. This could be also supported by observing the profile of the evaporation 
temperature (temperature at the evaporator outlet is shown on the plot, namely Tero) 
and condensation temperature (Tcro_sat). As the FGB valve opens more, there is a 
decrease in the condenser subcooling. This is due to the fact that more refrigerant is 
shifted from the system‟s high pressure side to the low pressure side. Figure 5.15 shows 
the liquid level in the flash tank rising as the flash gas bypass valve is more opened. 
Refrigerant-side pressure drop was reduced significantly as the bypass valve opening 
increased. The reductions in the pressure drop were maximized between the FGB valve 
openings ½ and ¾ turn. Beyond these openings, pressure drop starts to increase slightly 
due to degradation in the phase separation performance, where significant amounts of 
the liquid phase was carried out towards bypass line. Vapor phase separation is degraded 
as well, since more vapor has been entrained and carried towards liquid outlet of the 
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flash tank. This increases the void fraction of the flow entering the evaporator and 
degrades its effectiveness. 
 
 
Figure 5.17: FGB test at Baseline optimal charge, point and capacity; effect of different FGB valve 
opening 
 
 
Figure 5.18: FGB test at Baseline optimal charge, point and capacity; effect of different FGB valve 
opening 
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Figure 5.19:  FGB test at Baseline optimal charge, point and capacity; effect of different FGB valve 
opening 
 
Suction pressure profile confirms the trend in the COP of the FGB system.  
Suction pressure is maximized at the valve openings between ½ and ¾ turn. The 
pressure ratio is also minimal for the above specified range of the FGB valve openings. 
All of these analyzed parameters confirm the FGB system has optimal performance 
around ½ turn of bypass valve opening. This valve opening will be preserved in further 
FGB system analysis and comparisons to the Baseline DX system. 
As the subcooling at the condenser outlet decreased, it would be of interest to 
examine how the addition of the refrigerant charge affects the system performance. The 
starting charge was the optimal charge for Baseline configuration; 1500 g. Then, the 
charge was added, while maintaining identical inlet condition at the compressor inlet. In 
another words, charge test determination has been performed with the FGB system. The 
effects of adding refrigerant charge are plotted in Figure 5.20 and 5.21. It appears that 
system efficiency has not significantly changed. This could be attributed to preserved 
high separation performance of the flash tank at the ½ turn bypass valve opening. While 
the separation performance was efficient, it is the liquid level which only changed in the 
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flash tank as the refrigerant charge was added. Flow visualization confirming this is 
shown in Figure 5.21.  
 
Figure 5.20: Effect of adding charge on the FGB system efficiency 
        
Charge: 1500 g (identical as baseline)                               Charge: 1700 g 
Figure 5.21: Effect of adding charge on the flow phenomena in the T-junction FT4 
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As the effect of adding refrigerant charge didn‟t improve system efficiency, FGB 
system analysis was continued at the optimal Baseline charge (1500 g) and FGB valve 1/2 
turn open. Comparison between FGB and Baseline system at different compressor inlet 
conditions and matched capacities is shown on Figures 5.22-5.26.  
 
Figure 5.22:  FGB compared to Baseline system at matched capacity throughout different 
compressor inlet conditions 
The comparison in the system efficiency between the Baseline and FGB system is made 
by matching the cooling capacity along the different superheat values at the compressor 
suction. This was made by reducing the compressor rotational speed. It could be 
observed that the evaporation temperatures are increased by around 7˚C when the 
evaporator outlet is in two-phase region. The system efficiency had large increases over 
the whole range of examined conditions. These increases seem to be very high due to fact 
that the evaporator is slightly undersized component in the laboratory setup. 
Nevertheless, these increases show a clearly positive improvements and excellent 
prospects of implementing the flash gas bypass concept. 
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Figure 5.23: FGB vs. Baseline system - matched capacity at different compressor inlet conditions; 
compressor ratios, compressor speeds, compressor isentropic efficiencies, evaporator outlet 
condition 
 
Figure 5.24: FGB vs. Baseline system - matched capacity at different compressor inlet conditions; 
comparison of evaporator outlet and condensing temperatures 
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Figure 5.25: FGB vs. Baseline system - matched capacity at different compressor inlet conditions 
 
 
Figure 5.26:  FGB vs. Baseline system - matched capacity at different compressor inlet conditions 
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a) Baseline (left) vs. FGB (right) at compressor suction superheat 0.5˚C 
 
        
 
b) Baseline (left) vs. FGB (right) at compressor suction superheat 5˚C 
 
        
 
c) Baseline (left) vs. FGB (right) at compressor suction superheat 10˚C 
 
        
 
d) Baseline (left) vs. FGB (right) at compressor suction superheat 15˚C 
 
        
 
e) Baseline (left) vs. FGB (right) at compressor suction superheat 20˚C 
 
        
 
f) Baseline (left) vs. FGB (right) at compressor suction superheat 25˚C 
 
Figure 5.27 (continued on next page)  
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g) Baseline (left) vs. FGB (right) at compressor suction superheat 30˚C 
 
Figure 5.27: FGB vs. Baseline system; high-speed video images of evaporator inlet at different 
compressor inlet conditions 
 
 Figure 5.27 displays the comparison of flow patterns in the evaporator inlet tube 
at different compressor suction superheat values and cooling capacities matched in the 
Baseline and the FGB system. It could be observed that the void fraction is lower in the 
case of the FGB system. This produces lower average void fraction in the evaporator as 
well, therefore lower pressure drops across the evaporator, as the vapor phase velocity is 
lower. However, this is not desirable condition at the evaporator inlet, as there is still a 
significant amount of vapor entering the evaporator. Vapor separation efficiency of the 
flash tank needs to be improved and evaporator inlet tube flooded.  
 
 
Figure 5.28: An overview of the liquid level and its effect on the possibility of cavitation occurring 
at the inlet to the evaporator  
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In addition, one factor which could be important as well is preventing the liquid to boil at 
the inlet to the evaporator. This means that the pressure at evaporator inlet needs to be 
higher that the saturation pressure at the evaporator inlet temperature. In other words, 
liquid phase should be subcooled at the evaporator inlet. If the liquid is not subcooled, 
this can negatively affect the vapor phase separation of the flash tank. The potential of 
liquid to boil is explained on the Figure 5.28. Therefore, the arrangement of flash tank 
with respect to the evaporator could be also an important parameter to investigate.  
Flow visualization has been performed on various T-junction FT4 sections. 
Figures 5.29 display the flow visualization sections of the flash tank and evaporator inlet 
tube. Figures 5.30-5.36 show the FT4 phase separation performance at different values 
of the compressor suction superheat. It could be observed that flash tank liquid 
separation efficiency was high throughout the all points, while the vapor separation 
efficiency was degraded as the compressor suction superheat increased. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.29: Schematic of Flash tank flow visualization sections in the A/C system research 
facility 
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Figure 5.30: Flow visualization of T-junction FT4 sections at compressor superheat of 0.5˚C, at 
I35a test conditions 
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Figure 5.31: Flow visualization of T-junction FT4 sections at compressor superheat of 5˚C, at I35a 
test conditions 
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Figure 5.32: Flow visualization of T-junction FT4 sections at compressor superheat of 10˚C, at 
I35a test conditions 
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Figure 5.33: Flow visualization of T-junction FT4 sections at compressor superheat of 15˚C, at 
I35a test conditions 
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Figure 5.34: Flow visualization of T-junction FT4 sections at compressor superheat of 20˚C, at 
I35a test conditions 
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Figure 5.35: Flow visualization of T-junction FT4 sections at compressor superheat of 25˚C, at 
I35a test conditions 
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Figure 5.36: Flow visualization of T-junction FT4 sections at compressor superheat of 30˚C, at 
I35a test conditions 
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Figure 5.37:  FGB vs. Baseline system cycle overlaid at matched capacity at 5˚C compressor 
suction superheat 
 
Figure 5.38:  FGB vs. Baseline system cycle overlaid at matched capacity at 15˚C compressor 
suction superheat 
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Figure 5.39:  FGB vs. Baseline system cycle overlaid at matched capacity at 30˚C compressor 
suction superheat 
 Figures 5.37-5.39 show the overlay of the Baseline and FGB system cycles in the 
P-h diagram. Actual FGB cycle would involve two more points, namely the liquid outlet 
(evaporator inlet) and the vapor outlet of the flash tank. In these Figures, only the 
expansion valve outlet condition is shown for the FGB cycle. Nevertheless, it is obvious 
to observe the improvements in the FGB cycle over the Baseline DX system cycle. The 
pressure drop across the evaporator or the low pressure side is reduced. In addition, the 
evaporation temperature is raised. Besides this, the condensing temperatures are lower 
than in the Baseline system cycle. Improvements in the system efficiency are significant 
at all compressor superheat values. For all compressor suction superheat points except 
for the 30˚C superheat, the efficiency improvements are around 50%. The 30˚C 
superheat point is characterized by significantly higher evaporator superheat values in 
the FGB system (24˚C) than in the Baseline system (4˚C). Nevertheless, the efficiency 
improvement is still significant, around 30%, as the pressure drop reduction and 
refrigerant distribution were still to a great extent better than in the Baseline system. 
Figures 5.40-5.42 show schematically the individual factors that contribute to the 
improvements in the efficiency of FGB cycle over Baseline DX cycle. Finally, Figure 5.43 
show the percentage of the influence of these individual factors on the reduction in the 
required compressor work at different compressor superheat values. 
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Figure 5.40:  FGB vs. Baseline system cycle overlaid at matched capacity at 5˚C compressor 
suction superheat; benefits due to evaporator pressure drop reduction 
 
Figure 5.41:  FGB vs. Baseline system cycle overlaid at matched capacity at 5˚C compressor 
suction superheat; benefits due to increase in evaporation temperature 
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Figure 5.42:  FGB vs. Baseline system cycle overlaid at matched capacity at 5˚C compressor 
suction superheat; decrease in the compressor work required 
 
Figure 5.43:  Contribution of different effects on the decrease of work required in the FGB system 
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Taking infrared images of the evaporator aided in better understanding of the 
refrigerant distribution within it. In order to visualize the improved refrigerant 
distribution effects, the FLIR A320 infrared camera was used to record the temperature 
profiles from the air inlet side of the evaporator. The temperature scales shown in the 
pictures are identical in order to effectively evaluate the refrigerant distribution patterns. 
The grid pattern visible represents the air inlet thermocouple grid installed. In addition, 
a small square noticeable in the upper left half of each picture is a small aluminum piece 
which was used to adjust the emissivity settings of the infrared camera. This was done in 
order to relate the temperature readings shown on images to the real surface 
temperatures of the heat exchanger. Figure 5.44 shows the effect of the FGB valve 
opening on the refrigerant distribution. FGB valve opened half turn has shown to have 
the best effect on the distribution of the refrigerant. Even so, the superheated zone in the 
upper left corner is noticeable, as smaller fraction of liquid refrigerant feeds the several 
first microchannels along the flow in the inlet header. Hence, the microchannels located 
further away along the flow path in the inlet header are supplied with more liquid.  
Figure 5.45 illustrates the effect of adding the refrigerant charge at identical FGB 
valve opening. It seems there is no significant change in the distribution of the 
refrigerant as the charge was added. The main reason is the phase separation 
performance remained the same throughout the process. This is supported with the fact 
that capacity, total mass flow rate, evaporator pressure drop and system efficiency 
remained practically unchanged.  
The difference in refrigerant distribution in the evaporator between the Baseline 
and FGB system at identical superheat values at the compressor suction in shown on 
Figure 5.46. At each of the compared test point, Baseline DX system develops greater 
superheated refrigerant zones compared to the FGB system. Thus, the resulting air outlet 
temperature profiles are more uniform with the FGB system. Nonetheless, even the 
refrigerant distribution is improved with the FGB system, it is still not satisfactory. 
Above the 15˚C compressor suction superheat, the superheated evaporator zones are 
increasing on the upper left corner, indicating poor liquid refrigerant distribution in the 
first group of the microchannels along the flow in the inlet evaporator header. This 
phenomenon is being proliferated at test conditions with increased superheat at the 
compressor inlet. 
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Figure 5.44: Baseline and FGB system compared at different FGB valve openings, at identical 
compressor superheat (5˚C) and I35a test conditions; Infrared imaging depicts the refrigerant 
distribution in the evaporator 
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Figure 5.45: Baseline and FGB system compared at different refrigerant charge, at identical 
compressor superheat (5˚C) and I35a test conditions; Infrared imaging depicts the refrigerant 
distribution in the evaporator 
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a) Compressor suction superheat 0.5˚C 
 
 
 
b) Compressor suction superheat 5˚C 
 
 
Figure 5.46 (continued on next page) 
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c) Compressor suction superheat 10˚C 
 
 
d) Compressor suction superheat 15˚C 
 
 
Figure 5.46 (continued on next page) 
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e) Compressor suction superheat 20˚C 
 
 
f) Compressor suction superheat 25˚C 
 
Figure 5.46 (continued on next page) 
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g) Compressor suction superheat 30˚C 
 
Figure 5.46: Baseline and FGB system compared at different values of compressor superheat, at 
I35a test conditions and flash gas bypass valve open ½ turn; Infrared imaging depicts the 
refrigerant distribution in the evaporator 
5.4 Effect of Oil on the Phase Separation 
 
In the separation performance research facility, flash tanks are examined with 
oil-free R134a at saturation temperatures in the range of 25˚C - 40˚C. However, in the 
FGB system, the saturation temperature is typically much lower, in the range of 0-10˚C. 
Additionally, oil is present to ensure proper lubrication of the compressor. The lubricant 
used in this A/C system research facility was ND-8, a polyalkylene glycol (PAG) with a 
viscosity rating of 46 centistokes at 40ºC. This oil is miscible with liquid R134a at the low 
system side temperatures examined in this study. The oil circulation ratio (OCR) of 1.7% 
was measured in a manner similar to ASHRAE Standard 41.1, which outlines the method 
for determining the “weight concentration of miscible lubricant and liquid refrigerant 
mixtures”. It is of interest to compare the characteristics of the flow at identical 
locations, in this case, at the inlet to the flash tank, and observe the effect on the phase 
separation. 
 At lower mass flow rates (around 15 g/s) and higher vapor quality conditions (20-
25%), the two most noticeable differences in the flow features are increased droplet 
entrainment in the flow above the liquid layer and the wetting of the tube wall. As the 
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mass flow rate increased above 20 g/s and at a moderate vapor qualities (around 15%), 
the flow became less separated and contained even more entrained droplets and bubbles, 
with barely visible layer of liquid, as the flow mixing is enhanced. At high flow rates (30 
g/s), the visibility through the inlet tube and tank is reduced, as the droplet entrainment 
is very intensive and mixing and frothing occurred. The occurrence of frothing is most 
likely due to the addition of oil and this phenomenon has been observed in the research 
literature. Filho et al. (2009) noticed that froth formation was the most common effect of 
oil addition to various refrigerants. When compared to the flow pattern at inlet in the oil-
free R134a tests with higher operating temperatures, annular flow pattern occurs at 
lower vapor qualities for identical mass flow rates. All these flow pattern observations 
align very well with the observations of Bowers and Hrnjak (2009), who studied the two-
phase flow development of mixture of ND-8 oil and R134a after the expansion device at 
lower saturation temperatures and various distances.  
The effect of change in the operating temperature and the addition of oil seem 
not to influence the liquid phase separation efficiency significantly. The separation 
performance of flash tank was not estimated in the A/C system; hence the quantitative 
comparison of separation efficiencies was not possible. Based on the flow visualization, 
the performance was not significantly affected; however more detailed studies need to be 
performed to create any firm conclusion. The phase density ratio increases by 136% with 
reduction in operating temperature from 30˚C to 5˚C, which should help the phases to 
separate. However, the effect of the change in the inlet flow pattern with more droplets 
entrained and frothing should be investigated further with respect to the phase 
separation. To continue, oil addition changes the thermophysical properties of the 
refrigerant-oil mixture, therefore this effect need to be evaluated as well. 
 
Table 7: Overview of R134a thermophysical properties at 5˚C and 30˚C 
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Figure 5.47: FT4 in the separation efficiency research facility at flow conditions: 20 g/s, vapor 
quality 15%, 25˚C (no oil) 
 
 
 
Figure 5.48: FT4 in the automotive A/C system research facility at flow conditions: 20 g/s, vapor 
quality 15%, 5˚C, 1.7% OCR (ND-8) 
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Figure 5.49: FT3 in the separation efficiency research facility at flow conditions: 20 g/s, vapor 
quality 20%, 25˚C (no oil) 
 
 
Figure 5.50: FT3 in the automotive A/C system research facility at flow conditions: 20 g/s, vapor 
quality 20%, T=5˚C, 1.7% OCR (ND-8) 
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Figure 5.51: FT3 in the separation efficiency research facility at flow conditions: 30 g/s, vapor 
quality 15%, 25˚C (no oil) 
 
 
 
Figure 5.52: FT3 in the automotive A/C system research facility at flow conditions: 30 g/s, vapor 
quality 15%, 5˚C, 1.7% OCR (ND-8) 
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5.5 Summary and Conclusions 
 
The FGB concept was implemented in the modified Toyota Camry 2007 
automotive A/C system using T-junction with 23.8 mm body diameter. The automotive 
A/C system utilized R134a as a refrigerant with 1.7% OCR of ND-8 polyalkylene glycol 
oil. It was shown experimentally that the approach is capable of improving the system 
efficiency (COP) by up to 55% at matched capacities while changing the values of the 
compressor suction superheat. The reason for such high improvement lies in the fact that 
the evaporator was slightly undersized when compared to the rest of the A/C system 
components. As the FGB valve, a needle valve type was utilized. Flash gas bypass valve 
opening showed the significant effect on the system performance and the phase 
separation in the flash tank. At flash gas bypass valve opened ½ turn (valve flow 
coefficient approximately 0.25), the system had the highest improvement in COP when 
compared to the Baseline DX configuration at matched capacity. This shows the prospect 
of implementing a simple regulating device such as an orifice tube. 
FGB improved the low refrigerant side pressure by reducing the low refrigerant 
side pressure drop and improving the refrigerant distribution in the evaporator inlet 
header. The other effects contributing to the increase in the system efficiency need to be 
further analyzed.  
Initial observations using flow visualization have been made with respect to the 
phase separation in the A/C system. The phase separation efficiency did not changed 
significantly when compared at identical mass flow rate and quality. It was observed that 
annular flow pattern occurred at lower vapor qualities for identical mass flow rates when 
compared to the oil-free R134a tests with higher operating temperatures. At higher flow 
rates (30 g/s), the visibility through the inlet tube and tank is reduced due to intensive 
mixing and frothing. The occurrence of frothing is most likely due to the addition of oil 
and this phenomenon has been also observed in the research literature. 
FT4 flash tank liquid phase separation performance was satisfactory at all of the 
flow conditions tested with half turn opened FGB valve. As for the vapor phase 
separation, the performance was not satisfactory. Future flash tank designs should focus 
on improving the vapor phase separation efficiency. Even with this baseline separator, 
FGB system performed more efficiently at matched cooling capacities. This shows 
prospects of implementing the concept in the A/C systems. 
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Appendix A – Phase Separation Research Facility  
 
Measuring amounts of liquid in collection tanks and vapor flow rates out of them 
also allows for comparison with the flow amounts determined from vapor quality at flash 
tank inlet. Hence, averaged liquid flow rate from two collecting tanks could be compared 
to the amount of liquid calculated from inlet vapor quality. Alternatively, comparison of 
the measured total vapor flow rate out of collection tanks and the vapor flow rate at flash 
tank inlet could be performed. These comparisons are an indicator of the degree of heat 
exchanged in installation between flash tank and collection tanks, which originates from 
heat transferred with ambient, mixing, expansion/contraction and flashing of the 
refrigerant. 
The Hydra-cell M-03 diaphragm pump is used to provide the required driving 
force to overcome the system pressure resistance. The frequency drive is used to adjust 
the pump speed in order to attain a range of mass flow rates from 10 to 50 g/s or mass 
fluxes from 168.2 to 840 kg/m2s. In order to assuage the vibration caused by the pump 
from the test section, Nixco dual acting inline desurger was installed at the pump 
discharge. Pressure pulsations are attenuated by combining restraining orifices with the 
absorbing action of an expandable sleeve. This sleeve is supported by the compressed gas 
and harmlessly dissipates the kinetic energy created when the velocity of the flowing 
fluid is suddenly changed. Since the working fluid is R134a, evaporation can easily occur 
at the inlet of the pump when the room temperature is higher than the saturation 
temperature for the system pressure or the system pressure is suddenly decreased and 
lower than the saturation pressure for the system temperature. Because of this, bubbles 
are occasionally observed in the sight glass at the pump inlet. Hence, it is extremely 
important to adjust the condensation pressure to prevent these bubbles emerging during 
pump operation as this affects the performance of the pump and the system. 
 
Figure A.1: Hydra-Cell pump operated in the test loop 
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The subcooling ahead of the expansion valve is adjusted by varying the electrical 
heat input of the heater, providing the desired quality of up to 30% after the expansion 
valve. The heating system is comprised of two bar heaters (1.1 kW each), which are 
placed in the concentric copper pipe with insulation wrapped outside. When system 
operates correctly, subcooled R134a liquid flows in the space between the inner and 
outer pipe. A transformer is used to control the voltages to the heater, adjusting the 
amount of heat added to refrigerant, while the Ohio Semitronics Watt transducer is used 
to measure the power consumed in Watts. Figure A.2 below shows the schematic and 
view of the heater. 
 
Figure A.2: Heater in the test loop, placed before the expansion valve and flash tank 
 
Refrigerant flow direction control setup is utilized by a three-way valve group. 
Because flash tank has two outlets, it is very important to control the direction of flow in 
them simultaneously. There are two options for flow to direct from the outlets of the 
flash tank; one is back to the inlet of the pump in the recycling loop, whereas the other is 
towards the collection tanks. In the latter case, vapor flow out of collecting tanks is 
returned back towards the pump, being condensed before it enters the pump receiver.  
This three-way valve group is designed to realize this function.  
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Figure A.3: Three-way valve group 
 
In order to maintain the system pressure, a coaxial condenser is used before the 
pump. The vapor created in the system is condensed in the condenser by the water 
cooling loop which utilizes chilled water. By adjusting the flow rate of water, the 
condensation pressure can be controlled and therefore the saturation temperature at the 
pump inlet.  
 
A.1 Data Acquisition System 
The data acquisition system used in this system is shown in Figure below. It is used to 
process signals for mass flow rate, density, vapor flow rate, heat capacity, pressure and 
temperature. The CR23X is programmed either directly from its own keyboard, or with a 
pre-written program downloaded from a PC or Campbell Scientific Storage Module. 
Program editing and communication is supported by the PC208W datalogger support 
software. PC208W provides menu selections of tools to perform the datalogger functions 
(e.g. set clock, send program, monitor measurements, and collect data).  
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Figure A.4: Campbell Scientific CR23X data acquisition system used in the test facility 
 
 
Devices which can be used to communicate with the CR23X include standard 
ASCII terminals and computers programmed to function as a terminal emulator. The 
analysis program used to perform the data acquisition is created on a computer using 
EDLOG. Data is recorded using data logger and multiplexers once every second. This 
data is then uploaded each 5 seconds to a desktop computer for storage and display. 
Then voltage measurements are processed into the desired quantities and units 
according to the analysis program. The PC208W software not only stores the 
measurement but also show the process curve vs. time. The output is observed frequently 
to make sure the operation is in a safe range and whether the condition is in steady state. 
The signals are then being carried out and data is collected using LabView software. The 
LabVIEW data acquisition code is managed to receive the readings from the data logger 
and present them graphically. In addition, when the mass flow rate and quality are 
within a set band, a green light is lit on the LabVIEW interface to indicate that the test 
condition is within the desired range. The tolerance band for the mass flow rate was ±0.3 
g/s of the desired value while for the quality was ±0.003. LabView measurement (.lvm) 
file is being created upon saving the measurement data. The results from .lvm file are 
saved in tabular form and conveyed to excel file for further analysis. 
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 Figure A.5: View of the LabView graphic interface   
A.2 Operating Procedures 
Operating procedure contains necessary steps in order to assure the safety and 
steady and reliable data. Prior to running the system, the first step is checking whether 
valves in the system are set properly, especially three-way valves. System will start 
running in the recycling loop until the desired operating conditions are met at the flash 
tank inlet; then the three-way valves are positioned to direct the flow towards the 
collection tanks. Also, due to fragility of the transparent PVC and potential danger of 
releasing the significant amount of refrigerant into the laboratory space, the valves 
surrounding the flash tank are closed after system is shut down. This will prevent the 
hazardous situation if the flash tank ruptures and releases refrigerant, since the amount 
of refrigerant would be just the one contained in the flash tank. In addition, the 
transparent protection around the flash tank has been built in order to protect the 
personnel during tests. Throttling valves in flash tank outlet lines should be opened prior 
to start of tests. After the initial checks for eventual leaks and preparing the data logging 
system, pump is turned on, preferably at lower speed.  
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During tests, when system reaches steady state and the flow is directed towards 
collection tanks, liquid phase R134a is pumped (process 1-2 on Fig.A.6) and flows 
through a mass flow meter (CMF025), which measures the total mass flow rate and 
density. Then, liquid is heated to a state 3, which is typically several degrees subcooled 
(process 2-3), after which is expanded by the expansion valve (3-4). Since the flow is 
expanded to the temperature near the room temperature, adiabatic developing two-
phase flow is transferred towards the flash tank. In the test loop, the flow from flash tank 
is carried into two outlets, where vapor (6) and liquid (5) preferably flow. Flow from 
those two outlets is directed into the two corresponding collection tanks, where in each 
of them vapor (7) is separated from liquid. Liquid is collected in the cylinders and vapor 
flow rate out of them is measured using two mass flow meters (CMF010). Vapor flow is 
condensed in condenser to assure only liquid is supplied back to the pump (1). 
 
 
Figure A.6: Specific state points in P-h diagram 
 
A.3 Flow Visualization Apparatus and Techniques 
Flow visualization was achieved using high-speed video camera Phantom v4.2, 
product of Vision Research. Full resolution of the camera is 512 x 512 pixels, which was 
fully utilized in most case while recording flow phenomena in the flash tank. Exposure 
times were usually around 100 microseconds. Framing rates were ranging from 2000 to 
5000 frames per second. Phantom camera control software version 640 was used 
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throughout the study to record and analyze videos. This software was used to set the 
frame rate, exposure time, resolution, and to trigger the capturing process.  
With the help of the software, it was possible to save the broad range of the high-
speed images, usually around 16,000 images. From this amount, consecutive 300 or 600 
frames are typically selected for analysis, which made files of 75 or 150 MB in size, 
respectively. In addition, camera control software was useful for measuring droplet sizes 
and velocities. Figure A.7 shows the typical camera software setup screen, while Fig.A.8 
shows the camera setup in the test facility. 
 
 
 
Figure A.7: High-speed camera control software screenshot 
 
 
Two different lenses were utilized in the visualization of the flow phenomena in the flash 
tank. A manual focus Nikon 55mm f3.5 Nikkor lens was used in most cases, while 
Mitutoyo lens was used in visualization of the droplets in the vapor space of the flash 
tank. When focusing the camera, a ruler was placed at the center of the PVC tubes and 
the camera was focused based on the ruler, in order to ensure that the center of the tube 
was near the center of the depth of field. In optics, the depth of field (DOF) is the portion 
of a scene that appears acceptably sharp in the image. Although a lens can precisely focus 
at only one distance, the decrease in sharpness is gradual on each side of the focused 
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distance, so that within the DOF, the unsharpness is imperceptible under normal 
viewing conditions. 
 
 
 
Figure A.8: Typical high speed camera setup in the test facility 
 
A.4 Measurement errors of vapor and liquid flow rates 
It is important to estimate the experiment measurement errors by comparing 
liquid and vapor flow rates using two available techniques. From collecting cylinders, 
collected amount of refrigerant liquid over a given time period yields the time averaged 
liquid flow rate, whereas the total vapor flow rate out of collecting tanks is measured by 
two flow meters. The other option is determining liquid and vapor flow rates based on 
the vapor quality after expansion valve. As mentioned, assuming the expansion process 
is isenthalpic, the quality x after the expansion is calculated from temperature and 
pressure before the expansion valve and the pressure after the expansion valve. From 
this, liquid flow rate could be obtained by multiplying the total mass flow rate with (1-x). 
Similarly, the vapor flow rate is obtained from total refrigerant flow rate multiplied with 
quality x. Based on these two measurement techniques, the comparison between flow 
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rates of vapor and liquid phase is shown in Figures below. It is found that most of the 
vapor and liquid flow rates compared to each other are within 10% from each other. 
 
Figure A.9: Two mass flow meters measuring the vapor flow rates out of collecting tanks 
 
Fig.A.10 shows the overview of comparison of vapor flow rates at different vapor 
qualities and total mass flow rates. Designation theoretical stands for vapor flow rate 
calculated from the total refrigerant mass flow rate measured and determined vapor 
quality at flash tank inlet. Measured vapor flow rate is related to the sum of the vapor 
flow rates measured by the two vapor flow meters at the outlet of the collecting cylinders. 
Fig.A.11 shows the agreement of two vapor flow rate determination methods to each 
other with 10% error curves positioned. This could be regarded as a fairly good 
agreement, as there are factors affecting the vapor flow measurement out of collecting 
cylinders which could be all attributed to the heat exchanged with both refrigerant 
phases along the flow all the way from the expansion device to the vapor flow meters. 
Having this in mind, the vapor flow metering could be regarded as a fairly good 
additional tool in observing the separation performance of the flash tanks. 
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Figure A.10: Vapor flow rates experimental errors at different test conditions 
 
Figure A.12 shows the agreement between liquid flow rates calculated using 
collection tanks and theoretically determined using measured total flow rate and vapor 
quality. The error originates from the reading of the liquid level in the collecting tanks, 
which involves subjective judgment. The minimal scale divisions used for liquid level 
reading are 1 mm, which are conveniently placed just next to the liquid level glass. This 
can involve error in the reading, as it depends on the skills of person reading the level, as 
well on steadiness of the liquid level in the collecting cylinders.   
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 Figure A.11: Vapor flow rates compared using two different approaches 
 
Figure A.12: Liquid flow rates compared using two different approaches 
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Separation efficiency facility is arranged in a manner to allow creating various 
scenarios in the flash tank with respect to its phase separation efficiency. Besides 
different mass flow rates and qualities, throttling valves in the vapor and liquid outlets of 
the flash tank could be used to create different pressure drops across these lines. To 
further extend the idea, it is intended to record the specific conditions at which there is 
only liquid and no vapor in the liquid outlet line. Nevertheless, the conditions with fully 
opened throttling valves will allow observing behavior at which the flash tank has a 
different separation performance. 
 The test procedure for measuring separation efficiencies will be presented here. 
Since collecting tanks are large in size (model U7009, capacity 10 lbs or 4400 g, product 
of Thermal Engineering Company), it is assumed they will perfectly separate liquid and 
vapor. The tube to collecting cylinder which collects the flow from the liquid outlet of 
flash tank is guided all the way towards the bottom of cylinder, being immersed below 
the lowest liquid level to avoid splashing. The measurement of the liquid level in the 
collecting cylinders starts when the flow and test parameters are met and steady.  This 
will ensure that all eventual liquid pockets in the tubing between flash tank and 
collecting cylinders is flushed out and the liquid levels in collecting cylinders rise 
steadily. Measurement process is carried as long as possible; hence the process stops 
when the tank which collects refrigerant from flash tank liquid outlet is almost full. This 
will increase accuracy of the measurement as the more liquid is collected over the longer 
period of time, producing better time average. For the liquid separation efficiency, liquid 
levels and their change in both collecting cylinders as well as time elapsed are recorded. 
The vapor separation efficiency is measured by means of two mass flow meters installed 
in the outlet lines of collecting cylinders. Since perfect phase separation is assumed in 
collecting tanks, only vapor is expected to flow through aforementioned outlet lines. 
Essentially, vapor flow rate from the tank which collects refrigerant from flash tank 
liquid outlet represents the vapor separation inefficiency of the flash tank.  
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Figure A.13: Flow scheme with collecting cylinders 
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Appendix B – Flash Gas Bypass System Research Facility  
 
B.1 Environmental chambers 
 
The environmental chamber walls have 30cm of insulation. The inside dimensions of the 
chambers are 3.4x2.2x2.4m for the evaporator chamber and 3.4x2.5x2.4m for the 
condenser chamber. The chambers were carefully calibrated. The chambers have five 
thermocouples located on the inside and outside of the walls, floor, and ceiling. The 
temperatures give the temperature drop across each wall and are used to calculate 
transmission losses. Calibration data were used in the chamber energy balance. The 
error introduced by transmission losses is typically within ±0.1%. 
A thermocouple grid is located at the inlet and exit of the heat exchanger. The grid is 
made up of welded type T thermocouples averaged together to get a representative air 
temperature. The evaporator air inlet is divided into 25 equal sections with one welded 
thermocouple located at the center of each, while the outlet is divided into 16 sections. 
The condenser duct at inlet and outlet is divided into 27 equal sections with one welded 
thermocouple located at the center of each. 
      
Figure B.1: Temperature grid at the inlet to condenser (left) and evaporator (right) 
Air flow rate is measured using the ANSI standard nozzles. Nozzles are used with 
±0.17%FS differential pressure transducers and a thermocouple to obtain the air flow 
rates. In the evaporator chamber, two identical nozzles are available in parallel. 
Depending upon the pressure drop, one or both nozzles are used. The condenser wind 
tunnel is equipped with one nozzle. These nozzles are used to determine the air flow rate. 
The nozzles for the evaporator wind tunnel have a 2.5” throat diameter. The nozzle in the 
condenser wind tunnel has a 6.0” throat diameter. The nozzles comply with 
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ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 40-1986. The air temperature at each nozzle is measured using 
a single welded type T thermocouple placed in the center of the exiting air stream. The 
pressure drop across the nozzle is measured using a Setra differential pressure 
transducer. The evaporator nozzle pressure transducer has a range of 0 to 250 Pa, and 
the condenser nozzle pressure transducer has a range of 0 to 625 Pa. 
      
Figure B.2: View of the air mixer (left) located before the nozzles (right) in the evaporator wind 
tunnel 
The inlet air temperature in each wind tunnel is maintained using strip heaters 
placed directly into the airflow. A Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR) power control 
(Payne Engineering, Model 18E-2-20) and PID control (Watlow series 965) the heaters 
in a feedback loop with the air temperature at the wind tunnel inlet. The desired 
temperature is set using PID controller. In the evaporator wind tunnel, six 1.5 kW strip 
heaters balance the sensible load of the evaporator. In the condenser chamber, the heat 
added by the condenser and blower motor is removed using a cooling coil. The only 
control on the cooling capacity of the coil is to manually change the mass flow rate of the 
coolant. Therefore, the cooling coil is set to remove more heat than necessary. Three 1.5 
kW strip heaters, in conjunction with a SCR and PID in a control loop balance the extra 
cooling capacity and bring the wind tunnel air inlet temperature back up to the test 
condition. 
In both wind tunnels, Dayton high-pressure, direct-drive blowers provide the 
airflow. The blowers draw air through the duct (and all components). For the evaporator 
wind tunnel, the motor is a Dayton 3 phase, 1 HP motor with a maximum of 3450 rpm. 
For the condenser wind tunnel, there are two blowers with a Reliance Electric 3 phase, 5 
HP motor with a maximum of 3500 rpm. For condenser wind tunnels, one blower is 
controlled using a variable frequency drive (VFD) from Cutler– Hammer (model 
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SV9000). The output of the VFD is manually set to produce a blower speed that can 
produce the desired airflow rate at the duct pressure drop. Another blower in the 
condenser chamber has an on-off regulation, i.e. it is turned on when the higher airflow 
rates are run in tests. For the evaporator chamber, the Danfoss VLT 5004 VFD control 
the blower rotational speed. 
 
Figure B.3: View of the blowers installed in the condenser chamber 
A cooling coil is used to reject heat from the condenser chamber. The cooling coil 
is connected to a chiller system, consisting of two packaged air cooled chiller units, 
product of Continental Chiller LLC, model CCA-5E. An aqueous ethylene glycol solution 
is pumped from the chillers to the calorimetric chambers to provide cooling. The chillers 
are charged with R-22 and cool an approximate 50% solution of aqueous ethylene glycol. 
Glycol as a coolant is pumped from the chillers to the heat exchanger in the chambers 
and then returned back to the chillers. The chiller system has two open expansion tanks 
to deaerate and allow expansion and contraction of the coolant. The mass flow rate of the 
glycol is measured using a ±0.1%FS accuracy Coriolis type mass flow meter. The inlet 
and exit temperatures are evaluated using T-type immersion thermocouples placed 
directly into the glycol streams.  
To determine cooling capacity by the chamber balance, all energy inputs and 
outputs are measured. Electrical heaters and blower motors provide sensible load. The 
heaters are controlled by SCRs and PIDs. The blowers are controlled using variable 
speed controllers. The SCRs and speed controllers are located inside the chambers, as in 
this way all losses from the SCR and the controller are sensible load to the chambers. 
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These and any other electrical sources are accounted in the chamber balance and are 
measured by ±0.2% watt transducers, located outside the chambers. 
 
B.2 Compressor chamber 
The compressor test stand with compressor chamber is located between the 
environmental chambers. The stand is constructed from a metal table with a ¾ inch 
thick aluminum plate, where the Air Conditioning system compressor, torque meter, 
clutch assembly, drive motor, and tachometer are mounted, as shown in Figure B.4. The 
A/C compressor is belt driven with a 6-groove belt connected to the drive motor. Its 
speed is controlled by a variable frequency drive (VFD), product of General Electric, 
model AF300. The drive motor is a 3 phase, 10 kW Baldor motor with a maximum of 
6000 rpm. In line with the compressor shaft, the torque meter is installed. The installed 
location is between the compressor and the clutch. The torque meter is a MCRT non-
contact torque meter made by S. Himmelstein & Co. with 0-56.5 Nm range and a 
maximum speed of 8500 rpm.  
 
 Figure B.4: Schematic of compressor stand and chamber 
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A tachometer measures the speed of the compressor. The tachometer is a Panel 
Tachometer Model DT-5TG made by SHIMPO. This microprocessor-based tachometer 
can measure rotational, linear and flow rate speeds, and can function as an elapsed time 
counter and ratio meter. A SHIMPO DOP-FV analog output module is used with the 
tachometer. This module provides a voltage (0 -10 VDC) or current (4-20 mA) 
proportional to the input frequency. This module allows full span analog output 
regardless of rpm range. The tachometer sensor is a Retro -Reflective Sensor Model 
RS220H by SHIMPO, which consists of an infrared source, sensing circuit, and 
amplifier, contained in a heavy-duty housing.  
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Appendix C – Instrumentation 
Table 8: Overview of instrumentation 
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Table 8: Overview of instrumentation (continued) 
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Table 8: Overview of instrumentation (continued) 
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C.1 Throttling valves installed in the Phase Separation Research Facility 
Table 9: Swagelok Non-rotating-Stem Needle Valves 
 
       
 
Figure C.1: Throttling valve and its flow coefficients at different number of turns 
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C.2 Expansion valve installed in the Phase Separation Research Facility 
 
 
Figure C.2: Swagelok metering valve used as the expansion device in the phase separation setup 
 
Table 10: Technical specifications of the Swagelok metering valve 
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Figure C.3: Swagelok metering valve and its flow coefficients at different number of turns 
 
Table 11: Technical details of the Swagelok SS-4MG2 metering valve 
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C.3 Data Acquisition System in the Phase Separation Research Facility 
 
The CR23X Micrologger is a compact, rugged, powerful datalogger. Housed in a 
portable, self contained package, the Micrologger consists of measurement and control 
electronics, communication ports, keyboard, display, power supply, and carrying handle. 
Minimum power requirements allow extended field use from a dc voltage source. 
 
 
Figure C.4: View of the datalogger utilized in the phase separation setup 
 
C.4 Hydra-Cell M03 pump 
 
The M03 series Hydra-Cell™ Pump has three diaphragms and is usually used for 
metering or pressure washing applications.  M03's come with extra inlets and outlets for 
customizing their performance. For example, we could supply the M03 pump with one 
pumping chamber isolated from the other two, each having their own inlets and outlets - 
creating a 2:1 ratio metering pump!  These pumps can be installed close-coupled to 
standard 56C frame motors or supplied with various flange mounts for alternate drives. 
M03 model have a free passage size of 0.016 inches and can be run dry without causing 
damage to the pump.  These compact pumps are available with brass, stainless steel, 
Hastelloy, PVDF and polypropylene pumping chambers.  Standard diaphragm materials 
include EPDM, Vition-XT, Teflon, Neoprene and Buna-N-XS.  Besides a motor, other 
accessories required include pressure regulating valves and pressure gauges. 
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Figure C.5: View of the membrane pump used in the phase separation facility 
 
 
Figure C.6: Flow ports of the membrane pump utilized in the phase separation facility 
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Figure C.7: Flow characteristics of the membrane pump utilized in the phase separation facility 
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Figure C.8: Technical specifications of the membrane pump utilized in the phase separation 
facility 
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C.5 High-speed camera utilized in Flow Visualization 
 
Features: 
 Auto exposure 
 “EDR” Extreme Dynamic Range™ 
 High-g configuration 
 Continuous recording 
 Pre-trigger recording 
 Post-trigger recording 
 On chip global shuttering 
 Strobe sync 
 Integral image memory 
 Continuous color video output 
 IRIG-B timing capture with phase shift 
 FireWire™ digital interface 
 Gigabit and 10/100 Ethernet 
 Sensitivity: 4800 ISO/ASA monochrome, 1200 ISO/ASA color 
 Sensor: 512 x 512 pixel, SR-CMOS color or monochrome array 
 Pictures per Second (PPS): Full sensor: to 2,100 PPS 
 Allocated formats: to 90,000 PPS with “CAR” (Continuously Adjustable 
Resolution) feature 
 Exposure Time: Variable, independent of sample rate (PPS), to 10 microsecond 
(5μsec optional) 
 Trigger: Continuously variable pre/post 
 Imager Control: Via FireWire™, 10/100 
 Ethernet, or RS232 serial interface (1Gbit Ethernet 3Q03) 
 Preview and Focusing: Via computer monitor or continuous video out 
 Lens Mounts: 1" C-Mount standard. Many other lens mounts available, including 
Nikon 
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Figure C.9: View of the high-speed camera utilized in the phase separation facility 
 
C.6 Transparent PVC 
 
All PVC Schedule 40 & Schedule 80 CLEAR pipe shall be manufactured from a 
Type I, Grade I Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) compound with a Cell Classification of 12454 
per ASTM D1784. The pipe shall be manufactured in strict compliance to ASTM D1785, 
consistently meeting and/or exceeding the applicable Quality Assurance test 
requirements of this standard with regard to material, dimensions, workmanship, burst 
pressure, flattening, and extrusion quality. The pipe shall be manufactured in the USA by 
an ISO 9001 certified manufacturer. All PVC CLEAR pipe shall be packaged immediately 
after its manufacture to prevent damage, and shall then be stored indoors at the 
manufacturing site until shipped from factory. All pipe shall be manufactured by 
HARVEL PLASTICS, INC. 
 
Table 12: PVC tube dimensions 
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Figure C.10: Clear PVC pipe physical properties 
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C.7 FLIR A320 Infrared camera 
 
Figure C.11: View of the FLIR A320 camera utilized in infrared imaging 
 
Key features: 
 
 
Figure C.12: Features of the FLIR A320 camera utilized in infrared imaging 
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C.8 Mass flow meters and transmitters 
The RFT9739 transmitter works with Micro Motion sensors to provide precision 
fluid measurement in a wide variety of fluid applications. The RFT9739 has modular, 
microprocessor-based electronics, incorporating ASIC digital technology with a choice of 
digital communication protocols. Combined with a Micro Motion sensor, the RFT9739 
provides accurate mass flow, density, temperature, and volumetric measurements of 
process fluids. With a pressure transmitter properly installed in the flow loop, the 
transmitter also indicates pressure. 
 
 
 
Figure C.13: Specifications of the ELITE CMF025 mass flow meter  
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Figure C.14: Liquid flow performance of the ELITE CMF025 mass flow meter 
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Figure C.15: Gas flow performance of the ELITE CMF025 mass flow meter 
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C.9 Thermocouples 
Table 13: Specifications of the T-type thermocouple 
 
The Copper-Constantan “T” curve thermocouple, with a positive copper wire and a 
negative Constantan wire, is recommended for use in mildly oxidizing and reducing 
atmospheres up to 750°F. They are suitable for applications where moisture is present. 
This alloy is recommended for low temperature work since the homogeneity of the 
component wires can be maintained better than with other base metal wires. Therefore, 
errors due to inhomogeneity of wires in zones of temperature gradients are greatly 
reduced. 
 
Figure C.16: Thermocouple characteristics and ANSI symbol designation 
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C.10 Flash Gas Bypass Valve Utilized in the FGB A/C System 
 
Swagelok SS-5PDF8 stainless steel rising plug screwed-bonnet needle valve with 
acetal seat and 1/2 inch female NPT as connections has been utilized to serve as a FGB 
valve in the A/C system research. 
  
Figure C.17: Swagelok needle valve and its flow coefficients at different number of turns 
 
Table 14: Technical details of the Swagelok SS-5PDF8 needle valve 
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Appendix D – System Data Processing 
 
 
D.1 Separation Efficiency Calculation 
 
 
{H_1_T1_mm=520 "[mm]" 
H_2_T1_mm=853 "[mm]" 
time=292 "[sec]" 
T_2=25.8 "[C]" 
H_1_T2_mm=1520 "[mm]" 
H_2_T2_mm=1523 "[mm]" 
"Total mass flow rate:" 
m_dot_total_gps=15 "[g/s]" 
"Inlet refrigerant quality:" 
x=6 "[%]" 
m_dot_vapvap=0.3 "[g/s]" 
m_dot_vapliq=0.2 "[g/s]" 
D_ft_body=18.3*10^(-3) "[m]" 
D_inlet=8.7*10^(-3) "[m]"} 
 
{Filedate$='090225'} 
 
"Radius of the collecting accumulator:" 
r=0.05493 "[m]" 
 
"Inlet tube cross sectional area:" 
A_inlet=D_inlet^2*pi/4  "[m^2]" 
 
"Inlet mass flux - inlet mass velocity:" 
G=m_dot_total_gps/(1000*A_inlet)  "[kg/s m^2]" 
 
"Tank 1 - liquid outlet:" 
H_1_T1= H_1_T1_mm/1000 "[m]" 
H_2_T1=H_2_T1_mm/1000 "[m]" 
delta_H_T1=H_2_T1-H_1_T1 "[m]" 
 
V_T1=r^2*pi*delta_H_T1 "[m^3]" 
V_dot_T1=V_T1/time"[m^3/sec]" 
 
m_dot_T1=rho_liq*V_dot_T1 "[kg/sec]" 
 
"Liquid density in the flash tank:" 
rho_liq=Density(R134a,T=T_2,x=0) 
 
"Tank 2 - vapor outlet:" 
H_1_T2=H_1_T2_mm/1000 "[m]" 
H_2_T2=H_2_T2_mm/1000 "[m]" 
delta_H_T2=H_2_T2-H_1_T2 "[m]" 
 
V_T2=r^2*pi*delta_H_T2 "[m^3]" 
V_dot_T2=V_T2/time"[m^3/sec]" 
m_dot_T2=rho_liq*V_dot_T2 "[kg/sec]" 
 
"Calculated liquid mass flow rates from outlets:" 
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m_dot_T1_gps=m_dot_T1*1000 "[g/s]" 
m_dot_T2_gps=m_dot_T2*1000 "[g/s]" 
 
"Total liquid mass flow rate calculated:" 
m_dot_liq_gps=m_dot_T1_gps+m_dot_T2_gps "[g/s]" 
 
"Calculated liquid mass flow rate at inlet using inlet quality and total mass flow rate:" 
m_dot_liq_gps_calc=(1-x/100)*m_dot_total_gps "[g/s]" 
 
"Percent difference in the liquid flow rates:" 
delta_m_dot_liq=((m_dot_liq_gps-m_dot_liq_gps_calc)/m_dot_liq_gps_calc)*100 "[%]" 
 
"Liquid separation efficiency:" 
eta_liq=((m_dot_liq_gps-m_dot_T2_gps)/m_dot_liq_gps)*100 "[%]" 
 
"Calculated liquid separation efficiency:" 
eta_liq_calc=((m_dot_liq_gps_calc-m_dot_T2_gps)/m_dot_liq_gps_calc)*100 "[%]" 
 
"Vapor separation efficiency:" 
eta_vap=(m_dot_vapvap/(m_dot_vapvap+m_dot_vapliq))*100 "[%]" 
 
"Calculated vapor separation efficiency:" 
eta_vap_calc=(m_dot_vapvap/(x/100*m_dot_total_gps))*100 "[%]" 
 
"Percent difference in the vapor flow rates:" 
delta_m_dot_vap=((m_dot_vapvap+m_dot_vapliq-
x/100*m_dot_total_gps)/(x/100*m_dot_total_gps))*100 "[%]" 
 
{- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - } 
 
"Vapor density in the flash tank:" 
rho_vap=Density(R134a,T=T_2,x=1) "[kg/cm^3]" 
 
"Vapor velocity in the flash tank:" 
v_vap_ft_theoretical=(x/100)*(m_dot_total_gps/1000)/(rho_vap*A_ft_body) 
v_vap_ft_measured=(m_dot_vapvap/1000)/(rho_vap*A_ft_body) 
 
"Flash tank body cross-section:" 
A_ft_body=D_ft_body^2*pi/4 "[m^2]" 
 
"Ratio of the flash tank body and inlet tube cross-sectional areas:" 
b=A_ft_body/A_inlet 
 
"Density ratio:" 
densratio=rho_liq/rho_vap 
 
{- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - } 
 
"Superficial gas and liquid velocities at inlet:" 
j_vap=G*(x/100)/rho_vap "[m/s]" 
j_liq=G*(1-x/100)/rho_liq "[m/s]" 
 
"Inlet vapor and liquid mass fluxes:" 
G_vap=G*(x/100) "[kg/s m^2]" 
G_liq=G*(1-x/100) "[kg/s m^2]" 
 
"Reynolds numbers at inlet:" 
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Re_vap=G*(x/100)*D_inlet/mu_vap 
Re_liq=G*(1-x/100)*D_inlet/mu_liq 
 
mu_vap=Viscosity(R134a,T=T_2,x=1.0) 
mu_liq=Viscosity(R134a,T=T_2,x=0.0) 
 
"Superficial momentum fluxes at inlet:" 
Jm_vap=rho_vap*j_vap^2 "[J/m^3]" 
Jm_liq=rho_liq*j_liq^2  "[J/m^3]" 
 
{- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - } 
 
"Calculated vapor qualities at flash tank exits:" 
 
x_liqout=(m_dot_vapliq/(m_dot_T1_gps+m_dot_vapliq))*100 
x_vapout=(m_dot_vapvap/(m_dot_T2_gps+m_dot_vapvap))*100 
 
 
D.2 Droplet Trajectories Using Droplet Settling Theory 
 
"!This program demonstrates the use of the Integral functions to solve second order equations.  " 
 
"Here EES is used to calculate the velocity and position of a freely falling sphere, subject to 
aerodynamic drag.  The unit system is set to English.  The graph is set to automatic update - 
change v_o to -50 to see the impact of an initial upward velocity. 
 
Note how the Integral function displays on the Formatted Equations Window." 
 
{d=0.0001 [m]  "sphere diameter"} 
{v_o=1e-6 [m/s]   } "initial velocity - set to value >0 to avoid Re=0" 
z_o=0 [m]    "initial position" 
{time=5 [s]  "time period for analysis"} 
g=9.80665 [m/s^2]  "gravitational acceleration" 
{u=0.20"[m/s]"  "vapor velocity"} 
T_sat=30 "[C]"                                              "temperature"  
 
d_microns=d*10^6 "[microns]" 
 
m*a=-F_G+F_B+F_D 
m=rho_liq_R134a*4/3*(d/2)^3*pi 
F_G=rho_liq_R134a*4/3*(d/2)^3*pi*g 
F_B=rho_vap_R134a*4/3*(d/2)^3*pi*g 
F_D=0.5*rho_vap_R134a*abs(u-v)*(u-v)*pi*(d/2)^2*C_D 
 
"Find Reynolds number" 
 
Re=rho_vap_R134a*abs(u-v)*d/mu_vap_R134a 
 
rho_vap_R134a=Density(R134a,T=T_sat,x=1) 
rho_liq_R134a=Density(R134a,T=T_sat,x=0) 
mu_vap_R134a=Viscosity(R134a,T=T_sat,x=1) 
mu_liq_R134a=Viscosity(R134a,T=T_sat,x=0) 
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"Find drag coefficient from the Reynolds number.  The Lookup table contains ln(Re) and ln(C_d 
).  The max function is used to prevent attempting to find the log of zero (i.e., when the velocity is 
zero use a small value of Re)" 
C_D=exp(interpolate1( 'LnRe', 'LnCD', LnRe=Ln(max(.01, Re)))) 
 
"As a test of the need for the variable drag coefficient, set C_d to a constant value, say C_d=0.4.  
Turn off automatic update on the plots (click on the plot window) and overlay the new plots, using 
the left scale." 
{C_D=0.4} 
 
 
"Use EES integral function to determine velocity and position given the acceleration." 
v=v_o+integral(a,t,0,time) "velocity after 5 seconds" 
z=z_o+integral(v,t,0,time) "vertical position after 5 seconds" 
 
"The following directive instructs EES to store values of v (velocity), z (elevation) and C_d (drag 
coefficient) as a function of t (time) at increments of 0.2 sec. 
" 
$integraltable t:0.2,  v,z, C_D 
$tabstops 1 in 
D.3 Droplet Statistics 
Average diameter: 
   
      
 
  
  
 
    
  
 
      
  
 
     
Droplet concentration per representative frame: 
         
 
      
 
Sauter Mean Diameter: 
    
      
 
 
      
 
      
  
Standard Deviation: 
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Mass averaged diameter: 
    
      
 
 
 
    
   
      
    
 
    
   
      
 
 
      
 
      
  
 
D.4 A/C System Test Data Reduction 
 
 
{ 
========================================================================= 
This program is for R134a Flash Gas Bypass system developed on 07/02/2008  
========================================================================= 
} 
 
{ 
Procedure AirFlowRate  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
This procedure calculates air flow rates and velocities through the nozzles. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Calls: none 
Called by: main program 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Inputs: 
CDguess nozzle discharge coefficient guess, [-] 
D  nozzle throat diameter, [m] 
Tn  nozzle temperature, [C] 
Pn  nozzle entrance pressure, [kPa] 
DPn pressure drop across nozzle, [Pa] 
Wn humidity ratio at nozzle, [-] 
 
Outputs: 
Ma_wet wet air mass flow rate, [kg/s] 
Ma_dry dry air mass flow rate, [kg/s] 
Q_m3 volumetric flow rate, [m^3/s] 
Q_scfm volumetric flow rate, [scfm] 
Vel air velocity through nozzle, [m/s] 
Vn  specific volume of air at nozzle, [m^3/kg] 
Re  Reynolds Number at nozzle, [-] 
CDnew discharge coefficient corresponding to 
Reynolds Number, [-] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
} 
 
Procedure AirFlowRate (Nozzle$, CDguess, D, Tn, Pn, DPn, Wn : Ma_wet, Ma_dry, Q_m3, 
Q_scfm, Vel, Vn, Re, CDold) 
 $Common ENN 
 IF (Nozzle$ = 'e1') AND (ENN < 1.5) THEN                       "e1- evap nozzle No.1, ENN=2 for 
high low load, while ENN=1 for low load" 
  
 Ma_wet = 0 
 Ma_dry = 0 
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 Q_m3 = 0 
 Q_scfm = 0 
 Vel = 0 
 Vn = 0 
 Re = 0 
 CDold = 0 
 
 ELSE 
   
 An = pi * D^2/4          "nozzle throat area, [m^2]" 
 Vn = VOLUME(AirH2O,T=Tn,P=Pn,w=Wn)/(1+Wn)        "air specific volume at exit of nozzle, 
[m^3/kg]" 
 rho = 1/Vn                                                                     "air density at nozzle, [kg/m^3]" 
 mu = VISCOSITY(AirH2O, T = Tn, P=Pn, w=Wn) "air viscosity at nozzle, [kg/m s]" 
       CDnew = CDguess 
   
 repeat "iterate to find proper discharge 
coefficient" 
    
 CDold=CDnew 
 Q_m3 = CDold * An * (2 * DPn * Vn)^0.5 
 Vel = Q_m3/An 
 Re = rho * Vel * D/mu 
 CDnew = .9986 - 7.006/Re^.5 + 134.6/Re "discharge coefficient correlation" 
   
 until (abs(CDold - CDnew) < .001) 
                   
 Q_scfm = Q_m3/(1.2 * Vn) * convert(m^3/s, ft^3/min) 
       Ma_wet = Q_m3/Vn 
 Ma_dry = Ma_wet/(1+Wn) 
  
 ENDIF 
END 
 
{ 
Procedure ChillerCapacity  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
This procedure calculates glycol chiller capacity using the EES BrineProp library. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Calls: BrineProp 
Called by: OutdoorChamberBalance 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Inputs: 
Mg  glycol mass flow rate, [g/s] 
Conc glycol concentration, [mass %] 
Tgi glycol inlet temperature, [C] 
Tgo glycol outlet temperature, [C] 
 
Outputs: 
Q_glycol glycol chiller capacity, [kW] 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
} 
 
Procedure ChillerCapacity (Mg, Conc, Tgi, Tgo : Q_glycol) 
 Call BrineProp ('SpecHeat', 'EG', Conc, Tgi : Cpgi) 
 Call BrineProp ('SpecHeat', 'EG', Conc, Tgo : Cpgo) 
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 Cpg_avg = (Cpgi + Cpgo)/2 
 Q_glycol = Mg/1000 * Cpg_avg * (Tgo - Tgi) 
End 
 
 { 
Procedure SteamCapacity 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
This procedure calculates steam capacity. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Calls: none 
Called by: IndoorChamberBalance 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Inputs: 
Mw_kgps condensate rate, [kg/s] 
P_atm atmospheric pressure, [kPa] 
Ts  steam inlet temperature, [C] 
Tw  condensate exit temperature, [C] 
 
Outputs: 
Q_steam steam capacity, [kW] 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
} 
Procedure SteamCapacity (Mw_kgps, Patm, Ts, Tw : Q_steam) 
 hs = ENTHALPY(Steam_NBS, T = Ts, x = 1) " saturated steam inlet enthalpy, [kJ/kg] " 
 hw = ENTHALPY(Steam_NBS, T = Tw, P = Patm) " condensate exit enthalpy, [kJ/kg] " 
 Q_steam = Mw_kgps * (hs -  hw) 
End 
 
 
{ 
Procedure ChamberLosses  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
This procedure calculates the transmission losses through the corresponding chamber walls. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------- 
Calls: none 
Called by: main program 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Inputs: 
chamber number explaining which chamber 
equation to use: 1- outdoor, 2 - indoor 
Tic  ceiling temperature inside chamber, [C] 
Toc ceiling temperature outside chamber, [C] 
Tiw wall temperature inside chamber, [C] 
Tow wall temperature outside chamber, [C] 
Tif  floor temperature inside chamber, [C] 
Tof floor temperature outside chamber, [C] 
 
Outputs: 
Q_trans transmission losses through chamber 
walls, [kW] 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
} 
 
Procedure ChamberLosses (chamber, Tic, Toc, Tiw, Tow, Tif, Tof : Q_trans) 
 " Outdoor Chamber " 
 If (chamber = 1) Then 
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 Q_trans = (0.6571 * 7.576 * (Tif - Tof) + 0.2197 * 7.576 * (Tic - Toc) + 0.073 * (8.701 + 5.230) 
* (Tiw - Tow))/1000 
 EndIf 
 " Indoor Chamber " 
 If (chamber = 2) Then 
 Q_trans = (0.6571 * 6.493 * (Tif - Tof) + 0.2197 * 6.493 * (Tic - Toc) + 0.073 * (8.701 + 4.483) 
* (Tiw - Tow))/1000 
 EndIf 
End 
 
 
{ 
Procedure OutdoorChamberBalance 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
This procedure calculates the heat exchanger heat transfer rate using chamber 
calorimetry for the outdoor chamber. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Calls: none 
Called by: main program 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------- 
Inputs: 
Mg  glycol mass flow rate, [g/s] 
Conc glycol concentration, [mass %] 
Tgi glycol inlet temperature, [C] 
Tgo glycol outlet temperature, [C] 
Tic  ceiling temperature inside chamber, [C] 
Toc ceiling temperature outside chamber, [C] 
Tiw wall temperature inside chamber, [C] 
Tow wall temperature outside chamber, [C] 
Tif  floor temperature inside chamber, [C] 
Tof floor temperature outside chamber, [C] 
W  chamber electrical power consumption 
1, [W] 
W2 chamber electrical power consumption 
2, [W] 
 
Outputs: 
Q_hx heat exchanger heat transfer, [kW] 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
} 
 
Procedure OutdoorChamberBalance (Mg, Conc, Tgi, Tgo, Tic, Toc, Tiw, Tow, Tif, Tof, W, W2 : 
Q_hx) 
 chamber = 1 
 Call ChillerCapacity (Mg, Conc, Tgi, Tgo : Q_glycol) 
 Call ChamberLosses (chamber, Tic, Toc, Tiw, Tow, Tif, Tof : Q_trans) 
 Q_hx = Q_glycol + Q_trans - (W + W2)/1000  
End 
 
{ 
Procedure IndoorChamberBalance 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
This procedure calculates the heat exchanger heat transfer rate using chamber 
calorimetry for the indoor chamber. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Calls: none 
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Called by: main program 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Inputs: 
Mw_kgps condensate rate, [kg/s] 
P_atm atmospheric pressure, [kPa] 
Ts  steam inlet temperature, [C] 
Tw  condensate exit temperature, [C] 
Tic  ceiling temperature inside chamber, [C] 
Toc ceiling temperature outside chamber, [C] 
Tiw wall temperature inside chamber, [C] 
Tow wall temperature outside chamber, [C] 
Tif  floor temperature inside chamber, [C] 
Tof floor temperature outside chamber, [C] 
W  chamber electrical power, [W] 
 
Outputs: 
Q_hx heat exchanger heat transfer, [kW] 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
} 
 
Procedure IndoorChamberBalance (Mw_kgps, Patm, Ts, Tw, Tic, Toc, Tiw, Tow, Tif, Tof, W : 
Q_hx, Mw_kgps2) 
       $common Dslope2 
 chamber = 2 
 Call SteamCapacity (Mw_kgps, Patm, Ts, Tw : Q_steam) 
 Call ChamberLosses (chamber, Tic, Toc, Tiw, Tow, Tif, Tof : Q_trans) 
 Mw_kgps2 = Dslope2 * convert(lbm/s, kg/s) " condensation rate 2, [kg/s] " 
 Q_steam2= Mw_kgps2*(ENTHALPY(Steam_NBS, T = Ts, x = 1) - ENTHALPY(Steam_NBS, 
T = Ts, x = 0))  Q_hx = Q_steam+Q_steam2 + W/1000 - 
Q_trans 
End 
 
 
{ 
Procedure Efficiency 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
This procedure calculates the various compressor efficiencies. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Calls: none 
Called by: main program 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Inputs: 
Mr  refrigerant mass flow rate, [g/s] 
Tri  refrigerant inlet temperature, [C] 
Pri  refrigerant inlet pressure, [kPa] 
Tro refrigerant outlet temperature, [C] 
Pro refrigerant outlet pressure, [kPa] 
W_comp compressor work, [kW] 
Vc  compressor speed, [rpm] 
V_disp compressor suction volume, [cc] 
 
Outputs: 
h_in inlet refrigerant enthalpy, [kJ/kg] 
h_out outlet refrigerant enthalpy, [kJ/kg] 
eta_c compression efficiency, [-] 
eta_v volumetric efficiency, [-] 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
} 
 
Procedure Efficiency (Mr, Tri, Pri, Tro, Pro, W_comp, Vc, V_suc : h_in, h_out, eta_isen, 
eta_mech, eta_comp, eta_v) 
 h_in = ENTHALPY(R134a, T = Tri, P = Pri) 
 s_in = ENTROPY(R134a, T = Tri, P = Pri) " inlet refrigerant entropy, [kJ/kg-K] " 
 h_out_isen = ENTHALPY(R134a, P = Pro, s = s_in) " isentropic outlet refrigerant enthalpy, 
[kJ/kg] " 
 h_out = ENTHALPY(R134a, T = Tro, P = Pro)                  " outlet refrigerant entropy, [kJ/kg-K] 
" 
 eta_isen = (Mr/1000) * (h_out_isen - h_in)/W_comp       " Isentropic efficiency " 
       eta_mech= (Mr/1000) * (h_out - h_in)/W_comp                " Mechanical efficiency " 
       eta_comp= (h_out_isen - h_in)/(h_out - h_in)                    " Compression (or indicated) 
efficiency " 
 v_in = VOLUME(R134a, T = Tri, P = Pri) " inlet refrigerant specific volume, 
[m^3/kg] " 
 Vdot_c = Mr * v_in " refrigerant displacement rate, [L/s] " 
 eta_v = (Vdot_c/1000)/(V_suc/1e6 * Vc/60)                       " Volumetric Efficiency " 
End 
 
{ 
***************************************************************************************************************
**************** 
Main Program Section  Begins Here 
***************************************************************************************************************
**************** 
} 
 
VersionDate$ = '01APRIL2009'  " Date of Revision " 
 
 
{These variables may need to be updated depending on the current system status} 
 
V_disp =160 "compressor suction volume, [cc]" 
Xoil=0.015                                  "assumed oil circulation rate"               
 
 
{------------------------------------------Outdoor Chamber Calculations --------------------------------------------
-------------------------} 
 
" Chamber Humidity " 
Wci = HumRat(AirH2O, P =Patm, T=24, R=0.4)                      "estimated Rh=40%" 
Rhci =RELHUM(AirH2O, T=Tcai, P=Patm, w=Wci)    "relative humidity at inlet" 
 
" Air Flow Rate Parameters " 
Pcn = Patm - DPca/1000 - DPcn/1000                                       "air pressure at nozzle exit, [kPa] " 
CDc = 0.98 " discharge coefficient guess value " 
D_c1 =0.1778           { 0.17792 was original value for 7" }   
" nozzle 1 diameter, [m] " 
D_c2 = 0.1778          {0.17792, 7" } " nozzle 2 diameter, [m] " 
Tcn = (Tcn1 + Tcn2)/2 " average nozzles temperature, [C] " 
 
" Air Flow Rate Through Nozzles " 
Call AirFlowRate('c1', CDc, D_c1, Tcn1, Pcn, DPcn, Wci : ma_wet_c1, ma_dry_c1, AFR_m3_c1, 
AFR_scfm_c1, Vel_c1, Vn_c1, Re_c1, CDc1) 
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Call AirFlowRate('c2', CDc, D_c2, Tcn2, Pcn, DPcn, Wci : ma_wet_c2, ma_dry_c2, AFR_m3_c2, 
AFR_scfm_c2, Vel_c2, Vn_c2, Re_c2, CDc2) 
 
" Total Air Flow Rates " 
Ma_outdoor_dry = ma_dry_c1 + ma_dry_c2            "dry air mass flow rate, [kg(dry air)/s]"                                                  
Ma_outdoor = ma_wet_c1 + ma_wet_c2 "air mass flow rate, [kg/s]" 
AFR_m3_outdoor = AFR_m3_c1 + AFR_m3_c2 "volumetric air flow rate, [m^3/s]" 
AFR_scfm_outdoor = AFR_scfm_c1 + AFR_scfm_c2 "volumetric air flow rate, [scfm]" 
 
" Air-Side Energy Balance " 
hcai = ENTHALPY(AirH2O, T = Tcai, P = Patm, W = Wci)      " moist inlet air enthalpy, [kJ/kg] " 
hcan = ENTHALPY(AirH2O, T = Tcn, P = Pcn, W = Wci)     " moist nozzle air enthalpy, [kJ/kg] " 
Qoutdoor_air = Ma_outdoor_dry* (hcan - hcai)                                                                                                                                  
 
" Refrigerant-Side Energy Balance " 
Pcri = Pcro + DPcr " condenser inlet pressure (absolute), 
[kPa] " 
hcri = ENTHALPY(R134a, T = Tcri, P = Pcri) " refrigerant inlet enthalpy, [kJ/kg] , 
single phase-gas" 
hcro = ENTHALPY(R134a, T = Tcro, P = Pcro) " refrigerant exit enthalpy, [kJ/kg], single 
phase-subcooled liquid " 
 
{ 
hsri = ENTHALPY(R134a, T = Tsri, P = Psri) " refrigerant subcooler inlet enthalpy, 
[kJ/kg] , single phase" 
hsro = ENTHALPY(R134a, T = Tsro, P = Psro) " refrigerant subcooler exit enthalpy, 
[kJ/kg], single phase-subcooled liquid " 
} 
 
Qoutdoor_ref = Mr*(1-Xoil) * (hcri - hcro)/1000+Mr*Xoil/1000*(2.0499*(Tcri-Tcro)+2.261e-
3/2*(Tcri^2-Tcro^2))           "condenser capacity, [kW]"               
Tcro_sat = TEMPERATURE(R134a, P = Pcro, x = 0.5) "saturation temperature at condenser 
outlet pressure, [C]"   
DTsub_cro=Tcro_sat - Tcro "subcooling at the condenser exit, [C]" 
 
{ 
Psri = Psro+ DPsr 
Tsri_sat = TEMPERATURE(R134a, P = Psri, x = 0.5) 
DTsub_sri =Tsri_sat - Tsri 
Tsro_sat = TEMPERATURE(R134a, P = Psro, x = 0.5) 
DTsub_sro =Tsro_sat - Tsro 
} 
 
Txri_sat = TEMPERATURE(R134a, P = Pxri, x = 0.5) "expansion valve inlet temperature, [C]" 
DTsub_xri =Txri_sat - Txri "subcooling at the expansion valve inlet, 
[C]" 
 
" Chamber Energy Balance " 
Call BRINEPROP ('Density', 'EG', Conc, Tgi : Deng*1000) 
Call OutdoorChamberBalance (Mg, Conc, Tgi, Tgo, Tcic, Tcoc, Tciw, Tcow, Tcif, Tcof, Wc, Wc2 : 
Qoutdoor_chamber) 
 
" Average Energy Balance based on Air-side and chamber balances" 
Qoutdoor_avg=0.5*(Qoutdoor_air+Qoutdoor_chamber) 
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" Error Calculations " ErrOutdoor_air = (Qoutdoor_air - Qoutdoor_chamber)/Qoutdoor_chamber * 
100 
ErrOutdoor_ref = (Qoutdoor_ref - Qoutdoor_chamber)/Qoutdoor_chamber * 100 
 
 
{--------------------------------------Indoor Chamber Calculations ----------------------------------------} 
 
 
Teao1 = (Teao11+Teao12+Teao13+Teao14)/4 "average evaporator air outlet 
temperature for first row, [C]" 
Teao2 = (Teao21+Teao22+Teao23+Teao24)/4 "average evaporator air outlet 
temperature for second row, [C]" 
Teao3 = (Teao31+Teao32+Teao33+Teao34)/4 "average evaporator air outlet 
temperature for third row, [C]" 
Teao4 = (Teao41+Teao42+Teao43+Teao44)/4 "average evaporator air outlet 
temperature for fourth row, [C]" 
Teao_avg = (Teao1+Teao2+Teao3+Teao4)/4 "average evaporator air outlet 
temperature, [C]" 
 
" Chamber Humidity " 
Rhei = RELHUM(AirH2O, T = Teai, P = Patm, D = Tdpei)  
" inlet relative humidity " 
Rhen = RELHUM(AirH2O, T = Ten, P = Pen, D = Tdpen)  
" relative humidity after nozzle " 
Wei = HUMRAT(AirH2O, T = Teai, P = Patm, D = Tdpei) " inlet humidity ratio " 
Wen = HUMRAT(AirH2O, T = Ten, P = Pen, D = Tdpen) " humidity ratio after nozzle " 
 
" Air Flow Rate Parameters " 
Pen = Patm - DPea/1000 - DPen/1000 " air pressure at nozzle entrance, [kPa] " 
CDe = 0.975 " discharge coefficient guess value, [-] " 
D_e1 = 0.06342   {0.0635,  2.5", measured value} " nozzle 1 (North Side, air flow direction) 
diameter, [m] " 
D_e2 = 0.06348   {0.0635,  2.5", measured value} " nozzle 2 (South Side, air flow direction) 
diameter, [m] " 
Ten = If(ENN, 2, Ten2, (Ten1 + Ten2)/2, 0)                               " average nozzle temperature, [C] " 
  
" Air Flow Rates Through Nozzles " 
Call AirFlowRate('e1', CDe, D_e1, Ten1, Pen, DPen, Wen : ma_wet_e1, ma_dry_e1, 
AFR_m3_e1, AFR_scfm_e1, Vel_e1, Vn_e1, Re_e1, CDe1) 
Call AirFlowRate('e2', CDe, D_e2, Ten2, Pen, DPen, Wen : ma_wet_e2, ma_dry_e2, 
AFR_m3_e2, AFR_scfm_e2, Vel_e2, Vn_e2, Re_e2, CDe2) 
 
" Total Air Flow Rates " 
Ma_indoor_dry = ma_dry_e1 + ma_dry_e2 " total dry air mass flow rate, [kg/s] " 
Ma_indoor_wet = ma_wet_e1 + ma_wet_e2 " total wet air mass flow rate, [kg/s] " 
AFR_m3_indoor = AFR_m3_e1 + AFR_m3_e2 " total volumetric air flow rate, [m^3/s] " 
AFR_scfm_indoor = AFR_scfm_e1 + AFR_scfm_e2 " total volumetric air flow rate, [scfm] " 
 
" Total Air-Side Heat Transfer " 
heai = ENTHALPY(AirH2O, T = Teai, P = Patm, W = Wei)    " moist inlet air enthalpy, [kJ/kg] " 
hean = ENTHALPY(AirH2O, T = Ten, P = Pen, W = Wen)     
" moist nozzle air enthalpy, [kJ/kg] " 
Qindoor_air = Ma_indoor_dry * (heai - hean)+Qleak_duct-Ma_indoor_dry*(Wei-
Wen)*ENTHALPY(Steam_NBS,T=Ten,x=0)   
" heat leak through the duct  is added to the air side energy balance" 
Qleak_duct=UA_air*(Teai-(Ten+Teao_avg)/2)/1000                       
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"heat leak through the duct" 
UA_air=14.95   
"estimated UA value"    
 
" Sensible Air-Side Heat Transfer " 
heai_encondition = ENTHALPY(AirH2O, T = Teai, P = Patm, W = Wen)   
Qindoor_sensible_psych = Ma_indoor_dry * (heai_encondition - hean) 
Qindoor_latent_psych = Qindoor_air - Qindoor_sensible_psych-Qleak_duct 
 
" Latent Air-Side Heat Transfer " 
Mw_kgps_calcu=(Wei-Wen)*Ma_indoor_dry 
Mw_kgps = Dslope * convert(lbm/s, kg/s) " condensation rate, [kg/s] " 
Mw_gps = Mw_kgps * 1000 " condensation rate, [g/s] " 
 
Pv_ei=PRESSURE(Steam_NBS,T=Tdpei,x=1) 
Pv_en=PRESSURE(Steam_NBS,T=Tdpen,x=1) 
hvapour_in=ENTHALPY(Steam_NBS, T =Teai, P=Pv_ei) 
hvapour_out = ENTHALPY(Steam_NBS, T = Ten, x=0) 
h_fg= hvapour_in - hvapour_out 
 
Qindoor_latent_cond = Mw_kgps * h_fg 
Qindoor_sensible_cond = Qindoor_air - Qindoor_latent_cond-Qleak_duct 
 
 
" Refrigerant-Side Energy Balance " 
{Pero, Peri, Tero and Teri are measured variables} 
 
DPer =  Peri - Pero " evaporator refrigerant pressure drop, 
[kPa] " 
Teri_sat=TEMPERATURE(R134a, P = Peri, x = 0.5)           "2-phase saturation temperature at 
Peri, [C]" 
Tero_sat= TEMPERATURE(R134a, P = Pero, x = 0.5) " 2-phase saturation temperature at 
Pero, [C] " 
 
DTsup_ero=Tero-Tero_sat "superheat at evaporator exit, [C]"                      
 
hxri = ENTHALPY(R134a, T = Txri, P = Pxri) "refrigerant inlet enthalpy, [kJ/kg], single 
phase-subcooled liquid " 
heri = hxri "isenthalpic process through expansion 
valve"  
{hero=ENTHALPY(R134a, T = Tero, P = Pero)}                       "this is for single phase evaporator 
outlet" 
hero = h_shri "this is for two-phase evaporator outlet, 
mostly when IHX is used" 
 
"Refrigerant evaporator capacity, [kW]" 
Qindoor_ref = Mr*(1-Xoil) * (hero - heri)/1000+Mr*Xoil/1000*(2.0499*(Tero-Teri_sat)+2.261e-
3/2*(Tero^2-Teri_sat^2)) 
 
" Refrigerant Qualities "                                                                
h_liq_in = ENTHALPY(R134a, P = Peri, x = 0) " saturated liquid enthalpy, [kJ/kg] " 
h_vap_in = ENTHALPY(R134a, P = Peri, x = 1) " saturated vapor enthalpy, [kJ/kg] " 
x_in = (heri - h_liq_in)/(h_vap_in - h_liq_in) " evaporator inlet quality " 
 
h_liq_out = ENTHALPY(R134a, P = Pero, x = 0) " saturated liquid enthalpy, [kJ/kg] " 
h_vap_out = ENTHALPY(R134a, P = Pero, x = 1) " saturated vapor enthalpy, [kJ/kg] " 
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x_out = (hero - h_liq_out)/(h_vap_out - h_liq_out) " evaporator exit quality " 
 
"Calculation of evaporator effectiveness:" 
 
"Log Mean Temperature Difference" 
deltaT1_e = Teai - ((Teri+Tero)/2) 
deltaT2_e = Teao_avg - ((Teri+Tero)/2) 
  
LMTD_e = (deltaT1_e - deltaT2_e)/ln(abs(deltaT1_e/deltaT2_e)) 
UA_e = abs(Qindoor_avg/LMTD_e)*convert(kW,W) 
 
"Evaporator effectiveness and NTU:" 
 
Cmin_e = Ma_indoor_dry*Cp_air_e*convert(kW,W)                       "Heat capacity rate" 
Cp_air_e = Cp(AirH2O,T=(Teai+Teao_avg)/2,D=Tdpei,P=Patm) 
NTU_e = UA_e/Cmin_e 
epsilon_e = Qindoor_avg/Qindoor_max 
Qindoor_max=Cmin_e*(Teai - ((Teri+Tero)/2))*convert(W,kW) 
 
" Chamber Energy Balance "  
Call IndoorChamberBalance (Mw_kgps, Patm, Ts, Tw, Teic, Teoc, Teiw, Teow, Teif, Teof, We : 
Qindoor_chamber,Mw_kgps2) 
 
" Average Energy Balance based on Air-side and chamber balances" 
Qindoor_avg=0.5*(Qindoor_air+Qindoor_chamber) 
 
" Error Calculations " 
ErrIndoor_air = (Qindoor_air - Qindoor_chamber)/Qindoor_chamber * 100 
ErrIndoor_ref = (Qindoor_ref - Qindoor_chamber)/Qindoor_chamber * 100 
 
{ 
------------------------------------------------Compressor Calculations -----------------------------------------------
------------- 
} 
 
DPhr = Prcpo - Pxri  
DPlr = Peri - Prcpi 
 
P_ratio = Prcpo/Prcpi " compression ratio " 
 
" Efficiency Calculations " 
Call Efficiency(Mr*(1-Xoil), Trcpi, Prcpi, Trcpo, Prcpo, W_comp, Vc, V_disp : h_compin, 
h_compout, eta_isen, eta_mech, eta_comp, eta_v)     
 
" Compressor Shaft Work " 
W_comp = (Fc * convert(lbf-in, N-m)) * (Vc * convert(rev/min, rad/s))/1000 
DTsup_rcpi=Trcpi-TEMPERATURE(R134a,P=Prcpi,x=0.5)                         "compressor inlet 
superheat" 
DTsup_rcpo=Trcpo-TEMPERATURE(R134a,P=Prcpo,x=0.5)                    "compressor outlet 
superheat" 
 
 
{---------------------------------------------------System Performance ------------------------------------------------
-----------------} 
 
DPslr_cal = Pero - Prcpi 
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COP_indoor_air = Qindoor_air/W_comp 
COP_indoor_ref = Qindoor_ref/W_comp 
COP_indoor_chamber = Qindoor_chamber/W_comp 
COP_indoor_avg=Qindoor_avg/W_comp 
 
 
{----------------------------------------------- IHX calculation ------------------------------------------------------------
------------------} 
 
 
Pshri = Pero 
Tshri = Tero 
 
h_shri = h_shro - ( h_shri2 - h_shro2 )                        "energy balance for IHX"  
 
 
Pshro = Prcpi 
Tshro = Trcpi 
h_shro = ENTHALPY(R134a,T=Tshro,P=Pshro) 
h_shro_max = ENTHALPY(R134a,T=Tshri2,P=Pshro) 
 
Pshri2 = Pcro 
Tshri2 = Tcro 
h_shri2 = ENTHALPY(R134a,T=Tshri2,P=Pshri2) 
 
Pshro2 =Pxri 
Tshro2 = Txri 
h_shro2 = ENTHALPY(R134a,T=Tshro2,P=Pshro2) 
 
Q_sh = Mr*(1-Xoil)*( h_shri2 - h_shro2 )/1000 
Q_sh_max = Mr*(1-Xoil)*(h_shro_max - h_shri)/1000 
 
Eta_sh = Q_sh / Q_sh_max 
 
DPshrl = Pshri - Pshro 
DPshrh = Pshri2 - Pshro2 
 
DTshrl = Tshro - Tshri 
DTshrh = Tshri2 - Tshro2 
 
 
 
{--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------} 
 
ENN=2  "for two nozzles in evaporator chamber" 
 
{----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---
-------------------} 
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Appendix E – Overview of the Flash Tanks Analyzed 
 
 
Figure E.1: Cyclonic flash tank 1 
 
Figure E.2: Cyclonic Flash Tank 2- Cyclonic separator with inlet roof skimmer and anti-creep 
skirt 
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Figure E.3: Gravity Flash Tank 1 -FT1 (Design with straight inlet tube, without bend or baffle, 
liquid exit without vortex breaker) 
 
Figure E.4: Gravity Flash Tank 2 -FT2 (Design with the specific inlet device design and vortex 
breaker at the liquid exit) 
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Figure E.5: Gravity Flash Tank 3 - FT3 (T-junction shaped separator, no separation enhancers) 
 
 
Figure E.6: Gravity Flash Tank 4 - FT4 (T-junction shaped separator, no separation enhancers) 
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Figure E.7: First flash tank tested on performance in the A/C system 
 
 
Figure E.8: Second flash tank tested on performance in the A/C system 
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Figure E.9: Third flash tank tested on performance in the A/C system 
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Appendix F – Research Data 
 
F.1 Phase Separation Research Facility Test Data 
 
Table 15: FT3 test data overview 
FT3 test data at fully open throttling valves,      g/s 
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Table 15: FT3 test data overview (continued) 
 
Flash tank FT3, test data at fully open throttling valves,      g/s, continued 
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Table 15: FT3 test data overview (continued) 
 
Flash tank FT3, test data at fully open throttling valves,      g/s 
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Table 15: FT3 test data overview (continued) 
 
Flash tank FT3, test data at fully open throttling valves,      g/s, continued 
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Table 15: FT3 test data overview (continued) 
 
Flash tank FT3, test data at fully open throttling valves,      g/s 
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Table 15: FT3 test data overview (continued) 
 
Flash tank FT3, test data at fully open throttling valves,      g/s, continued 
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Table 15: FT3 test data overview (continued) 
 
Flash tank FT3, test data when throttling valves are adjusted to obtain perfect vapor 
separation,      g/s 
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Table 15: FT3 test data overview (continued) 
 
Flash tank FT3, test data when throttling valves are adjusted to obtain perfect vapor 
separation,      g/s, continued 
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Table 15: FT3 test data overview (continued) 
 
Flash tank FT3, test data when throttling valves are adjusted to obtain perfect vapor 
separation,      g/s 
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Table 15: FT3 test data overview (continued) 
 
Flash tank FT3, test data when throttling valves are adjusted to obtain perfect vapor 
separation,      g/s, continued 
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Table 15: FT3 test data overview (continued) 
 
Flash tank FT3, test data when throttling valves are adjusted to obtain perfect vapor 
separation,      g/s 
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Table 15: FT3 test data overview (continued) 
 
Flash tank FT3, test data when throttling valves are adjusted to obtain perfect vapor 
separation,      g/s, continued 
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F.2 Droplet Motion and Statistics 
 
Table 16: Droplet statistics at mass flow rate of 10 g/s 
 
 
Table 17: Droplet statistics at mass flow rate of 20 g/s 
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F.3 Overview of droplets motion captured in high speed videos 
 
                     
Figure F.1: High-speed image at mass flow rate 10 g/s, inlet quality 5%, and 30 mm above the 
flash tank inlet tube 
      
 
Figure F.2: High-speed image at mass flow rate 10 g/s, inlet quality 15%, and 30 mm above the 
flash tank inlet tube 
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Figure F.3: High-speed image at mass flow rate 10 g/s, inlet quality 25%, and 30 mm above the 
flash tank inlet tube 
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Figure F.4: High-speed image at mass flow rate 20 g/s, inlet quality 5%, and 30 mm above the 
flash tank inlet tube 
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Figure F.5: High-speed image at mass flow rate 20 g/s, inlet quality 15%, and 30 mm above the 
flash tank inlet tube 
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Figure F.6: High-speed image at mass flow rate 20 g/s, inlet quality 15%, and 30 mm above the 
flash tank inlet tube 
 
      
Figure F.7: High-speed image at mass flow rate 20 g/s, inlet quality 15%, and 70 mm above the 
flash tank inlet tube 
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Figure F.8: High-speed image at mass flow rate 20 g/s, inlet quality 15%, and 70 mm above the 
flash tank inlet tube 
 
       
 
Figure F.9: High-speed image at mass flow rate 20 g/s, inlet quality 25%, and 70 mm above the 
flash tank inlet tube 
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Figure F.10: High-speed image at mass flow rate 20 g/s, inlet quality 30%, and 70 mm above the 
flash tank inlet tube 
 
 
 
Figure F.11: High-speed image at mass flow rate 20 g/s, inlet quality 25%, and 100 mm above the 
flash tank inlet tube 
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Figure F.12: High-speed image at mass flow rate 20 g/s, inlet quality 30%, and 100 mm above the 
flash tank inlet tube 
 
 
 
Figure F.13: High-speed image at mass flow rate 20 g/s, inlet quality 30%, and 140 mm above the 
flash tank inlet tube 
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Figure F.14: Overview of upward vapor velocities in the FT3 at different flow conditions 
 
 
Figure F.15: Droplets observed at different upward vapor velocities in the flash tank 
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Figure F.16: Droplet concentrations per frame (6.3 x 6.3 mm) observed at different liquid mass 
flow rates entering FT3 
 
Figure F.17: Overview of droplet size at different liquid and vapor mass flow rates at FT3 inlet 
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Figure F.18: Droplet size versus droplet concentrations observed in the FT3 
 
Figure F.19: Droplet sizes observed at different inlet vapor qualities in FT3 
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Figure F.20: Droplets observed at different flow conditions in FT3 
 
Figure F.21: Droplet concentrations observed at different upward vapor velocities in the flash tank 
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Figure F.22: Droplet size versus superficial vapor velocity at the inlet of FT3 
 
 
Figure F.23: Droplet size versus superficial liquid velocity at the inlet of FT3 
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F.4 T-junction Flash Tank with 23.8 mm body diameter (FT4) 
 
          
 
x=5%                                                                          x=10% 
 
            
 
x=15%                                                                          x=20% 
 
            
 
x=25%                                                                          x=30% 
 
Figure F.24: Flow visualization of inlet section at minimum pressure drop across flash tank 
outlets at mass flow rate 10 g/s 
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x=5%                                                                          x=10% 
 
           
 
x=15%                                                                          x=20% 
 
            
 
x=25%                                                                          x=30% 
 
Figure F.25: Flow visualization of inlet section at ideal vapor separation conditions in flash tank 
outlets at mass flow rate 10 g/s 
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x=5%                                                                          x=10% 
 
           
 
x=15%                                                                          x=20% 
 
           
 
x=25%                                                                          x=30% 
 
Figure F.26: Flow visualization of vapor outlet section at minimum pressure drop across flash 
tank outlets at mass flow rate 10 g/s 
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x=5%                                                                          x=10% 
 
           
 
x=15%                                                                          x=20% 
 
            
 
x=25%                                                                          x=30% 
 
Figure F.27: Flow visualization of vapor outlet section at ideal vapor separation in flash tank 
outlets at mass flow rate 10 g/s 
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x=5%                                                                          x=10% 
 
           
 
x=15%                                                                          x=20% 
 
            
 
x=25%                                                                          x=30% 
 
Figure F.28: Flow visualization of liquid outlet section at minimum pressure drop across flash 
tank outlets at mass flow rate 10 g/s 
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x=5%                                                                          x=10% 
 
           
 
x=15%                                                                          x=20% 
 
            
 
x=25%                                                                          x=30% 
 
Figure F.29: Flow visualization of inlet section at minimum pressure drop across flash tank 
outlets at mass flow rate 20 g/s 
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x=5%                                                                          x=10% 
                    
 
x=15%                                                                          x=20% 
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Figure F.30: Flow visualization of inlet section at ideal vapor separation conditions in flash tank 
outlets at mass flow rate 20 g/s 
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Figure F.31: Flow visualization of vapor outlet section at minimum pressure drop across flash 
tank outlets at mass flow rate 20 g/s 
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Figure F.32: Flow visualization of vapor outlet section at ideal vapor separation in flash tank 
outlets at mass flow rate 20 g/s 
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Figure F.33: Flow visualization of liquid outlet section at minimum pressure drop across flash 
tank outlets at mass flow rate 20 g/s 
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Figure F.34: Flow visualization of inlet section at minimum pressure drop across flash tank 
outlets at mass flow rate 30 g/s 
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Figure F.35: Flow visualization of inlet section at ideal vapor separation conditions in flash tank 
outlets at mass flow rate 30 g/s 
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Figure F.36: Flow visualization of vapor outlet section at minimum pressure drop across flash 
tank outlets at mass flow rate 30 g/s 
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Figure F.37: Flow visualization of vapor outlet section at ideal vapor separation in flash tank 
outlets at mass flow rate 30 g/s 
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Figure F.38: Flow visualization of liquid outlet section at minimum pressure drop across flash 
tank outlets at mass flow rate 30 g/s 
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F.5 Automotive A/C system data overview 
 
 
Baseline system charge determination 
 
 
Figure F.39: Charge determination test for Baseline configuration (subcooling, superheat, 
pressures) 
From Figure F.39 the “flat” region in condenser subcooling could be observed, 
where the integrated receiver has been filling with liquid refrigerant. During charge 
determination test, the superheat at compressor inlet is kept constant around 15˚C. 
Throughout tests, the superheat at the evaporator exit practically didn‟t exist, which 
means the evaporator exit was around the saturated vapor condition. In Figure below, 
the capacity and COP versus refrigerant charge is plotted. It looks there is no significant 
change of capacity and COP over the wide range of refrigerant charge. Based on two 
aforementioned plots, a refrigerant charge of 1500 g has been selected, which lies in the 
middle of range where receiver is being filled with liquid refrigerant. 
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Figure F.40: Charge determination test for Baseline configuration (capacity, COP) 
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Table 18: Baseline A/C system data at I35a test conditions 
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Table 18: Baseline A/C system data at I35a test conditions (continued) 
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Table 18: Baseline A/C system data at I35a test conditions (continued) 
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Table 18: Baseline A/C system data at I35a test conditions (continued) 
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Table 18: Baseline A/C system data at I35a test conditions (continued) 
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Table 18: Baseline A/C system data at I35a test conditions (continued) 
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Table 18: Baseline A/C system data at I35a test conditions (continued) 
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Table 18: Baseline A/C system data at I35a test conditions (continued) 
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Table 18: Baseline A/C system data at I35a test conditions (continued) 
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Table 19: FGB system data overview at I35a test conditions - effect of FGB valve opening 
Matched optimal baseline system capacity and refrigerant charge (1500 g) 
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Table 19: FGB system data overview at I35a test conditions - effect of FGB valve opening (contd.) 
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Table 19: FGB system data overview at I35a test conditions - effect of FGB valve opening (contd.) 
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Table 19: FGB system data overview at I35a test conditions - effect of FGB valve opening (contd.) 
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Table 19: FGB system data overview at I35a test conditions - effect of FGB valve opening (contd.) 
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Table 19: FGB system data overview at I35a test conditions - effect of FGB valve opening (contd.) 
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Table 20: FGB system data overview at I35a test conditions - effect of adding charge 
Bypass valve opened ½ turn  
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Table 20: FGB system data overview at I35a test conditions - effect of adding charge (contd.) 
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Table 20: FGB system data overview at I35a test conditions - effect of adding charge (contd.) 
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Table 20: FGB system data overview at I35a test conditions - effect of adding charge (contd.) 
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Table 20: FGB system data overview at I35a test conditions - effect of adding charge (contd.) 
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Table 20: FGB system data overview at I35a test conditions - effect of adding charge (contd.) 
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F.6 T-junction FT4 FGB A/C system I35a test results  
 
Table 21: FGB A/C system data overview at I35a test conditions at different compressor suction 
superheat values 
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Table 21: FGB A/C system data overview at I35a test conditions at different compressor suction 
superheat values (contd.) 
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Table 21: FGB A/C system data overview at I35a test conditions at different compressor suction 
superheat values (contd.) 
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Table 21: FGB A/C system data overview at I35a test conditions at different compressor suction 
superheat values (contd.) 
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Table 21: FGB A/C system data overview at I35a test conditions at different compressor suction 
superheat values (contd.) 
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Table 21: FGB A/C system data overview at I35a test conditions at different compressor suction 
superheat values (contd.) 
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F.7 T-junction FT4 A/C System M35 Test Results Overview 
 
Figure F.41: FGB configuration - overview of the parameters at matched optimal baseline capacity 
at 5˚C compressor superheat and M35 test conditions  
 
FGB valve opened 1/4 turn                                 FGB valve opened 1/2 turn 
Figure F.42 (continued on next page) 
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FGB valve opened 3/4 turn           FGB valve opened 1 turn  
Figure F.42: Still images of the upper section of the FT4 body towards vapor outlet at different 
FGB valve openings at M35a test conditions 
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Appendix G – Design of Cyclonic Separators 
 
 
Cyclones represent more compact vessels for phase separation. Sizing a cyclonic 
type separator is more complicated, as it is important to ensure that the velocity through 
the separator is suitable to maintain a high level of efficiency and that the pressure drop 
across the separator is acceptable. Both pressure drop and separation efficiency are 
functions of cyclone dimensions: inlet height a, inlet width b, gas outlet diameter De, 
outlet duct length S, cylinder height h, cyclone height H, and liquid outlet diameter B 
(see Figure G.1). 
  
 Figure G.1: Efficiency and typical geometry of a cyclonic separator 
 
There are several types of centrifugal separators that serve to separate entrained 
liquids, from a gas stream. For mist extraction applications, reverse-flow, axial flow and 
recycling axial-flow cyclones are typically used in multi-cyclone “bundles.” Cyclonic mist 
extractors use centrifugal force to separate liquid droplets from the gas phase based on 
density difference. Very high G forces are achieved which allows for efficient removal of 
small droplet sizes. The main advantage of cyclonic mist extractors is that they provide 
good removal efficiency at very high gas capacity. This generally allows for the smallest 
possible vessel diameter for a given gas flow. These devices are proprietary and cannot 
be readily sized without detailed knowledge of the characteristics of the specific internals 
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and manufacturers of such devices are often consulted for assistance in sizing these types 
of separators.  
Because of their simple construction and high reliability, cyclones are used very 
effectively to separate gas-liquid mixtures, such as:  
 In Venturi or other types of scrubbers (low liquid load gas scrubbing 
applications) 
 Removal of water droplets from steam generators and coolers and oil-mist from 
the discharge of air compressors  
 In process machinery to remove entrained oil and hydrocarbon droplets 
generated from spraying, injection, distillation 
 Inlet devices to prevent foaming in gravity separation drums 
 
Disadvantages of centrifugal separators are: 
 Some designs do not handle slugs well 
 Pressure drop tends to be significantly higher than for vane or clean-knitted 
mesh mist extractors 
 They have a relatively narrow operating flow range for highest efficiency 
 
G.1 Common Practice Today 
 
For larger particles, adequate separation is still usually realized if the incoming 
gas-liquid mixture is allowed to flow slowly through a vessel so that the particles settle 
out under the influence of gravity. Gravity separation vessels share most of the 
advantages of cyclones, except for low investment costs and compactness since they are 
very large with their 1g driving forces. Hence, common practice often includes gravity 
separation vessels ahead of cyclones because their performance is less sensitive to flaws 
in design and operation than that of centrifugal separators. These vessels are normally 
used to separate out particles that are greater than about 300-500 microns in size. So, by 
far, the majority of vapor-liquid separation tasks are performed using either 
conventional gravity settling or “knock-out” drums or demisting meshes or pads.  
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G.2 Newer Design Option - Cyclones Combined with Liquid Hold-Up 
Drum 
 
Because of more efficient separation, cyclonic separators have been gaining in 
importance during the past decade and becoming to play an important role in the oil and 
gas industries, especially in offshore applications where large and expensive gravity 
separators are being replaced by much more compact, and much more efficient gas-
liquid separation equipment. In gas transmission installations cyclones are also well 
suited to protect gas compressors and turbines from fouling and erosion. Cyclones, like 
gravity separators, can be designed to handle large volumetric concentrations of 
incoming liquid if they are equipped with or set atop a liquid hold-up drum. As with a 
gravity separator, such a drum is used to provide liquid level control and, normally, 
several minutes of liquid surge capacity. 
 
G.3 Vapor-Liquid Cyclone Design Geometries and Features 
 
Unlike in separation of gases from solids in cyclones, some portion of the 
incoming liquid tends to deposit along the upper walls of the cyclone in the form of a 
wall film. This wall film is not static or stationary, but is driven by the secondary gas flow 
dragging it up the walls, then radially inwards across the roof, and down the vortex tube. 
If not redirected, this liquid will simply „short circuit‟ the cyclone and exit along with the 
gas phase. Such behavior, known as „layer loss‟, is clearly detrimental to overall 
separation performance but can be avoided through the use of appropriate „roof 
skimmers‟, vortex-tube „anti-creep skirts‟, or inlet „raceways‟. A few such devices are 
illustrated in Fig. G.2 below.  
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Figure G.2: Illustration of vapor-liquid cyclone devices for preventing liquid losses due to 
secondary flow behavior: roof skimmer, vortex tube anti-creep device 
 
The raceway functions very much like the roof-skimming cylinder but attempts to 
prevent liquid from reaching the upper areas of the cyclone in the first place. The anti-
creep skirt often has a serrated or „saw-toothed‟ trailing edge to facilitate the dislodging 
of the liquid film. At higher liquid loadings (greater than about 1 kg liquid/kg of gas), 
both roof skimmer or raceway and an anti-creep skirt should be installed. 
 
 
Figure G.3: Illustration of vapor-liquid cyclone devices for preventing liquid losses due to 
secondary flow behavior: inlet raceway 
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Unlike their gas-solids cousins, the inlet pipe feeding a vapor-liquid cyclone 
should not be inserted in very close proximity to the cyclone roof. If possible, the top of 
the inlet piping should be located at least one inlet pipe diameter below the outside edge 
of the roof. In principle, at least, it is possible to reduce „layer losses‟ by directing the 
inlet pipe slightly downward (e.g. 10˚), although this is rarely observed in practice. 
Wherever possible, the inlet piping to a gas-liquid cyclone should consist of a straight 
section of pipe having a length-to-inside diameter (L/D) ratio not less than 10 following 
any upstream bends, tees or other flow disturbances. In no case should the L/D ratio 
drop below 5. Any upstream bend should also cause the two-phase mixture reporting to 
the cyclone to turn in the same rotational direction as that within the cyclone. For 
example, if the gas-liquid mixture enters the cyclone in a clockwise manner in plain view, 
then the nearest upstream bend that lies in a horizontal plane should also make a 
clockwise turn. 
Hence, according to Hoffman et al. (2006), the main challenge in vapor-liquid 
cyclone design lies less with the inherent ability of the cyclone to separate incoming 
droplets from the gas phase but more with the proper handling of the liquid phase once 
it is „centrifuged‟ to the walls of the separator. As mentioned above, a vapor-liquid 
cyclone of the conventional reverse flow variety must be designed to handle liquid films 
attempting to make their way out the vortex tube (i.e., „layer losses‟). Additionally, the 
cyclone must be designed so that the vortex „tail‟ (the end of the vortex) is isolated or 
decoupled from any liquid that is allowed to collect in the lower section of the separator 
or from the liquid already flowing down the walls. Furthermore, proper underflow 
sealing is just as important. 
Vapor-liquid cyclones come in a bewildering array of design geometries and 
configurations. Interestingly, most vapor-liquid or demisting cyclones do not feature a 
conical lower section but tend to be of the cylindrical variety. As shown, it is becoming 
quite common for vapor-liquid cyclone vessels to function as both a separator and as a 
liquid holdup vessel. In this capacity, it is quite important  from the separation point of 
view that the „end‟ of the vortex is not allowed to come in contact with the surface of the 
liquid pool which exists in the lower part of the cyclone vessel. Hence, an „isolation‟ plate 
(also known as a „stilling plate‟ or „vortex stabilizer plate‟) is used to provide a surface 
upon which the end of the vortex can „lite‟ and spin like a top. Obviously then the 
purpose of this plate is not to „break‟ or interfere with the vortex but to prevent it from 
contacting the surface of the liquid phase.  A true „vortex breaker‟ is normally inserted 
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just ahead of the vessel‟s liquid exit nozzle as shown in Fig. G.3. This is a very important 
feature in the geometry at hand since the angular momentum of the incoming gas-liquid 
mixture will produce bulk rotation of the liquid pool. If a vortex is allowed to form, some 
of the incoming gas may exit out the underflow and create pump cavitation or other 
problems downstream. The vortex will also act as a type of fluidic „choke‟ and restrict the 
flow rate out the bottom liquid exit nozzle. Vortex breakers normally consist of simple 
crosses of flat plate metal or a flat circular plate located about 1 outlet pipe diameter 
above the exit pipe. The plate diameter is normally 2 to 4 times the diameter of the exit 
pipe. 
It is observed that a cyclone‟s cut size and overall efficiency are dependent upon 
its diameter. Hoffman et al. (2006) found that the centrifugal force acting to separate a 
particle (or droplet, for the case at hand) to the inner walls of the separator is inversely 
proportional to the radius of the gas outlet pipe, and that the cut size is proportional to 
the square root of this radius, other factors being equal. Thus, rather than having all the 
flow report to just one relatively large cyclone, one can achieve an improvement in 
separation performance by dividing and evenly distributing the flow over a number of 
small diameter cyclones. A „multicyclone‟ such as that shown in the left-hand side of Fig. 
2.11, illustrates such an arrangement. It consists of a number of relatively small 
diameters, cylindrical-bodied cyclones housed in a single pressure-retaining vessel. 
 
 
 
Figure G.4: A Burgess-Manning multicyclone vapor/liquid separator unit (leftmost frame) and 
three different cyclone body designs: Burgess-Manning type R-T, R-A and A-X, respectively. 
Courtesy Burgess-Manning, Inc. 
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Appendix H – Instrumentation Calibration 
 
H.1 Calibration of pressure transducers in the A/C system test facility 
 
Figure H.1: Calibration of pressure transducer measuring refrigerant-side pressure at evaporator 
outlet 
 
 
 
Figure H.2: Calibration of pressure transducer measuring refrigerant-side pressure at expansion 
valve inlet 
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Figure H.3: Calibration of pressure transducer measuring refrigerant-side pressure at condenser 
outlet 
 
 
 
Figure H.4: Calibration of pressure transducer measuring refrigerant-side pressure at evaporator 
inlet 
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Figure H.5: Calibration of pressure transducer measuring refrigerant-side pressure at compressor 
inlet 
 
 
 
 
Figure H.6: Calibration of pressure transducer measuring refrigerant-side pressure at compressor 
outlet 
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Figure H.7: Calibration of differential pressure transducer measuring air-side pressure difference 
across evaporator chamber nozzles 
 
 
 
 
Figure H.8: Calibration of differential pressure transducer measuring air-side pressure difference 
across condenser chamber nozzles 
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Appendix I – Machining and Design of Flash Tanks 
 
Separators are built from transparent PVC, purchased from Harvel Plastic. The 
junction of inlet tube to the tank body was made by machining the opening in the body. 
Prior to machining the opening in the body, enforcement in the shape of a transparent 
PVC ring was placed and sealed to the body. This ring creates a thicker wall at the 
location where the inlet tube will be connected. After machining the opening, inlet tube 
is inserted so that its end aligns with the inner flash tank body wall. Image of flash tank 
with enforcement ring and inlet tube is shown in Figure below.  
 
 
 Figure I.1: View of Flash tank FT3 
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Figure I.2: Schematic and construction details of Flash tank FT3 
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Figure I.3: Schematic and construction details of Flash tank FT4 
